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The first bike we restored…TEAMPS

EVERY MONTH we 
marvel at the skills,
resourcefulness and
ingenuity of PS readers
who’ve restored their
bikes to frankly amazing
standards.

It’s always a pleasure to meet and
learn from those who, through their
spannering expertise and enthusiasm,
are the backbone of our biking world.
We salute you.

Many of you draw inspiration from
their projects, too – so much so that we
often get messages from those taking on
their first resto. But where do you start if
you haven’t breathed new life into an

old bike before? To answer that, and to 
make your first resto experience that
much easier and more enjoyable, we’ve
put together a feature (page 49) to guide
you through exactly that. From choosing
a project, buying spares and tools to
reassembly and shakedown, we show
you what to do – every step of the way.

It’s unlikely you’d ever have to
nut-and-bolt restoreYamaha’s superbike
-cum-continental blasters, the FJ1100
and 1200.At least not their bombastic,
bulletproof motors. In this issue we look
back at how one of the 1980s’ most
innovative superbikes morphed into an
unrivalled big-bore all-rounder, not to
mention an outstanding bargain. Phil

West rides and rates both (page 60).
We also bring you the winners of our

CRMC Production championships
(page 29), ride the world’s rarest restored
GSX-R750 (page 39), impart FireBlade
resto wisdom (page 56), and laugh
manically on an MTX200RII (page 70).

Enjoy themag

Jim Moore, Editor

Jim Moore

Editor

My NSR250 MC18 a

decade ago. It had

stood for ages and was a

rolling resto. I refreshed the

engine and forks, then sold

it. Big mistake, still miss it.

jim.moore@

bauermedia.co.uk

Austin Smith

Art editor

Not so much a

resto, but I had to

rebuild my FZR400 3TJ after

I lobbed it. My NC30 is the

first real resto I’ve attempted.

And it’s still ongoing…

austin.smith@

bauermedia.co.uk

Jonathan Bentman

Features writer

Years ago I bought

a ratty jellymould

CBR600. I was going to race

it but it turned out too good

in the end. Some scrote

ended up nicking it.

psportsbikes@

bauermedia.co.uk

Alan Seeley

Technical editor

I got a scabby 1973

Triumph Trident

from a bloke in Dundee. It

was in a right state, but I got

it running and spruced it up

as a rolling resto.

alan.seeley@

bauermedia.co.uk

Gary Hurd

Technical

consultant

My RD250E.

Bought it, stripped it and

rebuilt it with 350B barrels,

Allspeeds and black/orange

paint. Blew it up countless

times and got nicked for

‘furious riding’. Happy days.

The FJ1100 and 1200: still

going very strong indeed

All you need to know 
about resto work

facebook.com/groups/practicalsportsbikes psportsbikes@bauermedia.co.uk
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HIS MIGHT be Gary Dickinson’s
fourth project. Or his fifth. Or is it
his third? It’s difficult to be exact,
because after buying his first two

Kawasaki Z650s – on account of the fact that
“modern bikes were getting so fast I thought
I’d better start slowing things up a bit” – his
next Z650 and Z750 projects arrived thick and
fast and have been progressing simultaneously,
if not each quite with the same speed.

There’s something to be said for Gary’s
approach.There are economies of scale (over
recent years he’s picked up countless job-lots
of Z650/750 parts) and if one project stalls
then he can swap to the other.And in fact he’ll

As the twin-shock GPz750 that was only made
for one year, the 1982 Kawasaki GPz750R1 is a
rare beast. But for Z650 fan Gary Dickinson it 

was well worth the effort of a full resto

WORDS JONATHAN BENTMAN  PHOTOGRAPHY GARY FREEMAN

READER RESTORATION

T
happily swap the components from one bike 
to another if that better suits a purpose, hence 
his Z650C1 wears the paintwork that came 
with the C3 – or is vice versa? Yeah, it’s easy to 
get confused, but not for Gary. He’s clearly 
come to know his Zs rather well, keeping his 
best parts, like an immaculate bank of Mikuni 
CV carbs, nicely wrapped and waiting to be 
fitted to the luckiest of his Zeds.

This GPz750R1 was an eBay purchase, 
fulfilling a desire to broaden his collection with 
something for the ‘longer runs’. Auction-savvy, 
Gary simply put ‘Kawasaki’ into the search 
engine and found this lesser-spotted twin-
shock GPz750 – only made in 1982 – listed 
just as a ‘Kawasaki 750’. A speculative bid of 
£150 was successful, although when we saw 
the photo of the basketcase the bike was then 
you can understand that Gary’s was probably 
the only educated eye that would have spotted 
this genuine gold nugget among the fool’s gold 
that typically litter the ‘projects’ listings.

“It was an absolute wreck,” he recalls. “The 
seller had wrapped the engine in a bin bag – 
having first taken the sparkplugs out. He 
mistakenly believed that if it got damp the 
water could evaporate. Needless to say, when I 
got it home and undid the sump plug loads of 
brown water rushed out, not so much oil...”

WAS IN A
BIN BAG”

“IT WASA
£150 WRECK... 

Gary stripped the engine,

but farmed out its rebuild
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Reader restoration

BEFORE

A rare Kwak well and 

truly brought back to life

This shed only cost Gary £150 – 
but underneath was a great resto
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Reader restoration

Unfazed and with plenty still to do on his 
other projects, Gary passed the engine rebuild 
to Barry Dawson at Blue Haze Engineering 
(he built the NSR500 rep, PS, August), a local 
business like many of Gary’s chosen services. 

“It is cheaper to do yourself and quite 
feasible, but I’m not ready to do a complete 
engine rebuild,” says Gary. “You can get skill 
from a manual, but you need confidence to do 
the full job. I’m quite happy to strip it all down, 
but I won’t do a whole engine.”

With the water ingress there was plenty to 
be done. A new crank and big-end bearings 
– actually a plain shell in this design – meant 
18 shells in all, which cost around £200, then  
a gasket set for another £70. The rest was 
surprisingly sound (or unsurprisingly – 
Kawasaki build ’em strong) but Gary decided 
to throw an 810cc Wiseco piston kit into the
mix (a minimum £400 there), plus some
gas-flowing to the head. Blue Haze finished
the rebuild with an aqua-blast to the cases,
barrels and head, followed by a repaint (etch 
primer plus two-pack in satin black).

The engine work would be matched to a 
new but period ‘Alpha-style’ four-into-one 
exhaust by Exhaust Craft in Whitehaven and a 
set of Mikuni CV carbs from one of Gary’s job-
lots. Gary decided on pod filters instead of the 
standard air box, but had the set-up fine-tuned 
on a dyno once the bike was done, achieving a 
satisfactory 66.5hp (Kawasaki claim 80hp for 
the stock motor).

Gary got on to the rolling chassis while the 
engine was being rebuilt. The frame went to 

Yorvik Engineering Services (01904 768515), 
who occupy a unit near Blue Haze – meaning 
one economical journey to deliver both motor 
and frame. The frame was in sound condition 
(it had only been lightly altered in the past), 
but Yorvik were up to fabricating the missing 
mounts for the grab rail, before coating it all.

The suspension rebuild revealed one of those 
archetypal basketcase project horrors: the 
forks were from the wrong bike – a GPz305. 
Luckily Gary was able to source the correct 
forks, but the sliders needed powdercoating 
and the stanchions replating. He was 
contemplating a quote for £170 for hard 
chroming when, by chance, a good set of 
stanchions came up for all of £50. He wanted 
to fit piggyback shocks and chanced upon an 
aftermarket set with the right look and 
dimensions – £200 new via mail order – so
took a chance.They’ve proved fine. Gary
thought they might need some fine-tuning, but
they’ve been good since they were bolted in.

The brakes were sourced from Gary’s 
ever-growing stock of spares. He selected his
best calipers then stripped, cleaned and rebuilt
them with new pistons and seal kits, before 
adding braided hoses from Wemoto. New 
pads, too. The discs are original. Back in the 
1980s discs didn’t wear like they do now – but 
then bikes didn’t stop like they do now, either. 

Gary chose Flying Tiger in Bury St Edmunds 
to do the respray on the bodywork. They’re a 
top quality outfit who produce show-winning 
paintwork. “They had a job to do. The fuel 
tank was badly dented and had pinholes all 

New shape and vinyl

for the seat

1976 Z650B1

A mini Z1 with 64bhp 

and a 120mph top speed, 

which had it nipping at 

the heels of bigger rivals. 

Plain bearing crank and 

dohc 8-valve top-end.

1981 Z750L

Kawasaki addressed the 

handling issues with a 

lighter, stronger frame and 

suspension revisions.

1978 Z650C2

Cosmetic makeover:

seven-spoke cast wheels, 

disc brakes front and  

rear, and flash ‘stardust 

silver’ paint refreshed  

the concept.

1982 GPz750R1

The GPz took the base 

Z750L with 6bhp extra, 

hotter cams, higher comp 

and 34mm Mikunis. Bikini 

fairing. Naked and DFI in 

some markets.

1979 Z750E

Kawasaki bored out the 

Z650 (by 4mm) to create 

the 738cc Z750E. Z650’s 

chassis retained but 10bhp 

extra pushed the concept 

close to its limit.

1983 GPz750A

All-new model with 

monoshock (Uni-Trak) 

rear end. Distinctive 

half-faired styling (later 

fully-faired). 86bhp and 

134mph top speed. 

Z650 to GPz750: a potted history

Project juggling
As you can see, Gary has a

few Kawasaki Z650 and Z750

restos on the go at once

– meaning there’s always a

bike being worked on
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Z750L top yoke, Renthal ’bars

and some classic ’80s clocks

Carbs are stock, 

filters are foam pod
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Raising the ’bars
Standard handlebar set-up? Not for

Gary. Instead he went for a Z750L

top yoke with conventional clamps

and Renthal ’bars

for issues like leaking valve seats or worn 
rings. Electrics are like maths – you’re either 
right or wrong.”

So Gary sorted the loom himself, although 
there’s a little more work to do there. “The  
reg/rec’s faulty. It’s okay for short runs without 
lights, but needs replacing. I found an original 
NOS unit for £45 – quite the bargain when 
even aftermarket ones are £75. So that’s part 
of my winter work on the bike.”

In all Gary thinks he’s been working on the 
GPz750 for about three years, but he’s been 
fettling his other Zed projects in that time too: 
a Z650 cafe racer (the restored rolling chassis 
and rebuilt engine are close to being reunited), 
as well as a thoroughly modernised GPz750 
complete with usd forks, ZXR wheels and a 
Zephyr swingarm (“I like the twin-shock 
look”). Gary openly confesses he’s not a 
back-to-standard resto man. We were about to 
argue he’s at least a period-correct man, as this 

over it. I’d sealed it with tank sealer, but credit
to Simon at Flying Tiger for managing to get a
flawless finish. I’d also got a slightly damaged
front mudguard for £50 and had it welded –
but it wasn’t to their standard so they had it
rewelded before applying the paint. They also
had to work on the bikini fairing before that
could be painted. At £750 it wasn’t cheap, but
I’ve had cheap paintwork before and it’s not
worth it. You get what you pay for.”

The wheels were powdercoated gold at the
same time, as Gary was after the full Eddie
Lawson effect, while the seat is another quality
job. It’s not the original shape or vinyl (it looks
more reminiscent of the type you find on a
later Uni-Trak model), but the fit and finish is
excellent – and it needed to be to match the
quality of the paintwork. The job was done by
Tony Archer – another local expert – at a price
we shouldn’t mention as it’s unrepeatable.
Let’s just say Gary got lucky...

Specification | 1982 Kawasaki GPz750R1
ENGINE Type air-cooled, 8v, dohc, inline-four Capacity 738cc Bore x stroke 66 x 54mm Compression ratio 9.5:1 Ignition transistorised electronic 

Carburation 4 x 34mm Mikuni CV TRANSMISSION Primary/final drive gear/chain Clutch wet, multiplate Gearbox 5-speed CHASSIS Frame steel twin loop cradle  

Front suspension 36mm air-assisted telescopic fork Rear suspension Dual shocks, adjustable for preload and rebound damping Front brake 2 x 226mm 

discs, twin-piston calipers Rear brake 1 x 226mm disc, twin-piston caliper Wheels 7-spoke cast aluminium Front tyre 100/90 19 Rear tyre 120/90 18 

DIMENSIONS Dry weight 218kg Wheelbase 1460mm Seat height 780mm  Fuel capacity 24.5 litres PERFORMANCE Top speed 130mph 

Claimed power 80bhp@9500rpm Claimed torque 48.4lb.ft@7500rpm Fuel consumption 40mpg Price new £2079

Four-into-one ‘Alpha-style’

exhaust was custom-made

You might also have noticed the non-standard 
handlebar set-up. Gary didn’t like the clip-on 
set-up of the original, so fitted a Z750L top 
yoke with conventional clamps, ready to take 
7/8in Renthal ’bars.

To finish the project Gary took on the 
electrics himself, one aspect he has no fears 
about. “I like electrics,” he says. “Engines to 
me can be a mystery, because you’re looking 
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Reader restoration

GPz suggests, but then we saw his cafe racer
and got the gist of the ZXR’d GPz and
understood that, like many of us, he’s simply
a happy projects man with no hang-ups.

And of course, like many a multiple projects
man, he’s always struggling to complete any
one bike. So while this ZXR/GPz hybrid is
basically finished, Gary has his winter list of
fixes for it: a new reg/rec and a reworking of
the wiring loom, sorting the leaky cylinder
base gasket, fixing the starter clutch, replacing
the worn clutch push-rod ball bearing, and
sorting a crankcase breather set-up seeing as
the airbox has been removed. Oh, and fitting
the correct gear lever, and a longer sidestand...

A few jobs, clearly, but restos are always a
work in progress.And with five Zeds on the go,
Gary’s never short of something to do.

The ride
YORKSHIRE IS beautiful, and riding through
some enchanting villages I’m thinking that the
county deserves a proper orchestral sountrack
– maybe not quite the howling lament that
Gary Dickinson’s GPz750R1 is offering from
its Alpha-copy four-into-one. But this is all I 
have, so I play it sotto voce past the cottages 
before going properly fortississimo as the lanes 
open onto rolling fields. Forget Jerusalem – this 
is the soundtrack of the British countryside as 
we all remember it, proper 1980s-style...

There is, of course, a lot to like with this 
GPz750R1. It’s the Z650 I never realised 
existed. It’s actually testament to the Z650’s 
brilliance, because at a claimed 80bhp the 
GPz750 shows that the original 64bhp motor 

are not part of this machine’s heritage.
Swinging through someYorkshire B-roads
I can’t help thinking that this would make an
excellent, period, open-class racer – at least
any time the straights aren’t so long as to give
the 1100s their legs. I like the feeling of
lightness and precision, which it displays
despite the 230kg claimed wet weight – and
Gary’s work on the suspension is certainly
showing off the GPz750’s capabilities to good
effect.And credit is due for his restoration on
the brakes as well – they’re working a treat,
front and rear, with good feel and strength.
This is a real scratcher’s tool.

It does ‘touring’ well, too. Gary’s raised the
gearing and this, together with the meaty
midrange, means that it pulls high gears in a
relaxed manner; it’ll do a Continental tour
quite easily. Gary’s personalised handlebars
and seat are spot-on, as well – if the cylinder
base gasket wasn’t spraying a little bit of oil
over my left boot I’d call this a fully house-
trained Kwak.

By the end of our ride it’s evident that this  
is a model that’s unjustly overlooked. And of 
course, I’m hooked. Not bad for a bike that
was once a bag of bits.  

Thanks
Barry Dawson at Blue Haze Engineering  

for the engine rebuild, 07754 191773 

Exhaust Craft, 01946 599911 

Wemoto, 01273 597072

Flying Tiger for the paintwork,  

01284 599003 

Tony Archer for the seat, 01484 536832

JB and Gary

talk handling

A fresh resto gives

that warm, fuzzy feeling

wasn’t just rock-solid, but had the capability to 
offer much more. The final GPz750 variant, 
the Z750T, made a claimed 112hp, and we can 
only wonder what Wayne Rainey’s 1983 AMA 
Superbike championship-winning GPz750 
produced – the educated guess is 100-120bhp. 

Physically the GPz is quite a bit bigger than 
the Z650, which is good news for six-footers 
like me, even though its wheelbase is still quite 
a bit less than the Honda CB750 of the era. 
And the motor is more muscular – agreeably 
the extra power comes through the midrange, 
rather than in top-end scream. It is, inevitably, 
that halfway house between the 600 and the 
1000, or rather the 550 and 1100 as the GPz 
family was in 1982. Importantly, though, it 
retains the neatly correct handling attributes of 
the Z650 – the wayward tendencies of the Z1 

Wh t I’ve le rnt
Sort your engine out properly from the 

beginning. The starter clutch wasn’t the 

best in mine at the time of the rebuild 

but I let it go – now I need to strip it and 

do a full replacement. It’s better to have 

it bang-on from the start.  

Sort the wiring out. A lot of people don’t 

like doing electrics but it’s imperative to 

get it right when doing a rebuild. I like 

working on electrics but I’ve not actually 

fully sorted the GPz yet – that’s my 

number one job over this winter (okay, 

that and the starter clutch).

Don’t expect people to work to your 

timescale. I’m a patient person but in the 

past I’ve made the mistake of saying, ‘I’m 

not in a massive rush, so don’t worry...’ 

Best not to say that. However, also 

respect that the best people usually have 

the most work, so be prepared to wait 

– it’ll be worth it in the end.
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N A STAGGERING

turn of events quite

at odds with any

notion of sanity or

logic, Team PS and our hapless

Project VFR somehow finished

third in class and fourth overall

at the recent 4-hour Classic

endurance race at Snetterton.

Unless you’ve missed us

banging on about this for the

past few months, the idea was

simple: buy a knackered Honda

VFR750FG for £200, prepare it

for Snetterton and hopefully

make the finish line – proving

that endurance racing could be

achieved with a modest budget

and real-world resources. That’s

what happened. Well, sort of.

Giving ourselves little more

than a few weeks to pull off this

Project VFR takes 3rd
Team PS miraculously defy the odds to make the podium in the 4-hour 

Classic at Snetterton as paddock asks, “How the hell did that happen?”
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SHOCK RESULT

mechanical miracle, Alan 

Seeley assumed the role of 

chief mechanic and soon found 

himself wishing he’d never 

agreed to this amateurish 

nonsense. “I can’t believe we 

even got it running,” he  

after the race. “When 

the scrutineer said it

was OK I thought

he’d been drinking.”

You can see his

point: even with four

days to go, the VFR ha

a back-end that neede

replacing, weeping fork

seals, massive clocks th

wouldn’t allow our new

handlebars to turn pro

the list was endless. Ev

day before qualifying, w

discovered that the fue

tank might as well have been

storing hydrochloric acid for

the past few years, so we had

to borrow a new one. Yet with

the help of Rob Wittey at PDQ

and Big G, the bike somehow

  nto grid. Thanks fellas.

Praying for rain on race

ay in an attempt to

inimise Project VFR’s

eficiencies, our riding

am of PS editor Jim

ore, writer Jonathan

man and Wittey got

 wish as Snetterton

 into a massive 

ing pool with some

 at the bottom. 

 s Wittey took over for

 al 20 minutes with

 PS 14 seconds adrift

f third place, the VFR

I

Somehow, this mob

pulled it out of the bag

finally came into contact with 

some proper talent as Rob took 

the final podium place with 

three laps to spare. “I worked 

for 37 hours on the bike in the 

two days before the race, but 

those last few laps felt longer 

than the whole project put 

together,” said Alan.

A big shout-out also has to 

go to the unsung heroes of 

Team PS: Geoff, Brian and his 

partner Cath, plus Rob’s partner 

Emily for doing the timing and 

making the calls on when to 

change riders. Same again next 

year? Absolutely. Only with a 

bit more planning this time.

 For the full story on the VFR’s 

clottish build, turn to page 88. 

We’ll bring you the full story of 

the race weekend next month
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News

NEW KIT

WITH WINTER well and truly here,

Japanese bike clothing knocker-

uppers Kushitani have pulled out all

the stops to make sure your hands don’t

suffer while you’re riding in the cold.

Aimed at sports riding and racing, the

GP-Xero is guaranteed to take care of your

digits as temperatures plummet. They’re

fully water and windproof, have floating

knuckle armour and are fashioned from

a mixture of leather, synthetic leather

and goat skin.

They’re only available in black

and red, and will set you back

£139.95. We like.

kushitani.co.uk

’Bar goodies
Are you after a handlebar-

mounted USB socket or 

power socket? Vehicle 

Wiring Products have just 

released both for about 

£20 each, handy for sat 

navs and phone charging.

vehicleproducts.co.uk

Win a Triumph
If this issue of PS came 

inside a rather fetching 

clear bag when you bought 

it, you’ll have noticed said 

bag contained a raffle 

ticket for the National 

Motorcycle Museum’s 

winter raffle. First prize 

is a 1959 Triumph T120. 

The draw takes place on 

Sunday 24th April 2016  

at the Stafford show.

thenme.co.uk

Ingenious tool
You know when you’re 

working on your bike and 

a nut or bolt drops down 

into the engine, leaving 

you with the

irritating and 

time-consuming 

task of retrieving 

it? The stress of 

that just became a 

thing of the 

past with this 

– the Oxford 

Inspector, a 

telescopic 

mirror and 

magnetic  

pick-up tool 

(£9.99).

Seriously,  

it’ll change  

your life.

 oxprod.com

IF YOU’RE after a new bike 

with a bit of an exotic racing

history, then this Kawasaki

ZX-7RR could be just what

you’re looking for.

After a bit of digging and

some phone calls to Rob

Muzzy’s race team, it turns out

that the bike has seen quite a

bit of action. The ‘DCA2’ on the

rear top shock mount shows

that it was raced by Doug

Chandler in AMA Superbikes

in 1996, and the ‘TH’ on the

forks shows that it was also

raced by Tommy Hayden –

Nicky’s brother – in AMA in ’97.

Among the bike’s high-end

mods are an Öhlins shock and

IF YOU could bring PS to life

for a weekend event, then it’s

fairly safe to say that the

Knockhill Rewind would be

pretty close to the real thing.

Featuring a highly pleasant

array of bikes from the ’70s,

’80s and ’90s, the event saw

over 60 machines gather at

the circuit near Edinburgh for

a mixture of display and track

action. The great thing was

that while last year’s Rewind

was confined to Yamahas –

meaning mainly LCs and TZs

– this year it was opened up

IF YOU’RE after some

suspension kit that doesn’t

break the bank, you could do a

lot worse than these new YSS

twinshocks from wemoto.com.

Coming in at a very reasonable

£118.49, they fit a range of bikes

from Kwaks to Guzzis. Oh, and

another thing – every order on

wemoto.com in November that

busts the £200 mark gets a

free tyre repair kit.

Muzzy ZX-7RR for sale

Shocking stuff
at Wemoto

Knockhill goes a bit PS

forks, AP brakes, FCR carbs,  

a modified Muzzy frame, a

lightweight battery box,

modified seat subframe and a

full Akrapovic exhaust system.

to all-comers. Cue a collection

of stunning metal.

Among the stand-outs were

Mike Peter and his Honda F2

400/4 – he’s had it since 1977

and it’s still on its original brake

pads. “It’s only got 17,000 miles

It’s kicking out a dyno-proven 

and trouser-terrorising 

148.4bhp as well, which is 

more than enough.

 It’s up for £15,000, so  

if you’re interested email 

kwackerz1@btinternet.com.  

on the clock, and all the parts 

are from when I bought it,” 

Peter told us. There were also 

a few old Scottish club racers 

in attendance – not least

Willie Monie, who relished the 

chance to take an ’89 RS250 

tribute to Joey Dunlop out for 

a few laps. Other mentions 

should go to former racers 

Alan Eccles and Stuart 

MacDonald (pictured), who 

brought their Belgarda-built 

Yamaha SZR660 and 1992 

Honda VFR400 NC30. 

The good news is that it 

looks like the Knockhill 

Rewind will be back next  

year. We’ll see you there.

Glovedup

Ex-Muzzy AMA machine could be yours

It was a proper  
PS-fest at Knockhill
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News

PITSTOP MOTORCYCLES in

Warrington are knocking the

breakers part of their business

on the head to concentrate

full-time on their top-notch

resto and repair work. That

means that they’ve got a

shedload of parts going.

Covering 2000 square feet

in their Warrington premises

are engines, wheels, forks,

shocks, bodywork and all

manner of bike-related stuff

that they’ve amassed over the

past 25 years. There’s a stack of

bits for bikes like Honda

CB750s and VF500s, Kawasaki

KH250s and AR50s, Suzuki

RG250s and GT380s and loads

more. Basically, it’s a veritable

PS-style treasure trove.

As there’s so much stock

Pitstop understandably aren’t

interested in selling bits off

individually – so don’t phone up

asking for a front-left indicator

for a ZX-6R. But if you’re

restoring a particular bike and

are interested in buying a

job-lot of bits, they’ll sell you

all the parts they’ve got for it.

The even better news is

that Pitstop will give PS

readers a 10 per cent discount

on parts, so call 01942

684684 (afternoons only) or

email info@pitstopmotor

cycles.co.uk - they might have

just what you’re looking for.

Thousands of parts for sale

IMPRESS FRIENDS, family

and members of the

opposite sex by donning

one of these superbly

illustrated t-shirts from Moto

Legends. Designs on these

100 per cent cotton tees

include FireBlade, LC, Fizzy,

CBX and GSX-R. Sizes from

S to XXL. £25.99 each.

 motolegends.com

IF YOU’VE knocked up a resto

for less than £1000, then get in

touch with us here at PS.

While some of the projects

we feature have had enviable

sums of cash spent on top

quality parts and the most

skilled professionals in the

business, not all bikes have

broken the bank. Many of

the best restos in Practical

Sportsbikes are so impressive

because the high standard of

work belies a deceptively

modest outlay of money.

Got a project on the go? Give this lot a call...

Done a £1000 resto?

New t-shirt? 
Go on then
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The popularity of buying 

parts on eBay has helped bring 

the costs of resto work down, 

as bargains are to be had left, 

right and centre. Look at 

Darren Begg’s Honda CB1100F 

from the cover of PS November 

– it had a brand new, race-spec 

engine that he bought online 

for only £250. And then there 

was Paul Hawksworth’s NC30 

– fully restored for £375. 

So if you’ve made a budget-

busting resto, get in touch with 

us at ps@bauermedia.co.uk.

BEFORE
AFTER Paul Hawksworth restored 

this NC30 for just £375

Restoring a GT380, GT250 or GS400? 
They’ve got plenty of Suzuki tanks 

They’re not short of
two-stroke exhausts...

Loads of old tea chests

full of engine spares

This shipping container

is stuffed with engines
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Part way through a restoration? Just completed a 

nut-and-bolt rebuild? Send us your pics, and details

Send your pics to jim.moore@bauermedia.co.uk or post to In Your Shed Practical Sportsbikes, Media House, Lynch Wood, Peterborough, PE2 6EA

Here’s to the odd couple

Resto testing the patience

 Here are my two bikes: a 

Suzuki Hayabusa that is still 

bonkers fast and a Yamaha 

RD350LC registered 1 June 

1980, still original with 24,000 

miles on it. Over the years I’ve 

had many bikes: Suzuki 

GT250 and GT380s, a Honda 

CB550 K3, 750 K2 and 750 

K7, a Kawasaki 750, Bandit 

1200 and Suzuki GSX750F, 

but by far the best two bikes 

are the ’busa and 350LC. 

They’re totally different to 

ride and the 30-year difference 

in technology shows, but 

both are great. I’ve just built a 

workshop in my back garden 

to work on them over winter.   

Tim Cella, Epping, Essex

 This is my current and 

third restoration project, a 

Yamaha XJ900F, which is a 

flashback to my youth 

when I had the 1983 bikini 

faired model. My heart has 

definitely ruled my head on 

this one, though. 

Compared to my two 

previous restos, both 

Beemers – a K75 and a 

R100S – this one has been 

more challenging. Problems 

have included stripped 

studs on the carbs and one 

cylinder stud which had to 

be cut to allow the barrels 

to be removed – and then 

the stud couldn’t be 

extracted without judicious 

application of heat. Other 

lows include bringing the 

engine back from the local 

engineering shop and 

finding bits of swarf in the 

sump – despite the sump 

having been removed. I 

don’t know where it had 

been hiding as the engine 

had been turned on its side 

a number of times. 

The culprit was the clutch 

bearing but there was a 

complete one in the clutch, 

so I assume an earlier one 

broke up and the previous 

owner replaced it but didn’t 

look for the missing bits.

Simon Chown, Taunton, 

Somerset

’Blade still 
going strong

 Are FireBlades meant to do

this? Mine is a ’97 CBR900RRU

with 100,000 genuine miles

and MoTs to prove it, although 

it may be a bit of a Trigger’s 

broom. I bought it as a runner/

project from Inta Motorcycles 

in Maidstone in Kent 18 months 

ago, and it’s been a rolling resto 

over the last 1000 miles. 

Obviously it’s got lots of new 

parts, but it still performs very 

well. Good mag, by the way 

– well worth the subscription.

Tony Hickmott, Tonbridge, Kent

100,000 miles? Not a

problem for this FireBlade

A bizarre but

cool combo

Bear with it, Simon – some

restos are sent to try us
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Garage find gets some TLC

Now that’s a bike collection

 I’ve finally got around to 

sending you the secrets from 

my shed. This 1980 Honda 

CB900FA has taken me 

seven years to restore – I first 

came across it buried in a 

garage on the Isle of Man. I 

ended up moving house with 

it back to Essex, where the 

real work started. 

Thankfully the engine rebuild 

wasn’t too bad, as it was 

basically just tired and in need 

of some TLC. It wasn’t a 

complete basketcase, but it 

had certainly seen better days. 

Everything was taken off and 

either replaced or refurbished, 

but the real challenge was the 

paintwork. The first respray 

was a disaster and I felt so 

disheartened after years of 

work. Thankfully after 

sourcing another paintshop 

and going through the whole 

process again I was totally 

blown away – it was superb. 

I have now spent the 

summer cruising through the 

countryside with a huge smile 

on my face. 

Neil Smythe, Essex 

 This is my father Mike 

Cavacuiti with his collection  

of Suzuki GSX-R750s. He 

currently has 11 in total, with 

nine of them stored in the 

garage pictured (I have the 

other two). They range from an 

1985 Slabside F up to a ’98 

SRAD, including two 1990 Ls 

and a pair of 1991 Slingshot Ms. 

He is currently undergoing 

chemotherapy so is not able  

to spend as much time as he 

would like with the bikes, 

although this has not stopped 

him from looking for another. 

He is an avid reader of the 

magazine, so would be thrilled 

to be included. 

Paul Cavacuiti, Cardiff

Inspired CBX
 Here are a few pics of  

my recently finished Honda 

CBX750, built by my mate and 

PS friend Simon Francis of SF 

Services. I was inspired by the 

look of your Project VF400R 

– I’d originally thought about 

getting it painted in Interceptor 

colours but Simon talked me 

out of it as he thought the 

original colours would suit it 

much better. I agree. 

The updated mods include a 

complete VFR800 single-sided 

swingarm and wheel, VFR750 

forks and a VFR800 wheel. I’m 

really pleased with the end 

result and it handles way better 

than it did in standard trim.

Alistair Fowler, Hull

Alistair’s well chuffed with 

his bike – we can see why

Mike and his amazing Suzuki 

collection. Get well soon, fella

Neil’s seven-year resto
is finally complete
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Practical Sportsbikes staff members’ bikes enjoy and 
endure the same highs and lows as your machines 

ALSO IN THE PRACTICAL SPORTSBIKES SHED

1993 Ducati 900SS
Alan Seeley

1989 Honda VFR400R NC30
Austin Smith

1975 Moto Morini 3
Alan Seeley

1983 Suzuki GSX1100 Katana
Jim Moore

1991 Yamaha TZR125R 4DL
Jim Moore

Jim Moore

1997 Kawasaki ZX-6R F3
The phrase “Let’s go to Skegness for the

day” is a rarely used suggestion, especially

by those who’ve previously spent time at

Lincolnshire’s coastal ‘jewel’. But those very

words trip off my tongue in mid-October in

response to the glorious Indian summer

we’re enjoying as the year hurtles towards

the darker months. “Yes – let’s,” my

colleagues may have responded, had they

any choice in the matter. And so a plan is

duly hatched.

Our day trip is rapidly reduced to an

afternoon as more important jobs get in

the way, so in the end we – myself, Alan,

Austin and Grumpy – set off from PS’s

Austin Smith

1997 Honda VFR750F-V

Gary ‘Big G’ Hurd

1982 Suzuki GSX1100 Katana

Jim Moore

1997 Kawasaki ZX-6R F3

Alan Seeley

1988 Yamaha TDR250

“This is my first real ride  
on my new ZX-6R”

Peterborough offices at 1.30pm, giving us  

a mere 30 minutes to rendezvous with 

snapper Stuart in Wragby some 80 miles 

away. Our chosen route – planned to get 

twistier the nearer we get to Skeggy –  

sees us head north up the A15 to Sleaford, 

onwards to Horncastle on the A153, and 

then west on the A158 to Wragby and our 

meet up with Stuart. 

Having just had its new Continental 

SportAttack 2 tyres fitted, this is my first 

real ride on my recently acquired ZX-6R. 

Fresh rubber makes a difference to any 

bike, but the fitment of the Contis to the 

Kwak has given a total transformation from 

the previous and knackered Bridgestones. 

It now steers, rather than yawing in treacle, 

and it rolls beautifully into corners instead 

of slumping into bends like a drunk 

unsteady on his feet. There’s little trace of 

shiny release agent on the rubber either,  

so scrubbing-in is barely needed.

The A15 owes its origins to the Romans.  

It cuts a deliciously fast and flowing path 

through the heart of Lincolnshire, from the 

Cambridgeshire border in the south to the 

banks of the Humber in the north. In 

between the villages and towns that line  

its path, it’s good for 90mph cruising and 

there’s little need to even brush the brakes 

if the traffic’s in your favour. The four of 



The guys make haste to Skegness.

Little do they realise it’s shut...
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us stretch out and reacquaint again like an 

accordion as we gap and chase each other 

between the cars and trucks. It’s fun, it’s 

sunny, and confirmation – for me at least – 

that I bought a good ’un. This ZX is brilliant.

So much so, I want to share my joy. I stop 

in Osbournby and wait for TDR-mounted 

Alan, who’s not far behind. I hear the crisp 

zing of his JL spannies before he rolls into 

view. We swap bikes and laugh at my near 

misfortune back in Bourne where I almost 

mated the Kwak with a stationary Mondeo 

when my attention was hijacked by a 

passing blonde. “I was waiting for the bang,” 

laughs Alan. “You pillock.” Yes, indeed. 

Alan’s TDR couldn’t feel more different to 

my 6R – tall, ridiculously light, angry – but 

like the ZX it’s brilliant, too. I immediately 

feel at home on the 250 Yamaha, and I can 

see why Al had such a laugh thrashing it 

across Europe on his recent trip to Portugal. 

What amazes me most about this two-

stroke twin, however, is its motor. It might 

only be 249cc and bereft of any real 

torque, but it’s so usable and responsive – 

in equal measure. It rips along like an angry 

insect when you’re in the mood to boogie 

(most of the time, in fact…) and yet it’ll also 

cruise at 90mph without a hint of fuss, and 

it doesn’t hunt on part throttle like so many 

performance two-strokes do. Could it be 

the perfect road stroker? As we weave our 

way along the A153 to Horncastle I’m 

starting to think it could well be.

Austin Smith 

1997 Honda VFR750F-V
Most of the miles I do on my VFR click by 

while I commute to and from work. It’s 22 

miles from my house to the PS office, much 

of which I do on twisty back roads that I 

know like the back of my hand. Riding in 

groups isn’t something I do very often,  

so today’s jaunt to Skeggy is something 

different for me. It’s enjoyable, too. I’d 

forgotten how much fun it can be just

getting out and riding with your mates, 

without any real time restraints (we made 

Stu wait an hour-and-a-half before we

finally turned up).

After a stop and a coffee in a Wragby 

cafe, we set out on the A157 to Louth. It’s  

a road I’m unfamiliar with but instantly at 

home on. I can use the hedges and 

undulating nature of the landscape to read 

the road and keep my pace. Jim and Alan 

have gone on ahead, although I know Al’s 

not too far up the road because I can still 

smell the faint whiff of burnt two-stroke oil. 

Grumpy’s bringing up the rear on his 

Katana. Or at least he was until he decided 

to blast past me on a wave of grunt.

My VFR feels gutless compared to his big 

GSX. He just needs to wind on the gas to 

overtake a car; unless I knock the Honda 

down a couple of cogs I’m left waiting for 

the motor to get off its backside. Maybe my 

solo riding has made me lazy, or perhaps 

he’s just got bags more torque.

I have to say that Alan’s TDR is a bit of a 

surprise, too. I never expected it to be as 

quick as it is. It’s deceptively fast and I really 

have to work the VFR to keep him in sight 

– it’s true what they say about small 

two-strokes and twisty back roads…

True to form, Alan is the first to require 

petrol. After 90 vigorous miles his TDR is 

crying for a fresh tank of unleaded, so as 

we approach the outskirts of Louth he 

shoots off ahead in search of a petrol 

station. And this is where our group ride 

goes wrong. Jim’s directions (“Just follow 

the A157 to the roundabout, then go 

straight on to Mablethorpe”) cause 

confusion. There’s a junction at the end  

of that stretch of the A157, followed by a 

section of bypass and two roundabouts.

This splits our group. Alan’s off looking 

for fuel while me, Jim and snapper Stu ride 

aimlessly in search of the Mablethorpe sign. 

Gary disappears altogether. We stop a 

couple of miles along the ever twisty A157 

and wait for Alan and Grumpy.

“Alan’s TDR is a surprise. I never expected it to be that 
quick, and I have to work the VFR to keep him in sight”



A few miles in and 

Gary’s already lost
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Alan Seeley 

1988 Yamaha TDR250
My search for fuel splits me from the rest of 

the group on the outskirts of Louth. Even 

though the 250 is the first to raise its glass 

aloft and insist on a refill, it’s downed 90 

miles worth before nearing the bottom of 

the tank. Refuelled, I pick up the A157 again. 

This is proper TDR territory reckons Jim, 

with rarely a straight in sight as it slithers its 

way across the flatlands towards the 

Lincolnshire coast.

I really fell for the mischievous charm of 

the TDR during my recent 2000-mile epic 

ride to Portugal. It’s the antithesis of 

everything else I own, yet brilliant in its own 

right, and today as I wring its neck along 

the meandering arteries of Lincolnshire,  

my little Yamaha is again proving to be 

riotously good fun in every way. 

There’s no time to relax as I hustle the 

Yamaha along this spectacular gem of

tarmac. The surface is recent so grip is

abundant, except for the odd clump of 

mud flung off a tractor’s tyre. A couple of 

miles in I spot Jim, Austin and Stu parked 

up. I pull up, but there’s no sign of Gary on 

his Katana. Jim hopes the message he left 

on Gary’s phone about free fish ’n’ chips in 

Skegness will be enough to get the big  

fella back on track. 

With the afternoon sun starting to dip 

behind the horizon the remnants of our 

rag-tag ride-out set off toward Skeg, me 

leading the charge on the TDR with Jim 

and Austin in pursuit (Stu and his TW125 

bring up the rear at a modest pace). Times 

like this, riding with your mates on a road of 

this type, are perfect metaphors for why 

we all ride bikes. The fun flows all the way 

into Mablethorpe, by which time four 

become two as Jim streaks past and we 

forge on to Skegness through ever-heavier 

late afternoon traffic.

Whether it’s the excitement of the ride,  

or the thought of proper fish ’n’ chips by 

the sea, my mind wanders as Jim 

disappears out of sight and I find myself 

lost in one of Skegness’s less polished parts 

of town. I’m looking for the seafront but this 

definitely isn’t it… 

Multiple insect casualties:

the sign of a great ride

Spot the person who’s just been told 

all the chippies in Skeg are closed
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Gary Hurd
1982 Suzuki GSX1100S Katana
I’m about as good with directions as I am

at track and field athletics, so it was hardly

a surprise when I found myself lost as we

neared Skeggy. Thank God for mobile

phones, that’s what I say. Fortunately Jim

left me a message saying we should all

meet at the seafront in Skegness, and

from there find a nice chippy and have a

slap-up tea. Talk about a carrot (more like

chip – JM) on a stick. The promise of free

fish ’n’ chips can make a man of my

stature unlost pretty quickly. And it does. I

find a sign for Skeggy and point the

faithful Katana in that general direction.

I don’t usually ride as briskly as these

boys. I like to plod along at my own pace,

but today I’ve had to keep up and that’s

meant giving the Suzuki its first real

pasting in quite a while. And you know

what, we’ve both loved it. She may be

getting on a bit, but she’s still got it, and

most of all I still love riding my Katana.

She gets such a beasting on the last 

stretch into Skeggy – don’t ask me to 

name the road, I’m thinking of fish ’n’ chips 

and little else – that I get to the seafront 

well before the rest of them. Jim is the first 

of the others to arrive. He’s barely taken 

his lid off before saying, “I knew you 

wouldn’t turn down a free meal…”

Austin is next on the scene, followed 

shortly by Stu – his TW125 pulling a 

tortoise and hare trick on Alan and his 

TDR. We clap Alan in when he finally 

arrives 10 or so minutes later. After a few 

pictures down by the beach and a chance 

to stand on the sand and gaze out into the 

Wash and the forest of wind turbines, my 

prayers are answered. After a blast on the 

Katana mixed with some fairly wayward 

directions, it’s time for fish ’n’ chips.

My face looks like a slapped arse when, 

five minutes later, we arrive at Jim’s 

recommended chippy. It’s shut... as is the 

one over the road, and the next three we 

try. Skegness is shut for the season but my 

stomach is rumbling like a cement mixer 

full of bricks, so I drag them all into a 

nearby Burger King and place my order 

before anyone has the chance to change 

their mind. 

By the time we’re finished it’s already 

dark outside. “Oh fiddle-sticks,” say Jim  

and I in unison as we realise we’ve only 

got black visors for the 50-mile ride home. 

We limp to a nearby petrol station where 

the girl behind the counter takes a fancy 

to my Katana – clearly they’re women of 

good taste in this part of Lincolnshire…

The ride home is terrifying. I can hardly 

see a thing except the tail light in front, 

and I’m not even sure whether it’s Alan, 

Jim or Austin. By the time we cruise 

through Boston we’re all cold and keen to 

get back home, but even then I wouldn’t 

change a thing. I got lost, was denied my 

fish ’n’ chips and had to ride home without 

vision, but I – no, we – have all had a blast. 

When’s the next trip? Count me in lads, 

but just make sure the chippy’s open… 

“My Katana gets such a beasting on the way into Skeggy 
that I get there well before Jim, Alan and Austin”



With over 30,000 items in  

stock from over 150 brands, 

whatever you ride,  

we’ve got you covered.

MCN CLOTHING AND ACCESSORY RETAILER OF THE YEAR 2013

WHY USE ANYONE ELSE?

YAMAHA 
don’t just do sportsbikes

and neither do we

He may be a bit slow on the Katana, but no 

one can match Big G for speed in Burger King



Got something to say? This is the place to say
it and you might even win a lid. Write on...

STAR LETTER
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Demand grows for PS Issue one...

All hail Project VFR

Send us your pics, and story to jim.moore@bauermedia.co.uk or by post to Practical Sportsbikes, Bauer Media, Media House, 

Lynch Wood, Peterborough, PE2 6EA. join us on Facebook. www.facebook.com/groups/practicalsportsbikes

BACK
ISSUES
For back 
Issues of PS 
Call Colleen on 
01733 468099

Issues wanted
I’ve been a subscriber to PS

since the first issue – it’s a great

mag, with very informative

articles. My reason for getting in

touch? Reading the letters page

in the October issue, I found

what Rob Newitt had to

say about your early issues very

interesting. I’m with him. Why

don’t you re-print early issues?

Maybe doing a digital version of

issue one might appeal to the

younger readers, but you can’t

beat physically having the

printed pages in your hands.

You can’t put a digital version

in a binder, can you?

So, come on Jim... get your

finger out. Print the first six

issues again. Classic Bike did it.

They even pandered to the

‘collectors/speculators’ by

putting ‘re-print’ on the front,

to protect their investments.

Genuine readers won’t be

bothered with that, though, and

it’s not as if you’ll be stuck with

a pile of copies you can’t get rid

of. You’ll shift every last one of

them, I guarantee it. Come on

Jim – do us all a favour and get

it sorted.

Keep up the good work.

Maurice Grieves (Swiss Toni),

email

 We are working on digital 

editions of early issues. Watch 

this space for details – JM

riding them, and that’s what 

made Alan’s feature and the 

whole idea of the Two-Stroke 

Challenge so spot-on.

Are there plans for a follow-up 

next year? I’d love to be part of 

it on my trusty RD250DX. I’ve

always wanted to take

her across to the

Continent so a trip like

that would be ideal.

Tony Lees, Hertfordshire

 We hope there will 

be, Tony. You’ll be the 

first to know – AS

The IT crowd
Loved the feature in last 

month’s issue about the 

IT490 resto. My dad used 

to have an IT465 

(predecessor of the 490) 

when I was growing up. 

I’d ride around the farm 

on a DT50 that my old 

man turned into a field bike for 

me, but I’d sneak into the shed 

just to gaze at the IT. 

If I’m honest it used to scare 

the crap out of me; secretly I 

think my dad was a bit in awe  

of it, too. He’d only use it 

occasionally. The rest of the 

time it’d sit there in the shed 

looking menacing. In the end he 

sold it and got a Honda XR500 

instead, which was like a big 

pussycat in comparison. Proper 

man’s bike, that Yamaha.

Steven Whitely, North 

Yorkshire

  I STAND corrected. Reading about 

Project VFR750 in last month’s issue, 

I thought there’d be no chance you’d

get the bike done in time for the race at 

Snetterton. Well as I strolled around the pits

there you were and there was the VFR, 

complete and running. I have no idea how you

did it, and to finish the race in third place is a

magnificent achievement.

It was great to meet you all at the race,

too. Shame about the weather, but it was a

thoroughly enjoyable experience. I hope you

go back next year and win it. Well done.

Phil Berry, email

 Thanks Phil, great to meet you too. In 

many ways it was our toughest project yet.

Read how we got there from page 86 – JM

Star Letter wins Oxford battery optimise
Every month our Star Letter writer wins an Oxford Oximiser 900

automatic battery optimiser worth £50

Incredible proof that Project VFR did actually move

I like a challenge
Great piece from Alan Seeley on 

the Two-Stroke Challenge to 

Portugal. I hope Tom makes a 

speedy recovery. We all love 

seeing the great reader resto 

stories and heading into the 

shed for a few hours tinkering, 

but the real reason we’re all into 

bikes is surely because we love 

Read the full 
story of our race 
on Project VFR 

next month
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More dirt bike fans
Lee Workman’s Yamaha IT490

(PS, Nov) is awesome. I

remember seeing one at my

local bike shop years back and

it sending a shiver down my

spine just standing next to it.

There’s a menace to these old

dirt bikes that modern ones just

can’t match. Maybe it’s the big

motor and tiny drum brakes, or

the fact that it’s a large capacity

two-stroke with very little in the

way of refinement.

I’ve fancied another off-roader

for a while. I love my GSX-R750

but it gives me a different kind

of excitement. Nothing quite

matches chugging along on the

dirt, and Lee’s story has made

up my mind. I’m not sure I’m

ready for a 490 just yet, but a

250 would do just fine. Love it:

great story, brilliant bike.

Paul Griffin, Powys, Wales

Gamma help
Your buyers’ guide for Suzuki

RG125 Gammas in last month’s

issue caught my attention. I’ve

recently bought a basketcase

RG with the intention of

restoring it back to stock. My

wife thinks I’m completely mad

but I had one when I was 17 so

it’ll be a real trip down memory

lane for me.

You also did a bit in your

news section about Crooks

Suzuki having some NOS RG

parts for sale. The idea of a

factory fresh frame appeals to

me, especially as the one on my

project is rusty and dented in

places, but if I bought a

Letters

GET 12 ISSUES 
OF PS AND

Turn to page 36 for
more details

Lee Workman’s IT490 had

quite a few fans, it seems

Restoring a Gamma? Crooks

Suzuki might be able to help...

new-old-stock frame what’s the

deal with the reg plate? Does it

have to be registered as a ‘new’

bike, or can older identities be

transferred? Can you help?

Ed Walker, email

 The frame already has a 

number, so it should be a 

simple case of letting the DVLA

know of a change of number 

and the scrapping of your 

original – JM 

 

Honda work of art
Darren Begg’s Honda CB1100F

that graced last month’s PS 

cover was insane. The level of 

workmanship he’d put into it 

was truly mind-blowing – you 

could do 500 editions of that 

Workshop Wisdom thing you 

do and I’d still be nowhere near.

Darren said he was thinking of

starting a business restoring 

people’s bike’s for them. Well all

I can say to you if you’re reading

this, Darren, is go for it. I’ll be 

your first customer as well – I’d

love you to do my GT750.

Angelo Yedlin, email

 Go to Facebook and type  

in ‘DB Customs’ – Darren’s 

already up and running – JM 

 

Lend us some cash
I’ve been a subscriber since the

first issue, so I was wondering if

I could ask a favour: I need you

to lend me 20 grand so I can 

buy that Japanese custom 

Bimota you had in News last 

month. Thanks very much. 

Tony Barnes, email

FROM ONLY
£2.41 AN ISSUE



s With our vast knowledge and worldwide contacts we are able to source any model bike you’re looking for at a very competitive price!
s Finance packages are available to suit all s We will deliver your bike right to your door! Anywhere in the world! s Visit us for a test ride.

Visit us at: www.fastline.co.uk
26-36 New Hall Lane, Preston, Lancashire PR1 4DU. TEL: 01772 902600 MOB: 07896 162155

YAMAHA RZV500R, 499cc , Manual 6 speed, 1986 B Reg, 13,736 miles.
Here we have a lovely all round example of this very rare last of big
500s GP replica Yamaha RZV500R. V4, water-cooled, 2 stroke, YPVS,
reed valve, 498cc. This one imported by ourselves in 1993, 2 owners

in UK, runs and looks superb, very clean all round. All original standard
Yamaha. Comes with Yamaha workshop manuals, single seat conversion
and fitted with new Avon tyres. The RZV500R was built at more expense
than UK RD500. Fitted with full alloy chassis, considerably lighter and

better in handling, alloy clip ons and extra fuel gauge. Getting very rare
and very collectable and still great fun to ride. Will come serviced with

MOT and 3mths warranty. Delivery available nationwide. £11,799

HONDA RVF400, 400cc , Manual 6 speed, 1996, 12,742 
miles. Here we have a lovely, clean standard example of 
this very rare pocket V4. Cam Gear driven, water-cooled, 

DOHC 4 stroke with electric start. Built up to the standards 
of Hondas fl agship RC45. Stainless steel exhaust system, 
Showa upside down forks, fi tted with Werx performance 

silencers and also standard exhaust and silencer supplied. 
Very low mileage, only 20519km = 12742 miles. Will come 
serviced, MOT till 4/3/16 and 3 mths warranty. Nationwide 

delivery available, ring for details. £4,999

YAMAHA YZF750, 749cc , Manual 6 speed, 1999,
5,954 miles. Here we have a stunning 100% standard

example of this limited edition. 1 of only 500 made
for world super-bike homologation, OWO2 750, in line
4 cylinder 20 valve DOCH, 175 kg.Very exotic machine
only 40 supplied to UK, still a very modern up to date
machine. Very collectable. Will come with service, 12

mths MOT and 3 mths warranty. £26,999

SUZUKI RG500, 498cc , Manual 6 speed, 1986, 5,150 miles,
Blue. Here we have, out of a collection, is a superb UK original
Suzuki RG500 Gamma. We have known 3 previous owners all
with extensive collections. Has got original owners manual, 2
keys, lots of old MOTs and 2nd owners receipt of purchase in
1998. Original Suzuki GB supplied machine, also with single

seat cowling and original toolkit. Square 4, disc valve, 2 stroke,
a real riders bike with sharp power-band. The ultimate 2

stroke to ride or collect and very hard to find with this kind of
history. Will come serviced, 12mths MOT and 3mths warranty.

Nationwide delivery available, ring for details. £13,499

HONDA RVF400, 400cc , Manual 6 speed, 1996, 12,742
miles. Here we have a lovely, clean standard example of
this very rare pocket V4. Cam Gear driven, water-cooled,

DOHC 4 stroke with electric start. Built up to the standards
of Hondas fl agship RC45. Stainless steel exhaust system,
Showa upside down forks, fi tted with Werx performance

silencers and also standard exhaust and silencer supplied.
Very low mileage, only 20519km = 12742 miles. Will come
serviced, MOT till 4/3/16 and 3 mths warranty. Nationwide

delivery available, ring for details. £4,999

HONDA CB450, 445cc , Manual 5 speed, 1972, 12,324
miles, Black. Just arrived in from Japan. An absolutely
100% standard example of this very rare CB450K1 in
black and chrome. 445cc, DOHC, 4 stroke twin with

kick and electric start. 45 BHP, 5 speed gearbox, chain
drive, top speed 107mph,14 litre fuel tank. 204kg
weight. Totally original unrestored, Will come with
service, 12 mths MOT and 3 mths warranty. £5,999

SUZUKI GT550, 544cc , Manual 5 speed, 1976, 22,536
miles, Black. Here we have a stunning example of this
classic Ram Air-Cooled, 3 cylinder , 2 stroke machine.
544cc, 53bhp @7500 rpm, 5 speed, chain drive, 12.5
litre fuel tank. In outstanding condition with original
chrome exhausts and wheels. Last two owners have
been personally known to us. Will come serviced, 12
mths MOT and 3 mths warranty. Nationwide delivery

available, ring for details. £6,399

SUZUKI RGV250, 250cc , Manual 6 speed, 1991, 18,231
miles, Blue. Here we have a lovely all round example

of this very popular RGV250 VJ22A model. Just in
from Japan. Alloy chassis, banana swing arm, V twin
2 stroke, SACS Powervalve system, water-cooled and

upside down forks. Lovely all round bike and will come
serviced, 12 mths MOT an 3 mths warranty. Nationwide

delivery available, ring for details. £5,499

TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE T100, 790cc , Manual 5 speed,
2002, 1,978 miles, Silver. Here we have a stunning
example of this very limited edition 2002, 790cc
Golden Jubilee Bonneville. One owner from new

and only done 1978 miles. Air-cooled, 360? parallel
twin, 790cc, DOHC in totally outstanding condition.
Definately one for the collector. Will come serviced,

12mths MOT and 3mths warranty. Nationwide delivery
available, ring for details. £9,999

APRILIA RS250, 249cc , Manual 6 speed, 2001, 5,254
miles, Black. Here we have a truly fantastic example
of this very rare V Twin water cooled G.P designed

Tetsuya Harada replica. Totally unmarked, only 5254
miles. Runs and sounds superb. Starts 1st kick, very
fast machine. Alloy chassis and swingarm. Had new

chain, tyres and battery. Full service, ready to go
with 12 mths MOT and 3 mths warranty.

YAMAHA V-MAX, 1198cc , Manual 5 speed, 2001, 6,466 
miles, Blue. Here we have a lovely all round example of 
this very popular, getting collectable V4, water-cooled, 

shaft driven, retro muscle bike. Very nice standard 
original bike, apart from new custom paintwork. Full 
power, 1198cc, 5 speed. Very low mileage of 6466 
miles. Will come with full service, 12mths MOT and 

3mths warranty. Nationwide delivery available on all our 
motorcycles, ring for details. £4,899

APRILIA RS250, 249cc , Manual 6 speed, 1995, 10,191 
miles, Blue. Here we have a lovely outstanding example of 

this very rare Aprilia Reggiani RS250MK. Imported by us last 
year, clearly cherished by original Japanese owner. Sold to 
mature collector who is now p/ex for RG500. Only done 700 
careful miles in UK. Set up by our 2 stroke wizard team and 

flawless. New Gianelli full exhaust system fi tted. Pristine 
paintwork, new chain, runs and rides superb. Hard to fi nd 
in this condition. Will come serviced, 12 mths MOT and 3 

mths warranty. £5,599

The UK’s Leading 
Specialist & Classic 
Motorcycle Dealer

Established since 1988

Over 10,000 
motorcycles supplied 

worldwide
Delivery nationwide



  

E LOVE a bit of close racing here
at PS – and it doesn’t get closer
than the CRMC’s Junior and
Senior Production classes.

Spanning seven keenly fought rounds from
April to October, this is wheel-to-wheel
combat at its finest: talented riders absolutely
going for it, but never crossing the line of
what’s acceptable (well not often, anyway).
The stakes are always high – if you bend it,
you have to mend it in time for the next race.

These are the kinds of competitors who are
locked away in their garages late into the
evening when you’re having your dinner and
chatting to the missus, tinkering with gearing
and stripping calipers in preparation for the

champions
After seven months of flat-out racing, the PS-sponsored Junior and 

Senior Production Cups are all over. We catch up with the worthy winners 

CRMC FINAL ROUND-UP

W

forthcoming round. And while you’re still 
asleep at 5am on a Saturday morning, they’re 
putting their bikes into a van and making 
their way to the next round, whether it’s 
Lydden Hill near Dover or Anglesey on the 
North Wales coast. 

This year’s championships produced some 
classic battles, but the Junior and Senior 
Cups were dominated by a pair of stand-out 
riders in Kevin Wholey and Andreas Jelden. 
Both men have got what you might call 
previous ‘form’ – Kevin rode in the UK 
Riders’ Series 21 years ago and Andreas 
raced to a good level in the mid-’80s – but it’s 
incredible how quickly they rediscovered the 
old magic. This was only Andreas’s second 
season in the CRMC after three decades out, 
while Kevin hadn’t even raced since 1994.  

We caught up with both riders at the final 
round of the championships at Snetterton to 
get their thoughts on the season…

Turn over for more

Andreas Jelden
1986 Yamaha FJ1200

Senior Cup Winner

Kevin Wholey
1986 Yamaha FZ600

Junior Cup Winner
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Atmosphere
“The standard of racing is very high

– there are a lot of experienced riders

at the CRMC. There are also a few

people the wrong side of 40 who’ve

never raced before but absolutely ride

the wheels off their bikes. There’s huge

respect in the paddock, though – you

can go and talk to anyone in between

races and everyone’s very friendly. The

racing’s hard but fair, but then you have

a giggle about it afterwards.

“I remember at Brands I was

overtaken under a yellow flag. I went

up to the rider afterwards and said,

‘Come on, that was dangerous.’ He just

denied it, so I walked away. At the next

meeting he came up to me and said, ‘I

want to apologise – you were right.’

There’s no bad blood.”

My bike
“I bought this Yamaha FJ1200 two

years ago. It’s unmodified, as per the

CRMC regs, except for the Nitron

shock – it meant I could raise the ride

height by a couple of inches, as last

year I was decking out footpegs.

“Last year was my first season racing

for about 30 years, and I came second

on the FJ. I still had it taxed and MoT’d

then, so after a race meeting I’d take

off the race plate, put on the road one

and ride it home.”

Singing the FJ’s praises
“It’s a fantastic bike. It’s not a bike

people would really consider racing

because it’s such a behemoth, but it

has no vices. It never shakes its head,

never gets out of line, never goes

squirrelly – it’s a pleasure to ride fast.

It’s a good all-rounder but the faster

the track, the more advantage you

gain. Adrian Armson can’t kee

with me at places like Doning

his 350 YPVS stroker. The FJ12

top-out close to 150mph and

be lucky to do 125mph.”

For much more on the Yama

FJ1100/1200, see our in-depth

Fact File on p60

“I don’t think I’m
the fastest rider,
but I’m the most

consistent”

S P O N S O R E D  B Y

In only his second season back racing after a

30-year break, Andreas Jelden took the Senior

title on his Yamaha FJ1200

Se i p i r
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TURN
OVER FOR

MORE

CRMC

Maintenance
“After every meeting I’ll clean the bike 

thoroughly and consider the gearing 

for the next round. I don’t change the 

oil on it, because it uses a lot – I just 

keep topping it up. I do occasionally 

change the brake fluid and every other 

race the calipers come out and I’ll 

clean the brakes properly. It hardly 

gives me any issues: occasionally it’s  

a bit reluctant to start, having been 

transported on the back of a trailer, but 

I think that’s just down to the fuel 

getting shaken out of the carbs. 

“Basically it’s a lusty old air-cooled 

engine with loads of power, which 

doesn’t need too much looking after.  

It just happens to use a lot of oil and 

smokes like a chimney.”

Rivalry
“Adrian Armson and Ian Martin both 

really shot out of the gates in the first 

round at Pembrey; Ian was really going 

for it on his CB1100R. Then he crashed 

at Anglesey, and that sidelined him for 

two meetings. I took advantage of that. 

Ultimately I don’t think I’m the fastest 

rider out there, but I’m probably the 

most consistent.  

“Adrian was a close competitor. I 

nearly beat him at Brands – the only 

reason I didn’t was that I had my 

transponder on the back of the 

swingarm, not the forkleg. I’m sure my 

nose was ahead on the finishing line. I 

also had a great battle with Ian Lucas 

on his Katana at Anglesey. He won all 

four races, but there was only four 

seconds between us over all of them.”

Best overtake
“I actually found my mojo for the 

whole season during the third round at 

Anglesey (above) – by accident as it 

happens. I was going into Peel Corner, 

a 100-degree right-hander with 

positive camber, when I committed to 

an overtake that meant I had to throw 

the bike right on its side to make it 

happen. The move stuck. I can’t even 

remember who it was on, but I recall 

coming out of the corner thinking, ‘Oh 

– it can be leant over that far.’ It felt like 

my knee and elbow were on the 

tarmac – it was ridiculous. The 

realisation that the bike and Avon tyres 

could stick in a situation like that was a 

revelation. It gave me huge confidence, 

and set me up for class wins at Brands 

Hatch, Donington and Lydden Hill.”

“I really threw  
the bike on its side 
around the corner.  

I recall coming out of 
it thinking, ‘Oh – it can 
be leant over that far’”

Raised ride height means

no more scuffed footpegs

Crash protectors come

in handy at CRMC races

Nitron shock is one

of the FJ’s only mods

Andreas’s transponder: now on 

the front fork, not the swingarm...

In detail
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Competitors
“John Warwick (No58, above) is a very

aggressive rider, just like me. I relished

the challenge he brought. John pulled

some quite daring moves on me at

Cadwell – I think a lot of people

would’ve taken umbridge – but for me

that’s racing. No one rides into each

other on purpose.

“I think I pushed him to his limit and a

bit beyond, although he often came

back stronger when he’d fallen off. He’s

a really good rider and the other thing

is that he competes on about four or

five bikes at CRMC weekends – I don’t

know how he does that, but he does a

fantastic job. I’d be getting on them the

wrong way round.”

Season
“My mate Andy Dyer got me drunk

and said he’d always wanted to race in

the CRMC but didn’t want to do it on

his own. He asked if I’d do it with him.

He’d been to watch it and said we

should get FZ600s – they’re fairly

cheap and make for good, close racing.

We sourced a couple of bikes and

worked on them over the winter.

“I used to race to a relatively high

level – some national and a few Spanish

national rounds in the UK Riders’ Series

– but it’s 21 years since I’ve competed. I

did it for about five years on a TZ250

but it was getting very expensive to

carry on doing. You’d be racing against

people who had new tyres on for every

session – I could hardly afford new

ones for every race weekend.”

Best battle
“Cadwell was the first time that I was

on the limit – the first race I won was

after John Warwick had bumped into

me. I followed him, and he fell off at

the last corner. I waved at him as I

went past – not in a nice way because

he’d just bashed into me – but

afterwards I headed over to check if

he needed any spares to get him back

out on track. I lent him a footrest

hanger and a gear linkage, and he

went out and beat me in the next one.

That’s racing, isn’t it?

“People are always sticking their

heads around the awning asking for this

and that. I’m more than happy to help

and make sure people can get out on

track. There’s no point racing if there

isn’t anybody to race against, is there?”

Kevin Wholey hadn’t raced sinced 1994

before the start of this season. It didn’t take

him long to get back up to speed, did it?

Junior cup winner

S P O N S O R E D  B Y
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Best move
“It was at the third race at Doninton. I

slowed down for a waved yellow, and I

knew John Warwick was right behind

me. He came up the inside of me going

into the old hairpin, and not wanting to

give an inch I just let go, trailed the

brakes and ran into the corner far too

hot. I came out of the corner first... but

on the grass. He did too. That was me

pushing it to the limit and the first time

I’d been off the track in a way that I

wasn’t in control.

“I had to do anything to stop him

getting past though, because I knew

that if he did he’d be very difficult to

overtake. That was good fun – I think

the crowd liked a bit of grass-tracking.

A few people came up to me after the

race and said, ‘Er Kevin, what were you

doing all the way out there?’”

Camaraderie
“The CRMC has a great atmosphere. 

There was a barbecue after the racing 

at Lydden Hill, where we all had a beer. I 

was having a good chat to John 

Warwick and his wife Alison – she’d 

actually come up and congratulated 

me on the championship, saying what 

a great year of fantastic and fair racing 

it’d been. John’s overtaken me and 

beaten me and I’ve done the same to 

him – that’s what racing’s all about. I 

confess that it’s nice to win, but close 

racing is the most enjoyable thing.”

Modifications
“I’ve got heavier Hagon springs and

more oil in the forks, which is pretty

much what everyone else has done,

plus a nice Maxton rear shock. The

standard one was 27 years old and

basically fit for the bin.

“For maintenance, all I do in between

meetings is change the oil and filters. I

also do the brake fluid before every

meeting because I brake hard but I

don’t change tyres for every race

weekend, although it’s a big advantage

if you can afford to. I think I had new

Avon AM22 tyres at about four

meetings out of seven.”

First lap shenanigans
“For me, the warm-up is one of the

most important laps you can do. If you

go out on that lap and pootle around

like you’re going to the shops, then

you’re going to be spending the first

lap of the race getting yourself dialled

in. Ride the warm-up lap like you’re

racing – then you’ll be ready to race on

the first lap. I think it’s an important

time to get your brakes working and

your tyres up to temperature. Then

you know that you’ll be able to go as

fast as possible from the off.”

More oil in the forks is one of

Kevin’s only mods on the FZ

27-year-old standard shock

out, Maxton replacement in

Aftermarket clip-on ’bars

give a better racing position

CRMC

“I’m happy to lend 
people spares. There’s 

no point racing if 
there’s no one to race 

against, is there?”

CRMC Racing

In detail

For any queries about the CRMC, 

contact Club Secretary Sally Russell  

at sally.russell@crmc.co.uk or 01789 

740866. To find out more about the 

CRMC, check the rules, download 

membership forms or anything else, 

go to crmc.co.uk. 
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Life is all about the taking part. Go get involved

21 NOV
GREAT NORTH
JUMBLE
Get your jumbling season off to 

an early start with a rummage 

around the GNJ. Access is easy 

– it’s five miles from the A1 near 

Catterick – and admission is 

less than the price of a pint. If 

you’ve got a shed full of clutter 

to shift, pitches start from £12.  

Where: North Yorkshire Events 

Centre, Scorton

How much: £3 adults, pitches 

from £12

Contact: 07909 904705

28 NOV
SQUIRES JUMBLE
The reasons to visit Squires 

cafe in West Yorkshire are 

many: amazing food 

(particularly the beef and 

Yorkshire pud), warm welcome, 

great selection of bikes and folk 

to mingle amongst, plus the 

great rides to and from to be 

had on the local roads. And 

there’s also a jumble. Have a 

hoot on the way in, dine like a 

king, meet new mates and find 

that part you’ve been trying to 

find for ages. What are you 

waiting for?

Where: Squires Cafe, Nr 

Sherburn in Elmet, W Yorks

How much: entry is free, lunch 

is legendary

Contact: squires-cafe.co.uk, 

01977 684618

10 DEC
BONHAMS AUCTION
Even if you don’t buy or sell,

auctions are properly exciting

events. If you’re in the mood to

splash the cash you can pick up

a bargain, too. Bonhams are

one of the biggest and slickest

auction houses around, and

their events attract an eclectic

mix of prestige, collectable and

basketcases, so there’s 

potential for all pockets to join

in on the action. This is a car

and bike auction but remember,

if you register to bid and you

scratch your head at the wrong

time, your collection could

unwittingly grow…

Where: RAF Museum, Hendon

How much: TBC

Contact: bonhams.com,  

0207 447 7447

5 DEC

Southern Classic  

Off-Road Show

Where: Kempton 

Racecourse, Sunbury

How much: £6 adults, £5 

senior citizens and children

Contact: egp-enterprises.

co.uk, 01344 883961

10 DEC

Italian Night

Where: Ace Cafe, London

How much: free

Contact: ace-cafe-london.

com, 0208 961 1000

13 DEC

Newark & Notts Jumble

Where: Newark & Notts 

Showground

How much: £10 adult before 

9am, £6 thereafter, under 

12s free

Contact: newarkautojumble.

co.uk, 01507 529470

AT A GLANCE

“You need to see 
Trevor Nation’s 

JPS Norton”

“Admission is 
less than the 
cost of a pint”

The annual unveiling of new metal, parts and 

clobber also embraces the older bikes we all 

know and love in its vintage display, this year in 

association with the National Motorcycle Museum 

who will be bringing a large cross-section of its 

infantry – everything from vintage to rotary 

Nortons. Trevor Nation shared a garage with us 

at Snetterton and just being near his JPS Norton 

made the hair on the back of our necks stand on 

end, so you’ll be wanting to have a bit of that.

Where: NEC Birmingham

How much: from £17.50 adult, £11 senior citizen, 

£7 children 11-16

Contact: motorcyclelive.co.uk, 0844 581 2345

28 NOV-6 DEC

Motorcycle Live
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READER RESTORATION

BEFORE

“It was 
corroded,  
dirty and  

didn’t run 
properly…  

but I had  
to have it”

Only a paltry 200 Suzuki  
GSX-R750SPs were made, so 
when Simon Turner saw this 

unloved example for sale there 
were only two words flashing 

up in his head: full resto… 

Funnily enough, the bike didn’t move 
from this position when Simon bought it

  39
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HOW SIMON DID IT

OU’D HAVE to suspect that
restoring a 1990s Japanese
sportsbike would be a walk
in the park for someone like

SimonTurner. He’s probably not quite your
average GSX-R nut given that, by day, he’s an
auctioneer of vintage railway memorabilia
and, perhaps more significantly, a vintage
clock mender too. He has a lathe in his
workshop unlike any other we’ve ever seen
– it’s that small and detailed you’d think it
would be operated by elves. But that’s the
clock business for you. By comparison,
sorting a rusted suspension linkage or
refinishing a corroded exhaust hanger must
be small beer to Simon.

Of course, the truth is that he suffers as we
all do. Restos are never a cinch, not even for
the highly skilled. However, that background
in precision work does get reflected in the
quality of his restorations: this GSX-R750SP
is now in mint condition, and the work
Simon’s currently putting into aVJ23
RGV250 might even eclipse it.

But it’s the SP we’re here to see, a 1994
homologation special.That is to say it’s one of

just 200 such examples specifically built
by Suzuki to be used as a base for racers
entering theWorld Superbike championship
and other FIM series of the time. Some 150
of the bikes went to Germany and the
remaining 50 went to France. Suzuki GB
didn’t order any, but then Crescent Suzuki
snuck six of the German bikes into the UK
via the backdoor. Paul Denning – then a
20-something BSB hopeful – collared one
or two for himself, with the others sold to
enthusiasts willing to cough up the £10,400
asking price.The bike was certainly fruity
enough, with special flatslide carbs, a close-
ratio gearbox and large diameter headers –
and to this would be added race kits to get it
up to full tune for competition. It is, as such,
the ultimate pre-SRAD GSX-R.

Simon has had a soft spot for GSX-Rs since
the early days, having bought a new J
(Slingshot) back in 1988 and following that
a few years later with an M.Then came the
family years before a return to bikes five

years ago, first with an L model and then two
SRADs (and Ducatis – another story). None
of which he intended to sell, but offers too
good to turn down saw them find new
homes. So at the end of 2014 Simon was
looking for another GSX-R, hopefully
something a little special that he’d never let
himself part with.

He spotted this bike on eBay and seeing as
it was local, arranged to shoot over to take a
look. He liked the idea of the SP model and
immediately did an internet search for
information. His search brought up a
magazine report.When Simon saw the bike
the next morning he was amazed to find it
was the exact bike used in the test.

“That was it, I had to have it,” he laughs.“It
had been stored for a long time so although it
was pretty sound there was a fair bit of
corrosion and dirt, and it was reluctant to run
– I guessed the carbs would need a thorough
clean. But I was planning on a full strip and
rebuild in any case. So I took it home and

Y

DEC ’14 – FALSE DAWN
The fairing and tank are being painted, and it’s looking like the resto will be done by

Christmas. Only inside that gearbox gremlins await...

OCT ’14 – LIGHT RUST
Light rust maybe, but a seized bolt which

led to drilling and tapping. The bracket

was replated – it’s yellow passivate.

OCT ’14 – FLATSLIDES
Professionally cleaned, said the vendor. Er,

no. You need to disassemble the bank and

the carb bodies to do a proper job.

OCT ’14 – BODGE
A previous owner had used Araldite to glue

the indicator mount. Simon picked it away

before making good with plastic weld.

NOV ’14 – THE SMALL STUFF
Nice fasteners, but Simon also scored a

whole box-full of used GSX-R screws and

bolts from his American breaker for £10.
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“Suzuki components are often shared,
so I found that RF900 indicators were
almost identical to the GSX-R750SP’s”

Reader restoration

started to strip it, making a list of the parts  
I was going to need as I went along.”

Like many 1990s restos the build quality of 
the era – and relative youth of the machines 
– means much of the work centres around 
cleaning, a little repairing and typically 
putting back to standard where previous 
owners have mutilated things in a misguided 
attempt to make the bike ‘more racy’.

“Of course the rear mudguard had been 
hacked off. But I was lucky enough to 
stumble across a complete mudguard with 
indicators, and even the subframe, for just 
£30. The pillion seat was the wrong colour 
too – but by chance I found a seat in the right 
colour (blue) on eBay the very next day. The 
poor bike also had dodgy aftermarket front 
indicators, but I found – as is often the case 
with Suzuki – that components are shared 

with other models, and those off the RF900 
are almost identical. They’re actually just a 
little longer, but you can barely tell. I also had 
to tidy up the wiring where that had been 
butchered, but I like a bit of wiring work so 
that wasn’t an issue.”

The top fairing had a crack in it, which 
Simon repaired himself using a Dremmel to 
create a channel into which he melted plastic 
from an ABS rod using a soldering iron – it 
made an invisible repair that’s far better than 
a fibreglass patch, he says. He then sent all 
the fairing panels plus the tank and wheels to 
Mick Neill of The Airbrush Academy in 
Evesham. Mick is a specialist in airbrush 
work and has won a lot of awards for his 
work on scooters, but his fine art skills also 
make him an excellent man for standard 
paintwork. His work on the SP is flawless and 

where he’s really made a difference is patch 
repairs on transfers, such as the black number 
boards on the tail unit – you can’t tell what is 
sticker and what is paint. Simon had needed 
a couple of transfers for his top fairing and 
here he was lucky again, picking up the last 
of such transfers on the shelves at Robinsons 
Foundry for just £40. Mick’s work, including 
a two-pack lacquer to protect all the 
transfers, came in at £650.

Then came the need for plating and 
refinishing of other chassis parts. Simon used 
Pershore Plating to replate the fasteners, 
while the Redditch Shotblasting Co sorted 
the powdercoating. They also vapour-blasted 
the header pipes to take away two decades  
of corrosion and grime. The silencer isn’t 
original but is period-correct, so it’s stayed.

The engine had done just 18,000 miles, so 
Simon took the cam box off to check the 
valve clearances. He says he could tell by  
the numbers on the shims – these being 
‘in-between’ sizes only ever used by the 
factories – that these were the originals, so 
they’d never been adjusted and were all 
within tolerance. So aside from an oil  

DEC ’14 – IT’S ONLY DUST
Simon reports the wiring loom was mostly 

fine. It was a case of a light clean and some 

dielectric grease in the connector blocks.

NOV ’14 – IMPERIAL PLEASE
Clock skills came in handy in swapping the 

German speedo for a British one. Simon 

even adjusted it to the correct mileage.

NOV ’14 – £30 WONDER
Spruced up rear-end, with bargain £30 

mudguard. Sub-assembly bracket has 

been refinished with black powdercoat.

NOV ’14 – GREASED UP
The cleaned-up swingarm features a 

barely-used replacement US shock for 

£100. Linkage fully greased up on rebuild.

DEC ’14 – BRAKE DANCE
Simon cleaned the Tokicos using industrial-

issue wheel cleaner, then stripped and 

rebuilt them. They came up a treat. 

SEP ’15 – LIKE NEW?
This is how the inside of the fairing looks 

now, with Simon’s repairs invisible. That’s 

how to restore plastics...  
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“It started making
a horrible noise. It
was coming from
the gearbox...”

change and the usual service issues there was 
little to do. The carbs came off and Simon 
used his own sonic cleaning kit to bring them 
back to life. They just needed a few rubber 
O-rings replacing on the way through.

A lot of detail work was lavished on the 
brakes and suspension. The brakes are the 
often-maligned Tokico six-pots. Simon 
stripped, cleaned and rebuilt them using new 
seals – “if they’re looked after properly they 
work well,” he reasons. There was play in the 
bobbins in one disc, but after a trawl on the 
net Simon found some used standard discs in 
decent nick from the States. The good news 
here is that the SP uses the same discs as the 
base model WR, nothing too special.

The suspension was also overhauled. The 
bushes in the forks were fine, so new seals 
and oil were sufficient for a refresh. The shock 
was a bit tricky to find, but easy to fit once 
Simon had tracked one down from America.

“It was only when I put it all together again 
that I came up against my biggest challenge. 
When I started it up it was making a horrible 
noise. I know the alternators on the GSX-Rs 

can rattle even when good, but this was 
obviously deeper. It was coming from the 
gearbox, so I knew had to take the motor  
out of the frame.

“I got the motor upside down on the 
bench, took off the lower engine case and 
started checking the gearbox. It’s a well-
made unit and you can admire the undercut 
on the special narrow gears. I was relieved to 
find they were all okay, as they’re impossible 
to replace. The selectors seemed fine as well. 
It turned out that the bushes, circlips and 
washers were worn. I ended up ordering a 

JB sees Simon’s

handiwork up close
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Reader restoration
Provenance?
Right from the start Simon 

knew the exact bike he 

was buying and even the 

first owner, thanks to an 

archived magazine article 

that he found. He was keen 

to reflect that history in the 

restoration and so, using an 

enlarged version of one of 

the magazine photos, he 

had the original Crescent 

transfer replicated. It’s the 

little details...

International rescue
The original shock was past 

it. Simon’s options were 

rebuild, NOS replacement, 

aftermarket replacement or 

a used one. The latter turned 

up trumps, with a near-new 

unit sourced from the States 

for beer money. Combined 

with a good service on the 

linkage bearings, the rear-

end is now factory fresh.
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Reader restoration

SPECIFICATION

1994 SUZUKI GSX-R750SP
ENGINE

Type liquid-cooled, dohc, 16v,

inline four

Capacity 749cc

Bore x stroke 70 x 48.7mm

Compression ratio 11.8:1

Ignition CDI

Carburation 4 x 40mm Mikuni flatslide

smoothbores

TRANSMISSION

Primary/final drive gear/chain

Clutch wet, multiplate

Gearbox 6-speed

CHASSIS

Frame box section alloy double cradle

Front suspension 43mm upside down telescopic

fork, fully adjustable

Rear suspension monoshock, gas/oil-damped,

fully adjustable

Front brake 2 x 320mm discs, six-piston

Tokico calipers

Rear brake 1 x 280mm disc, twin-piston

Tokico caliper

Wheels 3-spoke cast aluminium

Front tyre 120/70 17

Rear tyre 180/55 17

DIMENSIONS

Dry weight 195kg (430lb)

Wheelbase 1435mm (56.5in)

Seat height 795mm (31.2in)

Fuel capacity 21 litres (4.6 gal)

PERFORMANCE

Top speed 160mph

Claimed power 105bhp@11,500rpm

Claimed torque 55lb.ft@9250rpm

Fuel consumption 40mpg

Price new £10,400

nearly complete set of these and when I put
the gearbox back together again there was a
lot less play, but still some. I held my breath
when I started the engine again, hoping I’d
solved the problem – and I had.”

Bought in October 2014, the resto was
completed over last winter in about 12
weeks. Simon had taken a chance on the
barely-running motor and despite the major
hurdle with the gearbox at the end, he
finished the resto on a well-contained budget.
And given a favourable purchase price he’s
got his SP up, running and sorted for a lot less
than market worth – job well done.

“I’m still working on the set-up of the carbs
– I’ve not worked with flatsides before so this
is a learning curve. But I love the bike. It’s a
little bit special and the GSX-R crowd
recognise that, so it’s been fun going out for
summer rides and seeing the reaction to it.
It’s great to ride, too. I rode with a mate on a
FireBlade recently and he was surprised just
how quick it is.This one really is a keeper.”

Simon’s right, this GSX-R does feel a bit
special – it doesn’t wear the SP insignia for
nothing.The high-ish first gear isn’t so bad
and I’m barely noticing the need for clutch
slip when taking off, but once underway
those flatslide carbs do funny things with the
fuelling. It almost stalls at 4000rpm, then
when you chop the throttle it runs on like a
slide or two has stuck, and together with a
ching-ching-ching rattle from the alternator
you’re riding with half your attention on just
what’s going on down below.

Then the road opens out and you let the
revs come up. Slowly the fuelling cleans itself
up.With the engine well-warmed and the
carb slides obviously not about to stick wide
open, you trust it with some full-on sport
riding.And by ’eck, give the SP its head and
it goes.Those carbs, those big-bore headers,
the close-ratio gearbox – they all contrive to
allow this 750 to seriously shift. It’s pulling so
strongly that it feels like an 1100: from

Brush with perfection
The Airbrush Academy in Evesham 

haven’t won awards for nothing. As 

such, they were the perfect people 

to sort the GSX-R’s fairings, tank and 

wheels. As Simon expected, the job  

is absolutely top-notch. 

Flatslides take getting used

to – both in set-up and riding

SP750: the giveaway this

is something special

Discreet steering damper

calms any wobbles

Seat gets sorted
The bike came with the 

wrong colour pillion seat but 

Simon managed to get this 

(correct) blue one off eBay.
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6000 upwards there’s a whole playing field of
torquey, deeply satisfying stomp.You’re very
nearly tricked into thinking it’ll go on forever
but then all of a sudden you’re on the redline
with a load of revs and not much shove.
Better to short-shift and let the mumbo dig
that Michelin Pilot Sport rear into the tarmac.

The handling is sweet – it’s better at this
game than I am and I have no qualms over
the way this bike goes around corners, or
how it thunders through the sweepers. It’s a
thoroughbred and as long as you pick your
line correctly – because you don’t want to
run out of road given the pace – the bike will
do the rest for you. Hit the straights and you
need to beWSB-keen to click through the
gears quick enough to
keep up with the motor.The close-ratio
competition ’box means top gear is lower
than you’d have on a normal road bike, and
the SP is singing at 5200rpm at 70mph – so
no, it’s not a natural tourer.

The feeling is race-track exquisite, and I’m
appreciating the excellent refurb Simon’s
done on theTokico six-pots.There’s no
redundant play in the lever, and just two
fingers pin the front enough to make the rear
sway as the engine braking encourages the
rear tyre to break traction.There’s a proper
sense of balance in all things here.

Then you ride sedately into town, trying
for all the world to look perfectly innocent
despite the fact that you’re dressed in
one-piece leathers.The SP snitches on you in
any case, because those carbs don’t like town
work.They immediately start playing up
again so you’re clutching, blipping the
throttle, trying so hard to smooth the
GSX-R’s ride. But it’s a losing battle.This
thing doesn’t do smooth until it’s going
10-tenths. It was designed to be a racer –
and it knows it.

Thanks
Mick Neill The Airbrush Academy,  

01386 574053

Robinsons Foundry, 01227 454366 

Pershore Plating, 01386 561756

Redditch Shotblasting Co, 01527 529659

It’s fair to say 

that JB approves

“The handling 
is sweet – I have 
no qualms over 
the way this 
bike corners”
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Reader restoration

What I’ve learnt
1

Get hold of as many  

period images and 

bits of documentation 

(like brochures) as you can 

lay yours hands on. These 

are really important when 

you’re trying to ascertain 

just what was standard 

and correct for the year. 

2
You really do need a 

genuine workshop 

manual when you’ve got 

to work on assemblies like 

the gearbox. This and a 

parts microfiche – 

probably a PDF file by 

now – are imperative if you 

want to be able to identify 

and correctly order parts. 

3
Restoration is about 

the enjoyment, not 

the cost. So make sure you 

enjoy the process and any 

time things aren’t going 

right, just walk away and 

come back later. 

Those flatslide carbs are for

roads like this, not towns





INDISPENSABLE ADVICE

There’s lots to consider when getting that inaugural project off the 

ground, like choice of bike, selection of tools and honing of fettling 

techniques. PS tells you all you need to know to get cracking
WORDS JIM MOORE   PHOTOGRAPHY BAUER ARCHIVE

A
RESTORATION project can be 
many things. For some it’s an 
addiction that results in one 

nut-and-bolt rebuild after another. For others 
it’s nostalgia driven, or simply the challenge 
of man against machine. Whatever the 
driving force, it’s an immensely rewarding 

and ultimately satisfying experience for  
all – if frustrating at times. If you’ve not 
succumbed already, the desire to take on a 
restoration project will take hold. If you’re 
into old bikes, it’s inevitable.

So what if you’re new to all this? Where do 
you start? How do you know you’re doing it 

right, and avoiding the pitfalls so many 
before have succumbed to? And how do you 
do it without blowing the kids’ university 
fund? What you need first and foremost is a 
plan. Follow these simple steps and doing 
your first restoration will be as enjoyable  
and edifying as riding the end result. 

Getting your first resto off

the ground is a big moment
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ike
Pick a machine you’ve always loved –
but don’t do a resto to make a profit...

T SOUNDS OBVIOUS, but picking
the right bike is crucial. Don’t be
tempted to take on a project simply

because it’s cheap, or even free. If you’re into
LCs, get an LC – don’t do a CB550 just
because you’ve been given it.You’ll struggle
to muster the enthusiasm to finish the bike
and it’ll join the endless list of ‘unfinished
project’ ads in the classifieds.

Don’t restore a bike in the mistaken belief
you’ll sell it on for a song once completed,
either.You won’t – restos cost money.Yes you
can save cash by doing jobs yourself, but you
will need to shell out on spares, new parts,
consumables and – unless you’re very gifted
with the spanners – paying others to do some
tasks.A money-making scheme, they ain’t.

Choose a bike you love. It may be a model
you’ve owned before,or the one that got away
when funds were tight. If you feel the same
warm, nostalgic glow every time you think of
that bike as you do when picturing Daisy
Duke in her prime, you’re on the right lines.

At this point you may already be certain
what bike will end up sitting on your

Pick a project bike that’s as complete as 
possible, especially if you want to restore 
back to standard. Non-stock pipes, bodywork 
and major components will cause serious 
obstacles and financial pain if you’re looking 
to return your project to factory spec.The
more boxes you tick when you hand over the
readies, the easier it’ll be when you really get
stuck in with the spanners.

“Don’t restore a
bike thinking you’ll
sell itonforasong”

PS TOP TIPS
“Don’t be afraid to ask.

Someone out there
will have the answer”
Graham King, Yamaha RD700LC special

I

workshop bench, or at least have whittled 
down your list of potentials. That’s great, but 
don’t get your cash out just yet. You may be 
one of the few folk in the country who 
bought a Yamaha TR1 or a Gilera CX125 
new, but your passion and the project may 
not have the legs to get started if spares are 
harder to find than empathy in a George 
Osborne speech. 

There are, of course, ways around 
everything – certain parts can be repaired 
and others remade, but if the cost of doing 
so is more than you’ve budgeted for, it 
could end the project before it’s started.As a
general rule, popular bikes are better served
in terms of parts supply: CBs, RDs, Kawasaki
Zeds and triples are easier to obtain parts for
than obscure low-volume models, even 
though some components (like LC and Kwak
triple exhausts) are virtually unobtainable as
new-old-stock or in decent used nick. 

With that in mind, it’s probably not the
smartest idea to start with a box of bits or
just a frame and engine for your first resto.

Assume the 

worst. A bike

that’s been standing

or unused for years might

well need a complete

engine strip and rebuild

– especially if it’s a

two-stroke – so factor

this into the

haggling.
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Engine capacity often bears little

relevance to the cost of a resto

project. For example, a Suzuki GT125

and T500 or CB400/Four and CB750

may both require the same jobs, like a

frame powdercoat, wheel rebuild, fork

overhaul, shocks, engine build, paint

or chrome. The number of

components is similar, as will be the

cost, but the value of a completed

T500 or CB750 will be higher than

that of a GT125 or 400/Four. If you’re

doing it for love it won’t matter, but if

you’re torn between which bike to

restore it’s worth considering.

Research your potential project

inside out. Old bikes often have

incorrect parts fitted, or components

from different model years. See the

spares advice over the page.

Microfiches and part numbers are

your friend. Get both for the model

you intend to restore and cross-

reference parts with other models in

that manufacturer’s range. This can

garner supposedly unobtainable or

indeed cheaper parts. All

manufacturers – Italian, Japanese and

British – used common parts across

their ranges to keep production costs

down. Becoming familiar with part

and model number references in

different markets is a useful thing to

do, as well. For example, Yamaha’s

first generation TZR250s were known

as 1KT and latterly 2XT in Japan, while

the European equivalent was the 2MA.

There are subtle differences between

each, although many common parts

are shared.

A 1KT in Japan, but a 2MA in Europe

Know this
PS TOP TIPS

“Be confident. Once

I got started there

was no stopping me”
Lizzy Boyce, Kawasaki KE175

THE BIKE

TURN OVER

Do a vehicle

check. It’s only a

couple of quid but you’ll

want to know the bike’s legit

before ploughing money into it.

And if the frame and engine 

numbers should match (as with 

Yamahas) make sure they do. A 

numbers check (owners’ clubs can 

often help) can identify the 

origins of a bike too and, if  

its spec differs, is it  

an import? Ask as many 

questions as 

possible before going to 

see a bike. Is anything 

missing or broken – if so, 

what? Is it standard or 

modified? Is there a V5 or 

history? Any spares with 

it? Ask the seller to 

send photos.

If you can, always 

view a bike before 

buying – project or not. 

Handing over cash for 

scrap isn’t a rewarding 

experience.

Research the 

known issues 

with the bike, and 

inspect accordingly for 

things like cracked 

frames, rotten tanks and 

corroded subframes.  

If in doubt, walk 

away. 

Knowing your model

numbers will help you
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OU WON’T get far on a resto without
them, but you don’t need more tools
than Machine Mart to tackle a

project – j .A
correct kit an s
you’ll need tools to tackle cleaning, repair and
refurbishment. Stuff like this:

Socket set The backbone of any decent
toolkit.A selection of drive sizes – 3/8, ¼
and ½-inch – are recommended. Standard
and deep-reach sockets (4mm to
32mm) plus sparkplug sockets
(10mm and 14mm) are a must,
as are extension and wobble
extension bars for the peskiest
and hardest to reach nuts. Many
sets are so comprehensive they
also come with a range of Hex
keys, rachet/open-end
combination spanners, a
combination screwdriver
and – if it’s a good ’un –
a lifetime guarantee.

Torque wrench Manufacturers
recommend torque settings for a reason.
In an ideal world you’d have two torque
wrenches – one for low range (6-45lb.ft or
8-60Nm) that will tackle most jobs from
brake calipers to cylinderhead bolts, and a
high-range one for tricky customers like
clutch centre nuts that’ll tighten from
40-225lb.ft or 60-300Nm.Wide-range
wrenches are available but less accurate.

Combination spanners A selection
of combo ring and open-ended will tackle
most jobs.The most common sizes are 8,
10, 12, 13, 14 and 17mm.

Screwdrivers A selection of quality
flat-ended and Phillips will see you right.
Add as required. Electrical, too, if you’re
intending on going head-to-head with the
loom and ancillaries.

Pliers Your friend for
battling with bent
split-pins, old cable ties
and circlips.You’ll want
regular, long-nosed and
circlip type (internal
and external), plus a set
of cutting pliers. Sorted.

Magnetic pick-up tool
& tray Once you’ve dropped
a nut into the deep recesses
of the engine bay you’ll be
immediately convinced
of the pick-up tool’s 
usefulness. Likewise the

magnetic tray
when you accidentally kick it
across the garage floor...

T-handle Hex-set Way
easier to use than normal Allen
(Hex) keys, and immeasurably more
satisfying too.The 4, 5 and 6mm will be
your most used.

Soft mallet A swift knock is often
needed if corrosion has taken hold of some
of your parts, but not with a conventional
hammer.A copper/hide combo mallet is
even better when ‘delicate force’ is
required to split cases.

Multimeter Age tends to take its toll on
electrics, so electrical fault-finding is
necessary in most restos.

Impact driver Sometimes only a clout
will do when a screw won’t budge. It’s

a hugely satisfying tool to use, too.

Drifts Don’t ruin your best
screwdrivers by using them
as makeshift drifts – get,
or make, proper ones
instead.The wheel and
swingarm spindles won’t

stand a chance.

Resto work

should be a

pleasure, not a chore.

Being comfortable in your

workshop is key to productivity

and enjoyment, so get your garage/

shed well lit, warm and dry. Oil

heaters are safe and effective.

Always pop in and make a fuss of

her/him indoors every now and

again, too, if you want them

to keep you topped up

with hot drinks.

Flywheel puller
Essential as you don’t want
to bust the end of your

crank. Model specific and 
often pricey, but a sound buy  

 – same with a clutch locking tool.

Wire/nylon brushes/degreaser 
Cleanliness is next to godliness, so always be 
equipped to attack the dirt.

Vice If you’re stripping and rebuilding a 
bike you’ll be popping back to the bench 
time and time again. Get soft jaws, too. 

Bike bench
It may seem extravagant, but grubbing about 
on your knees is no way to work on a bike. 
Your back will thank you for it, too.

With the bike at your

level, resto work is easier

Y

Tools&spares
Getting the right kit in your garage is vital to 

your first resto. Here’s a list of what you need

PS TOP TIPS
“Use genuine parts  
if you can. They’re  

always better quality”
Gary Haythorn, Kawasaki GPZ900R
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TOOLS & SPARES

TURN OVER

Replacement parts, 

or the lack of them, 

can make or break a 

resto. Before buying a 

project, investigate the 

availability of spares. 

You can do this in 

several ways. 

Scanning the internet 

and classifieds is a good 

way to gauge what’s 

out there in terms of 

panels (becoming 

scarce for many PS-era 

bikes), engine parts, 

tanks, clocks and pipes. 

Some of the hardest 

to find parts are often 

overlooked in the 

initial fever of purchase 

(mirrors, switches 

and indicators) and 

can make the latter 

stages of the project 

problematic.

Fortunately the 

growing popularity 

of older bikes is now 

on the radar of many 

importers, and they’re 

keen to take a slice 

of the spares market. 

Suzuki GB, for instance, 

has set up a Vintage 

Spares Scheme to sell 

genuine new-old-stock 

parts. Don’t assume 

that genuine parts will 

be pricier than pattern 

ones; it’s often cheaper 

to obtain the part you 

want direct from the 

importers than it is 

through independent 

internet sellers.

Don’t skimp on seals, 

gaskets and bearings. 

OE parts are often 

superior and save cash in 

the long run by having 

to do a job just once – 

stripping a top-end to 

replace a weeping base 

gasket is a hassle you 

can do without.

Spare parts

Availability of spares is the key to a resto
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VOID THE temptation to manically
strip a bike down – methodical,
orderly dismantling of your project

will pay dividends later. First off, clean it.
Sockets and spanners will fit better to grease
and filth-free nuts. Once clean, go around the
bike and spray all rusty looking nuts with
penetrating oil. If they’re stuck solid, keep
spraying them periodically. If that doesn’t
work, you’ll need heat to get the bleeders
moving. Don’t grind or cut until you’ve
exhausted all other avenues.

Take your time – it’s not a race. It’ll give
you more time to get to know the bike, its
workings and how it all fits together.As a
useful back-up, keep a camera handy and
take pictures along the way, particularly of
cable routing and multi-part components –

GIVE IT A GO
What never ceases to amaze

us here at PS are the amazing

results that can be achieved with a

‘have a go’ attitude. Some tasks, like

crank rebuilds, are best left to the

professionals who have the appropriate

equipment, but most other resto jobs are

well within the remit of a home restorer.

If you’re uneasy attempting a job like

spraying for the first time on your

project, refine your technique first

on some other, preferably free,

panels. It’s all a learning

process.

There’s nothing more disheartening

and likely to drain interest from a

project than the return of a shabbily

finished frame or bodywork. Both

powdercoating and painting are

processes that require care and skill, so

always pick a bike-specific business.

With powdercoating they’ll know

how and what to mask off, and they’ll

understand your needs much better

than someone who’s used to industrial

projects. Likewise painters. It’s not

just the level of prep and application

of paint that matters, it’s knowing

the painter has the eye and passion

to place decals perfectly and use the

exact font and colour required.

When you see work of the quality

you want, ask who did it. Try and use

local firms if you can, as the shorter the

distance you have to transport freshly

painted bodywork, the better.

We’re spoilt in the UK with the

number of skilled professionals who

work in the bike world. If you need

something making there’s always

someone out there to help. Owners’

clubs, forums and other restorers are a

mine of information too, so use them.

Stri n

A

S i il
Organisation and patience are key for restos,
so take your time and ask for help if needed

Parts are easier to remove

if you clean them first

Man make fire.

Man make bike

such as switches – that need to come apart.
Have a selection of plastic tubs or bags to
hand in which to deposit every last nut, bolt
and circlip – label them so you know what’s
what. Cable-tie assemblies together in order
to make reassembly simple.

If something won’t come undone, don’t
lose your rag and belt it with a lump
hammer. Spray more penetrating oil
on, then walk away and come
back later. Don’t be afraid to
ask for assistance either
– that’s what mates or
the garage down the
road are for.

When you’ve got it
all apart, inspect the
condition of each
component – this is
when a parts washer is
worth its weight in
gold. Even if a part is

Who should I use?

damaged it could be easily repaired, saving 
you the cost of a replacement. That’s the 
definition of restoration, after all.You can 
assess the condition of many of your bike’s 
parts against wear limits in your manual, and 
you may be surprised at how many are still
well within tolerance.

If you plan to outsource finishes, such as
powdercoating or chroming, make it 

easy by batching them up
together. It’s quicker and

cheaper than doing it in
dribs and drabs, plus it’ll 

speed up assembly if 
large parts of the bike 
are ready to go back 
together at the same 
time. Save cash,
and a call from the 

powdercoaters, by 
degreasing your frame 

before sending it.
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You’ll feel the finishing 

line is in sight once your 

project starts to look like a 

bike again. It’s an exciting 

moment, but there are 

always important jobs 

to do. After 200 miles or 

so, wheel the bike back 

onto the bench again and 

check the torque setting 

of the cylinderhead. This 

can loosen as the engine 

settles in. 

Go through the whole 

bike, especially brakes, 

wheels, steering and 

controls to check they’re 

still as tight as you left 

them. Drop the oil/

gearbox oil if you’ve rebuilt 

the motor – if you’ve had 

a four-stroke rebored, first 

run it in on cheap oil. This 

will take off any edges in 

the first 500 miles, then 

revert to decent lube. 

After that, enjoy it 

and make space in your 

workshop for the next 

project. See? We told  

you it was addictive…

The shakedown

The rebuild
AS WITH ALL resto jobs, give yourself the 
easiest job possible. Rebuilding an engine on 
a bench is far easier than bolting one together 
in the frame, for example. Don’t break your 
back and ruin your fresh powdercoat by 
trying to lift a complete engine into an 
upright frame, either. Lay the engine on its 
side, then carefully lower the frame over the 
motor, having first protected the frame tubes 
(pipe lagging is a favourite). Do your back a 
favour by not attempting two-person jobs 
yourself – plus it’s the perfect excuse to show 
your mates your handiwork.

Those pics you took at the stripdown stage 
will come into their own now. Routing wiring 
and overflow pipes isn’t as easy as it looks 

STRIP & REBUILD

With the resto done,
it’s time to ride it

For things like spraying, it’s a good idea to

practice first to get yourself up to scratch

with no reference. Work methodically and 
always walk away for a break before 
frustration sets in. Keeping old components 
isn’t as daft as it sounds. If you’re replacing 
with pattern parts they’re not always a dead 
ringer for OE, so fitment may not be obvious. 
Comparing like for like can often shed the 
light you need.

Avoid stainless steel fasteners if you can. 
They might look pretty, but they have a habit 
of loosening off – clearly not ideal.

PS TOP TIPS
“Get plating and paint 

to them early. Good 

guys are always busy”
Stuart Cramp, Suzuki GSX1100E

HOTGRIPS™
THE ORIGINAL HEATED GRIPS

“EFFECTIVE ON A 90-MILE WINTER 

RIDE IN SUB-ZERO TEMPERATURES”

MCN Febuary 2013

RAINSEAL
2-PIECE OVER JACKET & TROUSERS

£26.99

STAY WARM & DRY...

THERMAL COMFORT LAYERS

£26.99

“GREAT FOR PRICE &

PRACTICALITY”

RiDE October 2015

 

   

COOLDRY LAYERS

£49.99

HOTVEST/GLOVES
BATTERY/VEHICLE POWERED HEATED CLOTHING
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OES ANY other 
modern classic evoke 
the same passion as
the FireBlade?When

it arrived in 1992 it was properly
ground-breaking – 1000cc
performance in a package the
size of a 600. Nearly 25kg lighter
than the litre-class benchmark at
the time (theYamaha FZR1000
EXUP) and very nearly as fast
outright, it was certainly quicker
whenA-to-B entailed curves. It
set a template for the 1990s
sportsbike that’s used to this day.
In short, it said that light is right.

That truth is reflected in the
’Blade’s superior performance
given a fairly modestly tuned
motor. Back then an EXUP
made a claimed 140bhp, good
enough for a 165mph top speed
– but at 209kg it was a beast
through the corners.The ’Blade,
meanwhile, gave away 109cc to
the EXUP and was 16bhp less
powerful, but by being 24kg
lighter it mullered theYam
everywhere except on top speed.

The FireBlade was a ’90s
phenomenon. For a few years it

was the UK’s best-selling bike,
not just in class but outright. By
2000, Honda UK had sold
15,000. It was an everyman’s
sportsbike, not a homologation
special like the RC30 or a highly-
priced statement machine like
the Ducati 916.Yet it was special
and it will forever have a place in
Honda’s heart, for in their 50th
year it scored their 100thTT win
thanks to Jim Moodie in the ’98
ProductionTT (also sneaking the
first 120mph lap by a proddie).

Today those early ’Blades, the
SC28s from 1992-’95, are over
20 years old and fast becoming
sought-after classics. Much like
Yamaha LCs of the 1980s, what
was once commonplace and
budget-priced has become rarer
and more valuable.And because
there are at least some 15,000
people with fond memories of
their old ’Blade, demand will
push prices up. But let’s not
forget that this is a Honda built
to a very high standard, which
makes it a surprisingly safe resto
proposition – as these owners
will happily attest...

Honda

The ’Blade blew the doors off 

sportsbiking in ’92, creating the 

formula for modern litre machines.

These days it’s a bankable classic

WORDS JONATHAN BENTMAN

1994 CBR900RR
Mark Bebb, Perth,
Australia

“ANY MAJOR cam chain

issues will be obvious in the

Honda motor as they are

normally super quiet and silky

smooth. Likewise if it’s

rough-running then check the

carb balance as it’s usually so

smooth on idle – having been a

Suzuki and Kwak man for

years I am very impressed with

the smoothness of the ’Blade.

“Always check the gearbox

under hard acceleration to

ensure second and third gears

are good; hard use can lead to

worn dogs and even shift forks

will start to bend slightly

– which will be a split-case job.

I use Shell Advance for oil – it

ain’t nothing fancy but change

it regularly and that motor will

soon be spotless inside.

“My suspension is stock and

is good considering the age –

I’ve never been one for

aftermarket mods, just a well

set-up factory deal. All brakes

are good. I usually fit EBC

pads and will change to

braided lines soon for better

feel when braking.

“My bodywork is mint apart

from one side fairing hole

which is spider-cracked, telling

me the plastics can be brittle. I

do all bodywork and paint

myself as that’s my trade, and I

really enjoy restoring Japanese

bikes back to their original

D

Perfect resto fodder but

hurry – prices are going up

Mark’s been welly and truly converted

to the ways of Honda’s famous sportsbike
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Restoration revealed

“I used to be a Suzuki and
Kwak man but the ’Blade’s
smoothness is impressive”

“Working on the FireBlade is
a joy – I’d recommend it to a
novice as a first resto”

1993 CBR900RR
James Jackson,
Chellaston, Derbyshire

“I BOUGHT my FireBlade about

five years ago. I’d wanted one

since I was a kid and even had

a poster of it on my bedroom

wall. I took my time – about

two years – to find the right

one, which eventually came up

for sale at a dealer, so it cost a

pretty lively £2350 back then.

However, with this era of

FireBlade the most expensive

item to get hold of is the

fairings – you can easily sink a

grand into restoring these and

still not have perfect original

finish. Thankfully, this bike

came with immaculate original

fairings which needed no more

than a wash and a polish.

“Other stuff for the bike isn’t

that expensive. I bought a

complete set of OEM indicators

from David Silver Spares for

£120; OEM mirrors were

another £40 each. My bike

came with the original exhaust

system but it was deteriorating

pretty fast. I had the holes

welded but it blew again, so

after that I had it welded once

more, repainted and put into

paint schemes. Don’t buy 

cheap Chinese plastics as they 

won’t last two minutes on the 

crappy roads most of us ride. 

Find a good bodyshop who 

can plastic-weld the original 

ones and paint back to stock. 

“My first stop for spares is 

my favourite wreckers called 

Motorcycles Plus in Perth – 

they’re great guys and they 

always make time to look for 

parts that may have been 

hidden away for years. I use 

Partzilla online for reference 

on parts and part numbers, 

but be careful as a lot of the 

time it will say ‘in stock’ when 

the part is no longer available. 

I like eBay, especially if I feel 

like shopping at 2am. If all else 

fails, there’s the Honda dealer. 

“I only go for mods like an 

air filter and dynojet kit to 

make it more snappy. Oh, and 

a pipe – mine has a very nice 

Scorpion which is surprisingly 

quiet. The best colour is the 

Tiger ’Blade but I also like the 

original white/purple, round- 

light one. Maybe that’s another 

for the collection soon…”

James took his time to find
the right ’Blade – it paid off

dry storage. I’ve fitted stainless 

headers (£220) and the Micron 

silencer that came with the bike 

as a Honda accessory at the 

time of purchase. I also needed 

to sort the bodge the owner 

had made of ‘freeflowing’ the 

airbox, which made it run 

absolutely terribly. Having put  

it back to standard, it’s running 

sweetly again.

“Then it was just a case of 

sorting out all the previous 

owner’s ‘personalisations’. I 

replaced the purple anodised 

bolt kit and removed the 

horrible undertray and lash-up 

on the number plate – luckily 

for me I found a complete 

mudguard assembly for £50. 

Then I replaced the positively 

lethal jack-up he’d done on the 

rear suspension (cut and 

welded dogbones, which had 

bent). Once I’d sorted that lot 

out I did the chain, sprockets 

and tyres, before getting the 

wheels powdercoated (they 

should be black, I know).

“The FireBlade is a great bike. 

In five years all I’ve had to do to 

it is annual oil changes – it does 

3000 miles a year and stays 

perfectly in tune. Working on it 

is a joy and I’d recommend it to 

a novice as a first resto.” 
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Restoration revealed

“Gumtree has bargains: I 
found an original screen and 
four indicators for just £30”

“FireBlades are solid and so 
easy to work on – the engines 
are pretty bulletproof”
pretty well balanced as long as 

the bike is being used. If they’ve 

been sat gathering dust they 

can get petrol degradation 

which causes issues. 

“I keep the suspension 

standard for originality. They 

seem not to wear too bad as 

long as you’re not doing 

stoppies and wheelies. The 

lower swingarm and shock 

absorber linkage roller bearing, 

if neglected and ridden in the 

wet, will seize solid over time. 

NOS bodywork is becoming a 

thing of the past, too. Panels 

sometimes appear online if 

you’re quick enough but 

command a sky-high price. 

OEM decals and screens are 

very difficult to obtain. Exhaust 

systems, especially silencers in 

black, are becoming rare.

“The most expensive part  

I’ve purchased was a NOS top 

fairing complete with decals. 

The cheapest part I scored was 

an original shock in very good 

condition for ¤7 plus shipping. 

The hardest part to find was  

a near-new 1992/’93 rear 

undertray/mudguard.  

“That brings me onto the 

reason I have four. The early 

bug-eyed ’Blades are becoming 

desirable and I wanted one of 

each in the colours that were 

released in Europe. A lot of 

people like the original 1992 

black ones but others prefer the 

’94 Urban Tigers. Whatever  

the colour, I always find them 

exhilarating to ride and they 

always bring a smile to my face, 

even if just to look at.” 

front end apart the forks were 

given an overhaul with new 

replacement oil, seals and dust 

seals (eBay, £50). 

“The radiator was okay but 

someone had taken a power 

hose to the fins and blocked it 

up. OEM from Honda that’s 

over £600 so I gave a Chinese 

replacement radiator a chance 

at £90. It’s aluminum, watertight 

and excellent at cooling. Then I 

got a stainless exhaust from a 

Tiger ’Blade on eBay for £90 

and a carbon end-can. The 

original exhausts are pricey and 

rare. Looking on local Gumtree 

can find you a bargain – I got 

an original screen and four 

original indicators for £30. 

“I did all the work on the bike, 

apart from the panels. The bike 

is testament to the knowledge 

of bikers on the PS Facebook 

page and other groups who 

helped me along the way.” 

1992-94
CBR900RR x4
Jason Melling, Ludlow,
Shropshire

“I’VE GOT four FireBlades but

I’ve only needed to do a major 

restoration on two of them, 

such is their solid nature – the 

others just needed a few things 

and re-commissioning. They are 

so easy to work on and the only 

thing I won’t tackle are the 

decals – I use Pykefield Signs in 

Ludlow (01584 87800). There 

are also a few really good 

enthusiasts on the forums and 

owners’ clubs who give great 

advice. For parts I always try 

my nearest Honda dealer first 

– you never know what they 

might have hidden away. Failing 

that the next line of enquiry is 

David Silver Spares and then 

CMSNL in the Netherlands.

“Engine-wise, ’Blades are 

pretty bulletproof. Cam chain 

tensioners are the most 

obvious point of attention (£52 

OEM, David Silver Spares), while 

setting the valves with shims is 

probably one of the the most 

technical things to tackle – best 

left to an expert. Gearboxes can 

be a bit hit and miss and I’ve 

heard of some nightmare 

stories, but each of mine select 

with no problems. I use 10/40 

semi-synthetic. The carbs stay 

 1992 CBR900RR
Bryan Duignan, Belfast, 
Northern Ireland

“I BOUGHT this ’Blade on 

Gumtree with 44,000 miles 

on it. There were a few tatty 

bits but nothing major. A 

rolling project was key 

otherwise I would’ve bought 

it with great intentions and 

left it in the garage for years.  

“The first issue was ‘chatter’ 

from the front-end and poor 

brakes. The cause was a worn 

head bearing exacerbated by 

warped Chinese aftermarket 

discs. A tapered head bearing 

set for £40 and a set of used 

original discs for £50 (hard to 

find at that price – both eBay) 

did the trick. Then I replaced 

the fluids, caliper seals and 

brake pads with replacement 

parts (£70). While I had the 

Bryan looks understandably
chuffed with his ’Blade resto

Jason proves that one ’Blade 
is never enough for some
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Launched as a sportsbike, Yamaha’s FJ morphed into the definitive
’80s sports tourer. And now, one could be yours for under a grand

WORDS PHIL WEST PHOTOGRAPHY JASON CRITCHELL
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W
HICHEVER WAY you look at it, 
the FJ1100/1200 is a massively 
significant and successful bike.

It was launched as Yamaha’s 
first ever out-and-out four-stroke, multi-
cylinder sportster, included radical GP-
derived technology and produced a still- 
impressive 125bhp. And it ended production 
11 years later – still one of the longest ever 
production lifespans – as one of the best, 
most successful and most loved sports-
tourers ever built.

All of which is no mean feat for a clean-
sheet design, in a market sector that Yamaha 
had never even tackled before.

Today, most people have forgotten that the 
big FJ was originally intended as a superbike. 

Despite class-leading acceleration, impressive 
handling and a top speed that was almost a 
match for all-comers, it never quite achieved 
the acclaim it deserved, due largely to the 
simultaneous launch of Kawasaki’s mould-
breaking GPZ900R.

Yet the FJ was still a huge success. Yamaha 
decided to refocus it towards its secondary 
role as a high-speed tourer, morphing it first 
into the FJ1200 in 1986, a further revised 
version (the 3CV) with a 17in front wheel in 
1988 and the ultimate evolution complete 
with yet more weather protection and 
comfort (and an ABS option), the 3XW, in 
which form the FJ continued in production 
until 1995. How many other models can you 
think of with such a long life span?

In truth it didn’t end there, either.As a
bulletproof, sweet-handling sports-tourer, the 
FJ pretty much defined the class for over a 
decade, became the bike of choice for more 
than a few respected motorcycle journalists 
(Roland Brown and Mac McDiarmid among 
them), remains valid and useful 20 years 
after its demise and retains a massive 
following even in 2015. 

Today, if you can find a good one, the FJ 
remains impressively capable, its handling 
and power delivery still among the best 
around. There’s great back-up (thanks to the 
FJ Club) and, with prices starting at around 
£800, it can be astonishing value as well. It 
might be over 30 years old but there’s a lot  
of life left in the old FJ yet... 

Yamaha FJ
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All-new, no compromises
YAMAHA DIDN’T pull any punches when it
began development of the FJ1100.

In the early ’80s, despite having launched
models such as 1977’s XS750 triple, 1978’s
XS1100 and, more recently, 1982’s XJ750,
Yamaha was still best known for two-strokes
such as the RD350LC.With this in mind, the
Japanese firm decided its target was“to
prove thatYamaha four-strokes could be
every bit as glamourous and exciting as our
world-beating total performance two-
strokes.” The FJ1100
was going to be the machine to do it.

As such, the new FJ was a ‘clean sheet’
design. So while, outwardly, the air-cooled
four bears likenesses to both the preceding
XS and XJ models, in truth nothing was
carried over.And although rivals Honda
were already switching to liquid-cooled units,
particularly the newV4s, and the rest of

motorcycling would soon follow,Yamaha
decided to stick with air-cooling.

The result was arguably the most advanced
and powerful air-cooled superbike engine
ever built and one that remains in production
to this day (but only inYamaha’s XJR1300).

Although an outwardly conventional dohc
16v inline four, the key to the FJ’s overall
design was a low centre of gravity,which
demanded the motor be carried as low in the
frame as possible – in turn requiring the
engine to be as slim as possible.

To achieve this,Yamaha’s engineers
relocated not just the FJ’s generator behind
the block but the starter motor, too – both
practices would become standard in years to
come. Other advanced features, meanwhile,
included having the valves directly operated
by the cams, so dispensing with the
need for followers, while a

new, dual lubrication system had separate
pumps to circulate oil.

The result of all this, despite air-cooling
inherently limiting power potential, was a
peak output of 125bhp at 9000rpm, a figure
which not just made the FJ1100 the most
powerful bike of its day (even more than the
liquid-coooled GPZ900R’s 108bhp) but one
that remains impressive even now.

More impressive still was the chassis.To be
as rigid and low slung as possible,Yamaha’s
engineers were inspired by Bimota – then
reknowned for transplanting large-capacity
Japanese four-cylinder engines into their
bespoke Italian chassis to produce the finest
handling superbikes of the day.

In the early ’80s, Bimotas like the CB900-
powered HB3 and Kawasaki-powered KB3
were the pinnacle of superbike design and
used tubular steel frames wrapped around
donor engines, before protruding out around

the headstock.At the rear, these tubes
were attached together via a

Instruments

The FJ’s extensive, car dashboard-style instrument console

was among the most advanced and impressive of its day.

Under a one-piece plexiglass cover, the unit held three 

analogue dials: a centrally mounted tacho, a speedo on the left 

and an electric fuel gauge on the right (there was no reserve 

tap). A digital clock was added with the 1200. 

Transmission

Hydraulic clutch was fresh

for the time and allowed heavy

duty components (for all that torque) plus

a smooth, light action. Five-speed gearbox,

meanwhile, featured a positive shift mechanism

first developed for the TZ500 GP racers, chamfer-

cut gears and close ratios.

Wheels/tyres/brakes

As with the suspension, the latest GP-practice  

was adopted, so wheels were triple-spoke 

aluminum 16-inchers front and rear, fitted 

with the widest profile (cross-ply) tyres

then available, namely a 150-section, on

the rear. Brakes, meanwhile, were 

similarly GP-style, large ventilated 

discs squeezed by light alloy 

opposed piston calipers.

Suspension

As Yamaha’s ‘first superbike’ the  

new FJ had the latest and best 

GP-inspired suspension, comprising 

41mm telescopic forks complete with a

cast alloy brace to reduce flex – plus the

then-fashionable hydraulic anti-dive system

linked to brakes. At the rear was a rising-rate

‘Monocross’ single shock using a novel, remote 

knob with five, pre-set preload and damping settings.
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Yamaha FJ

Engine

Air-cooled, dohc, 16v four was an all-new, clean-sheet design owing 

nothing to the previous XS1100. The biggest difference was the 

mounting of the alternator and starter motor behind the cylinder 

block to keep the unit ultra-slim. The result was a class-leading 

125bhp from a unit that was lighter and narrower than all 

rivals. The unit lives on today in the XJR1300.

         Exhaust

All-steel exhaust system comprised four double-

skinned headers joining into one collector box, 

before then diving into two silencers. It was 

also designed to be as tucked away as 

possible, resulting in a claimed potential  

lean angle of 51 degrees.

milled billet aluminum plate which also acted 
as a swingarm pivot.

Yamaha’s take on this was an outwardly 
similar design but out of rectangular-section 
steel tubes, with top tubes continuing 
forward around the headstock and then 
triangulated to it by short tubes to make an 
extremely rigid front-end. T  wo extra frame 
tubes ran below the engine but were 
unboltable to allow the engine to be dropped 
out. They called it the ‘Lateral Frame 
Concept’ (or ‘Perimeter Frame Concept’ in 
the US) and it worked – brilliantly.

That wasn’t the end of it,
of course.Windtunnel work
led to radical, ultra-
aerodynamic bodywork. 
Contemporary GP practice 
led to the adoption of 16in 
wheels (ostensibly to both 
lower the frontal profile and 
speed-up the steering) and 
ventilated discs, while the 

FJ’s flagship status justified clever rear 
suspension adjustment, an aluminium 
swingarm and lavish instrumentation.

And that perhaps explains the FJ’s failure 
to ‘quite’ become the world-beating 
superbike it was hoped to be. It was never 
intended to only be a superbike. With an eye 
on the European market, and particularly 
that of Germany, the FJ was to be a high- 
speed touring bike as well. That’s why it also 
had a large 24.5-litre fuel tank with a flat top 
for tank bags, and why careful attention was 
paid to rider and pillion comfort. It’s also 

why, whenYamaha realised the FJ was
a better sports-tourer than out-and-out
sportster, and with the new FZR1000 on  
the horizon, the FJ was developed bit by  
bit into the ultimate of the breed.

In 1986 the FJ was relaunched as the 
FJ1200 with a 3mm bigger bore (for 
improved midrange), higher final drive, 
stronger studs, different cams and more.  
As well as that, it also had a larger fairing 
incorporating indicators and mirrors, a clock, 
flush filler cap and even a reserve tap, all 
giveaways to its new, touring-focused bias.

More of the same followed, with a further 
updated version in 1988 and again in 1991 
when even an ABS variant was offered. But 
while purists might argue that none of these 
later versions offered the purity of the 1100 
original, it’s equally true, simply due to its 
popularity and longevity, that the FJ had 
finally found its place – as a pre-eminent 
sports-tourer. That it lived so long and 
remains so loved is ultimate proof of that. 

Bodywork

At the time the new FJ featured some of the

most aerodynamically advanced bodywork yet

seen on a road bike. Windtunnel developed,

this comprised a smooth top cowling mounted

directly onto the frame (without the need for brackets) housing

a flush-fitting, rectangular, quartz halogen headlamp, a separate

bellypan, wraparound front mudguard and streamlined tail unit.

Frame
While the engine was 

conventionally air-cooled, the 

chassis was more radical. ‘Lateral 

Frame Concept’ was borrowed from 

Bimota in having high tensile, box-

section steel tubes around the low-slung 

engine and forks then holding a web of 

short, stiff tubing at the steering head. 

The result was ultra-stiff, low and 

allowed good engine access. 

Swingarm was GP-style 

box-section aluminium.

The FJ’s chassis was 

particularly impressive
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Frame number:

36Y000101 – 005118 (’84)

36Y010101 – 013423 (’85)

Colours:  Red/white/black 

or blue/white/red

• Original FJ1100; all-new bike pitched 

as both a superbike and a high-speed 

touring machine. New air-cooled 

engine shares nothing from previous 

XS1100 and boasts 125bhp. Chassis 

comprises radical box-section steel 

‘lateral frame concept’, and wheels 

and brakes front and rear are GP-

style 16-inchers with ventilated discs.

Frame number:  

1TX000101 – 002192 (’86)

1TX010205 – 011845 (’87)

Colours: Red/white/black 

or blue/white/red

• Re-pitched as a ‘sports-tourer’ in 

response to Kawasaki’s GPZ900R,  

the FJ gets a bigger bore and new 

cams for more midrange, a larger 

fairing now incorporates the front 

indicators and fairing-mounted 

mirrors, there are bigger air intakes, 

a flush-mounted filler cap and a new 

digital clock mounted into the fuel 

gauge. Header pipes are also new.

Frame number:  

3CV000201 – 004102 (’88)

3CV010167 – 012149 (’90)

Colours: Silver/white/red 

or black/gold

• Fairing enlarged again (50mm taller 

and 60mm wider) and now has inner 

pocket. Front wheel increases from 

16 to 17in and wheel design changes 

to same triple hollow spoke design 

as new FZR1000 superbike. Anti-

dive system removed, front discs are 

changed to floating items with four-

piston calipers. Gravity fed carbs also 

upgraded to be fed by a fuel pump.

Frame number: 

3XW000101 – 007865 (’91)

3XW009101 - 017881 (’92)    

Colours: Silver/blue or white/silver

• Even larger fairing fitted plus new 

‘V’-type headlight. Engine now 

rubber mounted. Fork lower yoke 

and swingarm now made of steel 

instead of earlier model’s aluminium 

to reduce costs. ABS is also now  

an option.

1984-1985

FJ1100
1986-1987

FJ1200 (1TX)
1988-1990

FJ1200 (3CV)
1991-1995

FJ1200 (3XW) A

FJ insider knowledge
Engine

Many FJs cover well over 100,000 miles
with no problems as long as they’re serviced
properly – in other words, a major service
every 8000 miles and the linkage bearings
sorted every 16,000 miles.Overall the FJ’s
a very durable, strong machine, particularly
the engine.

Starter chain rattle

Commonly mistaken for cam chain rattle
(FJ cam chains last well over 100K) is a rattle
from the engine as you pull away under low
revs, or when idling if the engine is cold or
out of balance.The noise is actually the
starter chain, a massive chain with no
tensioner.This will not cause any problems
but is very difficult to replace.

Carbs

The CV carbs have diaphragms on the sides
that have to be sealed in order to produce
uniform uplift.These commonly wear and
the resulting pin holes make for uneven
engine running, resulting in excessive
vibration from 3000rpm.The only solution
is to replace all four diaphragms. Official
Yamaha ones cost around £90 each but the
FJ Club offers specially manufactured ones
for £136 a set.

Chain & sprockets

The grunt-meister FJ requires the highest
grade chain available because of the massive
torque the engine produces so beware of
owners using lower grade chains, plus also
incorrectly adjusted ones and worn
sprockets. If the chain snaps on an FJ it’ll
more than likely explode into the engine,
cracking the cases.

Spares prices

GENUINE PARTS

Oil filter £6.00

Air filter £42.00

LH mirror £65.00

PATTERN PARTS

Sparkplugs per set (NGK DPR8EA-9)£12.00

Full gasket kit (pattern) £94.00

Front disc (EBC) £132.00

Front brake lever (pattern) £5.00

Shock absorber (Hagon) £280.00

Tsubaki HD chain and sprocket kit £156.00

Bellypan (reproduction) £80.00

LH indicator (pattern) £14.00

Front brake pads (EBC) £20.00

Screen (pattern) £44.00

Front mudguard (reproduction) £79.00

T I M E L I N E

Fuel gauge

With age and wear the spring in the 1200’s
analogue dial loses its strength, resulting
in the needle bouncing erratically and,
obviously, innacurrate readings.There’s no
fix without actually replacing the dial but if
you use your trip meter and keep an eye out
for the fuel light (which is very accurate and
comes on with four litres of fuel left), it
shouldn’t be a problem.

Taillight failure

The FJ has a common tendency to eat its
taillight bulbs.The easy cure? Put a rubber
O-ring between the socket and light fixture.

Gearbox

On the original FJ11 and 1TX FJ12
dropping out of second gear, particularly
under heavy load, was fairly common.

Normally this fault was revealed when the
bikes were still fairly new so by now it’s most
likely to have been fixed, but it’s still worth
checking for.

Suspension linkages

The FJ’s shock and swingarm linkages need
greasing every 12,000 miles but this
is quite awkward to do, and many are
neglected as a result.The FJ11 has plastic
bearings which will easily seize if neglected.
The FJ12 has needle roller bearings which, if
ungreased, can result in excessive movement
in the swingarm.

Starter clutch slip

If the motor doesn’t turn over when you
press the starter and all you hear is a noise
from the engine, it will be the starter clutch
slipping and failing to engage the drive to the
crank.This can occur if synthetic engine oil is
used (the FJ is designed to run on base oil) or
if the rollers have worn within the starter
clutch.The solution is to replace the unit,
which requires the crankcases to be split.

Fuel pump

The fuel pump fitted from 1988 can fail.
When you first flick the engine into ‘Run’ you
can hear the pump prime. If you flick off and
on again there should be no priming. If it
does it means it’s failing to pressurise, which
may cause problems if fuel levels run low.

Clutch slave seal and unit

If gear selection is difficult or there’s an
excessive clunk changing into first, it’s
probably the result of the slave seal losing
hydraulic pressure. One giveway is paint
missing from the oil filter housing as
hydraulic fluid has leaked onto it.The fix is to
replace the seal, but if the problem returns
you may need to replace the whole unit.
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Suzuki GSX1100F

1988-1994

1127cc, 16v, dohc

inline-four

Suzuki’s stab at an FJ/

CBR style sports-tourer ended up 

being more drag bike than sportster 

thanks to its monster, 136bhp GSX-

R1100-derived motor, long-ish 

wheelbase and 16in front wheel. Still, it 

was comfy, cheap-ish and had a novel 

electronically adjustable screen.

Value now: £900-£1850

Honda VF1000FZ Bol d’Or 

1984-1985

998cc, 16v, dohc 90° 

V-four

The last of Honda’s 

first generation of V4s was actually a 

half-decent bike. Effectively a fully-

faired, sport-tourer version, it was

sophisticated, handsome and effective

– if probably too expensive. It was also

short-lived and is now rare.

Value now: £1750-£2500

Kawasaki GPZ900R

1984-1999

908cc, 16v, dohc

inline-four

Landmark superbike 

rewrote the rules by bringing the 

template of a compact, liquid-cooled, 

16v inline-four in a monoshock, 

fully-faired chassis. Decimated 

all-comers when introduced on both 

road and track, and survived 15 years.

Value now: £1500-£3500

The competition

Values
Mint: £2000-£2400 

Clean: £1800-£2200

Tatty: £1300-£1800 

Hound: £800-£1300

Useful contacts

• FJ Owners Club www.fjclub.co.uk

• Fowlers Yamaha www.fowlers.co.uk

41mm telescopic forks

made for great handling

Clear, clean and 

comprehensive

Four headers went into

one collector box

Box-section ally swingarm

was GP-derived

Brand new for the FJ,  the

engine was bulletproof
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Still brilliant... and cheap
I’D FORGOTTEN how brilliant FJs are. And 
now I think about it, some of my best rides 
and motorcycling adventures of the last 25 
years have been aboard Yamaha’s superlative 
sports-tourer: a simply epic three-bike 
odyssey, for example, to the Bol d’Or at its 
pomp at Paul Ricard, when France was true 
biking heaven and Team Bike and Phase One 
majestically flew the flag. Or another 
six-biker to Le Mans a few years later 
including a ZZ-R11 (which I loved), a 
CBRthou, Trophy 12 and more.

While the ZZ-R was a classy missile, the 
earlier BMW LT a 100mph sofa and the CBR 
superslick cream cheese, the FJ was always 
the best. Not the best at any one thing, mind. 
Not the fastest, the best handling, the most 
comfortable, best equipped or best value 
even, but certainly the best blend of all the 
above. Arguably it still is.

So the chance to ride not just FJ Club head 
honcho Phil Hacker’s original FJ1100, but 
also his slightly modded first-year FJ1200 as 
well, was not just like meeting an old friend 
– it was more than that. In all my travels I’d 
never actually ridden the earliest 1100 and 
1200 versions so I was not just meeting my 
heroes, I was meeting my heroes’ parents.

Phil’s very passionate about his preference 
for the earliest FJs. As with all ‘classics’, he 
argues, “they’re the purest, the best example 
of the idea.” And although I understand the 
sentiment I still had my doubts, particularly 
over the 16in front wheel and brakes  
(just two pistons per caliper), which are 
traditionally the Achilles’ heel of older bikes.

But I quickly realised I needn’t have 
worried. Trying the 1100 first, despite its 
30-plus years, it quickly showed its timeless 
class. Although the fripperies are showing 
their age – the ’bar-mounted choke, the 

chrome filler cap, the high profile 16inch 
tyres – most of the rest utterly belies its age. 
From the reassuringly low seat there’s a sense 
of steadfast ease, despite this being a heavy 
bike. The view ahead, over those still classy 
clocks and through the 11’s uniquely minimal 
screen (the later versions are all so much 
more bulky) instantly evokes that first FJ’s 
character of superbike sports but with plenty 
of long-haul class as well. 

On the move the FJ gets better. Yes those 
brakes, complete with original rubber hoses, 
are a little squishy and lacking power. Yes, 

some of the ancillaries are a little worn and 
outdated. And yes, the 16in front has that 
characteristic tendency to ‘tuck’ a little. But 
the positives far outweigh all that and 
essentially boil down to the fact that the slick, 
easy, grunt-meister of an engine is still 
brilliant: it just does it. Easy, effortless drive 
combined with a light, crisp clutch and 
no-quibble gearbox that together deliver  
so well you wonder why you’d ever want 
another powerplant. Yes, that peak of 125bhp 
may come at a relatively heady 9000rpm but 
that figure’s irrelevant: you never need go 
anywhere near the redline. Instead the FJ 
pulls from as little as two thou and 90 per 
cent of the time you’re between four and six.

Just as easy, reassuring and plain ‘right’  
is the FJ’s handling and ride. When simply 
travelling, although a big, long, heavy bike 

“Effortless drive 
combined with a 
light clutch and 
no-quibble ’box”

1100 or 1200? Take your 

pick, they’re both great

Speed, handling, value and comfort 

– the FJ is a great all-rounder
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D I M E N S I O N S & S P E C I F I C AT I O N S

Overall length 2175mm (85.6in)

Overal width 730mm (28.7in)

Seat height
780mm (30.7in)

Dry weight
227kg (500.4lb)

Fuel capacity
24.5litres (6.3 gal)

Overall height
1200mm (47.2in)

Wheelbase 1490mm (58.7in)

Ground clearance
140mm (5.5in)

that low seat and centre of gravity means it’s 
surprisingly easy and utterly stable. Attack 
some bends with sportsbike vigour, though, 
and the big Yam gets better still, completely 
belying its size. The front-end, despite the 
aforementioned slight tendency to tuck, loves 
being threaded through the turns. And then, 
once you get the big FJ on its side, nothing 
– nothing – tracks and carves so steadfastly. 
‘Planted’ only partially does it justice. ‘On 
rails’ is far more like it.

Phil let me try his ’86 FJ12 next and things 
got better still. It’s not because the bigger 
engine is an improvement; in most respects  
it makes no difference and though I barely
noticed, Phil himself isn’t a fan of the bigger
engine’s increased vibes.

Nor did I care much for the revised (and
uglier in my book) fairing, although I could
see the appeal of the new dash clock, fuel
reserve switch, flush filler cap, grab handles
and fairing-mounted mirrors.

Instead it was better mostly because, due to
modifications, it has much improved brakes
and handling.With braided steel hoses at the
front and an Öhlins shock in the rear, braking
is pretty much up to modern par, the rear
firmer and far more controlled than the ride
delivered by the slightly soggy, worn, original
shock on the 1100.

Those two quibbles cast aside, the 1200 just
let me enjoy the classic qualities of the big FJ.
Although a long way, quite literally, from
being a nimble lightweight and always
something of a big beast to manhandle

around, especially in car parks and the like
(a slightly restrictive steering lock doesn’t
exactly help either), the low seat and centre
of gravity mean it’s not at all bad, either.

On the move, as speed increases, the FJ just
gets better. Lower speeds are easy thanks to
the flexible drive and aforementioned
balance. Commuting is an easy joy due to
excellent ergonomics and crisp controls. Mile-
eating is a doddle thanks to fabulous comfort,
weather protection, that steadfast ride and
the sheer grunt of the big four-cylinder, while
scratching never fails to satisfy due to the
accurate steering, overall sense of security
and the way it just loves being on its side.
With the FJ, more than almost any other
machine, you really can scratch and tour.

It’s not perfect, of course. It never was.The
FJ has always seemed a little workmanlike
somehow, lacking the class and style of its
rivals.The first 11, though well equipped,
quickly looked a little old fashioned once
Kawasaki’s GPZ900R arrived, while all
subsequent 1200s have always had more
glamorous rivals. But in all honesty, I struggle
to criticise anything else – not bad for a bike
that’s been around over three decades. Best
of all, that leaves us with a bike today that
can still do everything, lasts far better than
most and yet can still be snapped up for not
much more than four figures. So much bike
has never been available for so little.

Thanks to Phil Hacker for the use of his FJs

Specification | 1984 Yamaha FJ1100
ENGINE Type air-cooled, dohc, 16v, inline-four Capacity 1097cc Bore x stroke 74 x 63.8mm Compression ratio 9.5:1 Ignition CDI Carburation 4 x 36mm Mikuni 

TRANSMISSION Primary/final drive gear/chain Clutch wet-multiplate Gearbox 5-speed CHASSIS Frame box-section steel double cradle, box-section aluminium swingarm 

Front suspension 41mm telescopic forks, preload and rebound damping adjust Rear suspension rising rate monoshock, preload and rebound damping adjust  

Front brake 2 x 282mm ventilated discs, twin-piston calipers Rear brake 282mm ventilated disc, twin-piston caliper Wheels 3-spoke cast aluminium Front tyre 120/80 V16 

Rear tyre 150/80 V16 PERFORMANCE Top speed 146mph Power 125bhp@9000rpm Torque 64.2ft.lb@8000rpm Fuel consumption 34mpg Price new £3500

Better brakes and handling made  

the FJ1200 a step up from the 1100
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Specialists in 2T Motorcycles
Working With Two Stroke Engines For 25 Years

Re-Bores, Crankshaft Re-Builds Cylinder Re-sleeving
Collection and delivery options available

Facebook
and Twitter For discounts
competitions and more!

01902 307457
PJ Motorcycle Engineers

21 Rookery Street Wednesfi eld
Wolverhampton WV111UN

We also stock a huge range of genuine replacement Pa
Tuning and performance parts

WWW.PJME.CO.UK

HALF PRICE HPA OFFER
DURING NOVEMBER

SEE BELOW FOR DETAILS

HPS • Derwent House • Alfreton • Derbyshire • DE55 7BP • UK

www.BikeHPS.com
SEE THE OPTIONS FOR YOUR BIKE OR BUY NOWAT...

OR CALL TO DISCUSS THE NITRON ADVANTAGE... 01773 831122

When you buy your NITRON shock from HPS

it’s speedily built to order with the right

spring for your weight, combined with per-

fect base damping settings for your bike’s

usage on road, track or both and no further

setup is usually needed...

simply fit and feel the ride!        

www.bikehps.com

SHOC O ER!

"The NITRON shock made an instant
impression and really boosted

confidence. It’s seriously good value."

Kev Smith, CBR600RR

Performance Bikes Magazine,

SHOCK OFFER!

TT winning NITRON shock absorbers combine

unequalled design with the absolute highest

quality components and finish, to deliver the

most outstanding performance and ride for

you whether on street or circuit.

Exlusive Half Price HPA Offer
at HPS - Save up to £105
NITRON Shock from HPS during

November and you can add the

factory-installed optional 

Hydraulic Preload Adjuster from

only £94.80, half the normal price! 

BRITISH DESIGNED, ENGINEERED

AND BUILT TO YOUR SPEC. 

FROM JUST... £394.00 inc. VAT

New fitments for...  R nineT, Tiger 1050 Sport, V-Strom, Ducati Scrambler & Panigale

Find bikehps on

Optional Hydraulic
Preload Adjuster

enables rapid ride
height changes

without any tools

Tel: 024 7644 2054 WWW.EXACTREP.CO.UK
Fax: 024 7644 3719 INFO@EXACTREP.COM

+4-1’s ROAD, RACE, CUSTOM, ENDURO, CLASSIC & REPLACEMENT 
ORIGINALS, 4 STROKE ONLY. 1970 TO DATE

For most ‘Z’, ‘GPZ’, ‘GS’, ‘GSX’ ‘XJ’ and ‘CB’ Series

(Also V-Max Specialists)

Around
£300 inc.
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The MTX200 finds

its natural habitat...
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OMETIMES, AS a classic bike
tester, you have to assume the 
mindset. Not your own, but that 
of the most likely purchaser. It’s 

not always easy. In this case, after a little 
head-scratching, I realised the answer was 
actually very close to home – my brother-in-
law, Rick. He owned a Honda MTX125RWD 
back in 1985 while he was working towards 
his full licence. I remember that MTX as 
being a well-made little treasure and 
although woefully underpowered, thanks to 
the 12hp learner law, the bike had a certain 
integrity – well, build quality. And thinking 
back, Rick will have happy memories of that 
bike as we’d taken it and a couple of other 
machines up to the Scottish Six Days Trial 
that year, and spent a week chasing trials 
bikes around the Lochs and the Bens. An 
awesome week.

So if Rick was a touch nostalgic at the 
moment he may well have in mind his old 
MTX – only he won’t want to be revisiting 
the 12bhp experience. No one would. That’s 
where the MTX200 comes in – the same 
bike, only with 28bhp (at the brochure)  
to propel it, and with a working ATAC 
(Automatic Torque Amplification Chamber). 
Chances are it’ll have a nicely spread power 
curve, too. And if you were of a mind to 
relive the MTX experience, you might as well 
seek out the best MTX200 there ever was 
– the MTX200RII. It was the best because it 
was the last, and because it got the disc brake 
early MTXs had always needed, and the 
white bodywork with gold rims really set it 
apart from the orangy-red MTX masses.

It is indeed quite jewel-like in its own 
modest way. That front disc has its own 
unique – finned – twin-piston caliper, there’s 
a remote reservoir for the rear shock (small 
signs of quality) and the controls and 
instruments have the enduring fit and finish 
we respect Honda for. The MTX starts easy 
on the kickstart and the sound of the motor  
I recall instantly – all sweet mechanical  

Honda
MTX200R

The brilliant MTX200 trailie is one of 
Honda’s lesser known two-strokes. We get 

reacquainted with a 28bhp, mid-’80s classic
WORDS JON BENTMAN PHOTOGRAPHY STUART COLLINS

WE WANT IT

S

West Coast Imports, 

Minehead, on  

07980 739079

FOR SALE

£2995
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whirrings, only with a curious top note of
one small noisy rattle-rumble (they all make
that noise, though).

Once underway the 28bhp (or whatever it
really is) makes itself felt. Where the 125 was
positively anaemic unless you buzzed the
hell out of it – and only then got 12hp, good
for 65mph, downhill – this 200 pulls 
comfortably from 4000rpm. It’s not arm-
wrenching stuff, but enough to pick up the
front wheel in second gear with only the
slightest dip of the clutch. Yeah, with a little
bit of practice this could be an astounding
wheelie machine (officer).  

Maximum push seems to come around the
7500rpm mark while the redline appears at
9000rpm, so reaching the legal limit is a fairly
straightforward affair and there’s none of the
gear-swapping desperation I recall of the 125,
which you really needed to keep on the boil
if you were to maintain that 65mph top 
speed. So the upgrade to the disc brake is 
appreciated given the higher speeds the 200 
will sustain. And really it is a very nice and 
comfortable experience, as befits any bike 
made by Honda – there’s minimal fuss in 
every respect.

Now the good news with this model – and 
this won’t have escaped the keen observer 
– is that while we never saw the RII officially 
imported into the UK, we did see its 
predecessor, the MTX200RWD, for a good 
three years. And apart from the colour and 
disc brake there’s very little difference 
between the two models. That means a fairly 
ready UK spares source – probably by now 
fully devolved to the likes of David Silver 
Spares. But also, with the MTX 125/200s 
having enjoyed a fair nine-year lifespan in 
Japan and abroad, there’s a worldwide spares 
availability just a click away with a ‘Buy it 
now’ banner on it. For instance, we noted our 
test bike had some discolouration to the front 
mudguard that might offend the sensitive, but 
within 30 seconds of online searching we’d 
found a brand new OEM replacement for 
£30 plus £30 postage. 

It’s funny how we judge value. At first view 
£3000 feels toppish for a bike such as this, 
but then you could probably spend more on 
a decent Fizzie, a bike you wouldn’t have 
given £50 for when the MTX was new. And a 
brand new Honda CRF250L – the modern 

equivalent of the MTX – is £4000 with all
its depreciation ahead of it, and none of the
nostalgic appeal (well, for some anyway).A
bike is worth what the next man will pay for
it, and this is a genuinely pleasing machine
with ultra low mileage that’ll be a lot of fun
– even before you contemplate taking
it to the green lanes, where it’ll be a joy.
Needless to say, there’d definitely be space
for one in the PS garage.

Thanks to Glen and Jason at West Coast

Imports, Minehead (we’ve said it before: a

fantastic showroom of rare imports – well

worth the visit), call them on 01643 702511

or 07980 739079

“With a little bit of
practice this could
be an astounding
wheelie machine”
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1984 Yamaha DT200R
Yamaha have a solid reputation for 

small capacity trail bikes and their 

long-running DT range is hard to beat 

in any year. The DT200R is every inch 

the match for the MTX – just as well 

finished but hard to find (£3395 from 

West Coast Imports on 01643 702511).

1988 Kawasaki KLR250
Kawasaki made a KMX200, but we 

couldn’t find one for sale. Their KLR250 

is a neat four-stroke alternative, and its 

DOHC water-cooled motor was tasty. 

Underrated, but lacking the rarity and 

prestige of the two-strokes (£1595 from 

Blazing Motorcycles 01535 647633).

The alternatives

SPECIFICATION

1986 HONDA MTX200RII
ENGINE

Type    liquid-cooled, reed-valve, single-  

 cylinder two-stroke with ATAC

Capacity   194cc

Bore x stroke   67 x 55mm

Compression ratio   7.1:1

Carburation   1 x 26mm Keihin PE65

TRANSMISSION

Primary/final drive   gear/chain

Clutch   wet, multiplate

Gearbox   6-speed

CHASSIS

Frame   tubular steel, cradle type

Front suspension   35mm Showa telescopic fork

Rear suspension    Pro Link linkage, 200mm travel

Front brake   1 x 240mm disc,  

 twin-piston caliper

Rear brake   1 x 110mm drum brake

Wheels   wire-spoke alloy rims

Front tyre   2.75 x 21in

Rear tyre   4.10 x 18in

DIMENSIONS

Dry weight   103kg (227lb)

Wheelbase   1350mm (53.1in)

Seat height   845mm (33.2in)

Fuel capacity   9 litres (1.9 gal)

PERFORMANCE

Top speed   85mph

Power (tested) 28bhp@8000rpm 

Torque (tested) 18.8lb.ft@7500rpm 

Fuel consumption  50mpg

Price new  £995 (1983 RWD)

(Clockwise from top left) 

Disc brake is a welcome 

addition to cope with 

the MTX200’s power 

increase; quality 

instruments as you’d 

expect from Honda; 

standard silencer  

won’t split any 

eardrums – we’d fit a 

lightweight DEP can for 

a crisper sound
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exhausts for the old
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PAINTCLEANLUBE www.bandcexpress.co.uk
01522791369

� Chain Lubes � High Temp Matt Black � High Temp Gloss Black � High Temp Satin Black
� High Temp Silver � Hard Gloss Black � Chain & Engine Cleaner � Electrical Contact Cleaner
� ACS Anti Corrosion Spray � RRP £7.00 paints & lubes � Cleaners £6.00 � ACS £9.99

01670 898402

ACE 7659

Update your sportsbike speedometer & rev counter

CO UK

ORDER ONLINE, OR CALL:01728 833020
www.davidsilverspares.co.uk
sales@davidsilverspares.co.uk

s  1000’s of NOS parts, many rare/
obsolete

s  Reproduction parts for your 
60’s-90’s Honda

s  Searches conducted if not in stock

Vintage Honda parts specialissince 1986

PARTS ACCESSORIES & ESSENTIAL LUBRICANTS FUEL TUBE GIFT IDEAS

Sky Team Ace 125 fantastic retro cafe racer , brand new, choice of colours ...... £1799
Skyteam Mini 50 & 125, great little Honda Monkey replica, brand new from only..£879
Skyteam Skymax 50 & 125, lovely Honda Dax replica, brand new from only........ £999
Suzuki TS100 1979 finished in blue...A lovely 70’s Trail Bike one owner for last 10 years..........................£999
Garelli Rekord RSL Sports Moped 1977, our unique Stafford Show Cafe Racer! ........................................ £POA 
Fantic TX125 Trials 1979, fantastic restored condition, Twin shock classic...............................................£1295
Royal Enfi eld Electra, 2009, fi nished in Red/Chrome spec too much to list, great example ......................£2995
Skyteam T-Rex 125, fantastic RV125 replica, brand new, only....................................................................£1499
Skyteam V-Raptor 125 & 250, great Van Van replica but brand new from only .........................................£1699

07791 021675/01905 384266
www.midlifeclassics.co.uk tim@midlifeclassics.co.uk

Visit our website for exclusive bike art by Kerryann Hartley

Midlife Classics

CLASSIC BIKE GEAR
��&ORWKLQJ
��+HOPHWV
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YOUR BIKES, YOUR WAY

900SS
Ducati

Already the proud owner of six Bimotas, Steve Hardy 

decided he wanted to do his first full nut-and-bolt resto. Cue 

the purchase and reinvention of a knackered Ducati 900SS 
WORDS HANS SEEBERG   PHOTOGRAPHY JASON CRITCHELL

It’s fair to say that the Duke didn’t look

quite like this when Steve bought it
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HEN IS the right time to take on
your first project? Straight after
you’ve passed your CBT,
perhaps?After you’ve been

riding a couple of years and have spent days
on end mugging up on Practical Sportsbikes’
invaluableWorkshopWisdom series?* For
Steve Hardy, the point came when he looked
in his garage and saw six Bimotas staring
back at him. “I had all these bikes but I’d
never done a proper nut and bolt resto,” he
laughs. “For some reason I had an itch to get
a Ducati 900SS or Superlight, take it back to 
its bare bones and rebuild it from scratch.”

Fettling ambition duly identified, Steve 
began searching for a suitable bike but was 
staggered by the silly pricetags attached to 
Superlights. “Fairly nice ones were going for 
about five grand, whereas 900SSs were about 
a fifth of that,” he says. “The only difference 
between the two bikes is a few bits of carbon 
fibre, and as I was stripping the bike anyway 
the condition of it wasn’t a huge concern.”

It’s just as well. “I found a 1991 900SS 
belonging to a bloke near me in Stockport. 
He’d been commuting on it for five years and 
it’d been through the travesties of five British 
winters. The nosecone was broken, the screen 
was cracked, the fairings were damaged, the 
forks were pitted, loads of parts were 
corroded... it was a right mess. One of the 
receipts he’d kept was for a replacement 
clutch lever being fitted and I was thinking, ‘If 
he’s had to pay to have something that simple 
done, he probably hasn’t looked after it.’ The 
only thing that was fine was the fuel tank – 
there wasn’t a single scratch on it.” Steve’s 
wallet opened up and £950 was duly handed 
over. It was time for his first resto. 

The starting point was a necessary if not 
slightly unglamorous one: giving the bike a 
damn good clean. “There was so much road 
grime on it that I literally couldn’t see what I 

W

Special brew

CLOCK IN

With the original clock mount suitably knackered, Steve went

for an aftermarket ‘3D’ carbon fibre surround. The piece 

wraps around the dials, holding them in place. 

“The nosecone was broken, the 
screen was cracked, the forks 
were pitted... it was a right mess”



PAINTWORK
Steve had bought a 

sticker set for a Superlight, 

but the purchase of the new – 

and significantly slimmer – rear seat 

meant that the stickers wouldn’t fit 

the Superlight’s thicker and boxier 

back end. “I took it to a painter and 

he said, ‘Don’t worry – I’ll spray 

the white on and do the gold 

and the ‘1’ by hand.’ It’s an 

immaculate job.”

SWINGARM
You’ll probably have just 

been blinded by the swingarm, 

such is its unbelievable shininess. 

“When I bought it the rubber on 

the silencers had worn out, so the 

swingarm had loads of marks on 

it,” says Steve. “A mate of mine 

does showcases for Harley and 

polishing is his speciality.  

It’s a mirror finish.”



SHOCK AND AWE

Don’t be fooled by the shock – it’s 

the standard Showa but it’s had what 

people in Hollywood might call ‘some 

work’ done. “I took the spring and body 

off and got the top part of the body 

stripped, spray-painted and lacquered,” 

says Steve. “The bottom part was 

polished and the spring stripped and 

re-powdercoated.” As for the clutch, 

it was all a bit knackered when Steve 

bought the bike – paving the way for 

some more cosmetic work. 

“The clutch plates are standard but 

I added a lighter billet Ducati Corse 

clutch basket, an anodised pressure 

plate and a vented, billet anodised 

clutch cover,” Steve tells us. “I know 

a lot of people hate dry clutches and 

like to keep them covered up, but I like 

keeping it open and it gets all the dust 

out of it too.” 
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was dealing with,” laughs Steve.“After that
I stripped the whole thing, and made the
engine my first port of call.Without the
fairing it was going to be exposed, so I knew 
it had to look good. I wanted to replace every 
bearing and every seal.” Blimey – when 
Steve says he’s going to do a ‘proper nut and 
bolt resto’ he’s not playing games, is he?

“I stripped everything: the heads, 
crankcases, the entire gearbox. I had all the 
bearings and oil seals replaced, and the two 
crankcase halves went off for soda-blasting 
before getting two-pack filler and several 
coats of lacquer. The engine covers and valve 
covers were grit-blasted and powdercoated. 
The heads were ceramic-coated as well. 
Basically, the engine’s so clean you could  
eat your dinner off it.” 

Motor duly sorted, Steve moved around  
the bike with the intention of sticking to  
his original objective: keep the bike fairly 
standard but nicer than when it came out of
the factory. A few additions have helped this
noble aim – not least a crafty eBay tactic he
picked up along the way. “There’s a guy in 

Italy who’s one of the biggest traders in
900SS stuff, but because he lists in Italian
none of his stuff comes up on the searches for
eBay UK,” explains Steve. “I’ve learnt all the
Italian words for forks, bodywork and all the
rest of it, which have come in very handy.”

The Termignoni exhaust was another eBay
purchase, although its snaffling was down to
quick-thinking rather than a newly-found
linguistic prowess. “That was a complete
fluke,” concedes Steve. “I saw it come up so
I contacted the guy straight away and offered
him £350 for it – I said I’d collect it as well to
save him forking out for postage. I couldn’t
believe it when he said yes – brand new
they’re double that. The front part is stainless
steel but the cans are titanium – it’s saved
nearly 10 kilos on the bike.” 

ENGINE 904cc air-cooled, sohc, 4v L-twin, 

all bearings and oil seals replaced, soda-

blasted crankcase halves, grit-blasted and 

powerdcoated engine and valve covers, 

ceramic-coated heads, aftermarket oil cooler 

relocated higher up, grit-blasted and ceramic-

coated cylinder heads and barrels, lighter billet 

Ducati Corse clutch basket, standard Ducati 

clutch plate, anodised pressure plate, billet-

anodised clutch cover

CHASSIS Carbon fibre seat unit, titanium 

Terminogni exhaust, 900 Superlight exhaust 

brackets, powdercoated frame, wheels, clip-

ons, headlight front support and top yoke, 

NOS Showa forks, standard Showa shock with 

powdercoated spring, polished swingarm, 

carbon surround on clocks, overall weight 

of bike: 162kg – 14kg lighter than a standard 

Ducati 900 Superlight

SPECIFICATION

Ducati 900SS

SITTING COMFORTABLY

“The 900SS back end is a bit messy for

me,” says Steve. Cue a slimmer aftermarket

number from Germany which not only

fitted straight on but is about 5kg lighter.

SPICK AND SPAN

Steve’s mission was to get all the internals

looking pristine, meaning lots of vapour-

blasting, lacquering and powdercoating.

The result is shininess everywhere you look.

DEALER COMES UP TRUMPS

The Termignoni exhaust was an eBay find, 

while Steve got the 900 Superlight exhaust 

brackets from his local Ducati dealer. “It’s 

always worth asking them,” he advises. 

Weight-saving has been one of this resto’s 
key themes. Thanks to the exhaust, carbon 
mudgaurd, the open clutch cover and lighter 
sprocket cover plus the new carbon fibre seat, 
Steve’s turned his 900SS into something of a 
Super-Super-Superlight. “A standard 900SS 
weighs 180kg and a Superlight is 176kg,” 
says Steve. “This bike is 162kg, so I’ve saved 
14kg.” That’s the same as 38 cans of coke. Or 
16 bottles of wine. Or five averagely-sized 
newborn babies. Impressive stuff. 

So when Steve now goes to his garage, this 
fully sorted Ducati sits proudly among the six 
Bimotas. It’s proof that whether you own a 
solitary 125 or a fleet of exotic machines, the 
best time to do your first full-on resto is
whenever you’re good and ready.  
* We have no issue with shameless plugs

“I got the titanium 
Termignoni exhaust for 
£350. Brand new they 

cost double that”
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WORKSHOP RATING
TECHNICAL DIFFICULTY?

NTRODUCED TO EU pump fuel

in the mid-to-late Noughties,

ethanol is an attempt to reduce

carbon emissions by replacing

fossil fuel with fuel derived from plants.

Most of our ethanol probably comes from

Brazilian sugar cane, and it can make up

between two and five per cent of the pump

fuel you buy.

Engines don’t mind it at all, but fuel tanks

and carburettors do. Ethanol is a ‘wet’ fuel,

meaning that it absorbs water from the

atmosphere. That doesn’t matter when

you’re burning a tankful a week, but the

problems start when you park up a bike in

October and start it up again in March. That

gives the fuel five months to pick up water,

form a heavy layer, and start rusting the

bottom of the tank. You’d think there’d be

no oxygen to allow rust to form but ethanol

supplies that too. Brass jets and some

plastics are equally vulnerable.

The solution is to use fuel stabiliser, or dry

out the tank and carbs. But now there’s a

third possibility: strip the ethanol from the

last couple of tankfuls before you lay the

bike up. That way your bike will just have

pure gasoline sitting around in the tank

over Christmas.

You can do this with a kit from ethanil.

co.uk. It costs £50, or £75 if you want a

funnel for extra filtration of the last few

water globules. You can use the containers

indefinitely, but don’t leave fuel or ethanol

in them: the transparent plastic isn’t

suitable for long-term storage. As a result,

a jerry can is a handy extra.

Tools for the job
Chair, jerry can (or plastic cans to carry

18L), Ethanil kit

Strip ethanol
from your
pump fuel
If left over winter, pump fuel rusts tanks and

rots carb jets. Follow these steps and leave

your bike with a tank of straight gasoline
WORDS RUPERT PAUL PHOTOGRAPHY SCOTT CAMPBELL

HOW TO

HOW LONG?
You’ll have this done and dusted in  

an hour – there’s nothing complex  

or time-consuming going on

COST?
Either £50 or £75 depending on which 

Ethanil kit you get, plus another £15 or 

so if you need a new jerry can. 

I

The look of a man whose fuel tank 

is going to be OK after winter
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1  Just add water
The kit from Ethanil basically just

consists of a small plastic container, and a

big one with a cleverly designed tap. The

small container has a two-litre mark. Fill it

with water to this level, then pour it into

the big container.

4
The long wait
All the ethanol molecules are now

in contact with the water molecules. Over

the next half-hour they will gather at the

bottom of the container, because water is

heavier than gasoline. The slight tilt to the

right is deliberate. 

7  The magic funnel
If you want to extract every last

smidgen of water, the deluxe Ethanil kit has

this funnel with a fine mesh screen. It traps

the last few ethanol-and-water bubbles

quite effectively. It’s also handy if your jerry

can is a bit rusty.

2
Let the chemistry begin
Now add about a third of your 18

litres of pump fuel. This feels deeply weird,

because you know that petrol and water

don’t mix. To be fair this is true but also

very handy, because ethanol and water

mix very readily.

5
Ice and lemon?
Use the tap to drain away the heavy

fraction at the bottom of the container.

Being an ethanol/water mix it’s actually a

crude vodka, but resist the urge to drink it.

As soon as you see yellow gasoline coming

out of the tap, stop.

8  Percentage game
The small container now holds all the

waste fluid from the process. Its label has a

scale which shows you how much ethanol

was in your batch to start with. In this case,

about 1.8 per cent. The yellowish layer

above that is gasoline.

3
Shake it up
Give your six litres of fuel and two 

litres of water a shake for 30 seconds. Add 

another six, and shake again. Then once 

more. The idea is to get the water to mingle 

as intimately as possible with the petrol and 

ethanol solution.

6  We’re separated
This jug shows the two fluids: 

gasoline on top and aqueous ethanol 

below. It’s hard to extract every tiny drop; 

you get a mix like this for about a litre-and- 

a-half after first seeing yellow gasoline 

come out of the tap.

9  Bonfire night
You’re now left with about 17 litres of 

pure petrol – the catch is that you also have 

around two litres of a liquid that is basically 

vodka. Ethanil suggest incinerating it with 

rags but it’s very flammable. What did I do 

with mine? I gave it to a bonfire party. 
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PRIZE PROBLEM
Every month our Prize Problem entrant will receive a complete Motorex

Premium Care package of products worth £65 to keep their bike(s) looking

tip-top. The prize haul will include Moto Clean (360°) cleaner, Moto Protect

maintenance spray, Quick Cleaner (360°), Moto Shine and Helmet Care.

EDITED BY ALAN SEELEY

Bike not running right? Our experts have the answers to the toughest questions

PROBLEM?
WHAT’S THE

If you’ve got a problem with your bike, write to What’s the Problem? Practical Sportsbikes, Bauer Media, Media House, Lynch Wood, Peterborough, PE2 6EA, 

or email Psportsbikes@bauermedia.co.uk. If you have any relevant pictures, be sure to send/attach those too to assist our boffins in their enquiries

OUR EXPERTS
Alan Seeley 

Practical Sportsbikes’ 

master fettler, and

past and present

owner of countless Japanese,

Italian and Brit bikes. Loves a

challenge and it’s just as well.

Gary Hurd

PS’s technical 

guru has been in

the bike trade for

three decades so it’s safe to

assume he’s learned a thing

or two. He’s happy to share

his wisdom as well.

Ferret

To us mortals 

electrics are an

arcane mystery

accessible only by those on

a higher plane – or folks like

Ferret of Ferret’s Custom

Electrickery (07765 832420).

Saul Towers

Saul is the pillar

of knowledge at

Yamaha specialists

Flitwick Motorcycles (01525

712197), with an answer for

everything. If your Yam is

troubling you, he’s your man.

Chris Tombleson

Working with our

very own Gary Hurd

at Grumpy1260,

Chris has years of experience

as a drag racer and fettler

of Kawasakis. If he doesn’t

know it, no one will.

Send us your pictures
Let us see your bike’s problem

by supplying us with a picture

ZZ-R1100

GPZ1000RX

Bearing up

Lumpy 
running

I am restoring a 1988 

Kawasaki GPZ1000RX 

and noticed, while emptying

the fuel out of the tank, that

something was thumping

around inside. On closer

inspection there was a slab-

shaped lump inside, which I

tried to break up using a long

screwdriver, to no avail. The

slab has the consistency of

toffee and won’t split so I tried

to dissolve it using acetone,

without much effect. 

I’m thinking it must be a

tank sealant gone wrong,

since most ’80s Kwaks have

leaky tanks. How do I get this

out, or do I just leave it and

try to forget it’s there?

Terry Donnelly, email

Chris Tombleson says: 

It’s hard to see how tank 

sealant gone wrong could 

form into a slab. People have 

put some weird and wonderful 

things into tanks down the 

years as supposed antidotes 

to unleaded fuel as well as to 

fix the tank, so who knows?  

If it’s nearly impossible to 

remove but is too big to 

cause any problems, I’d 

probably just leave it in there 

and try to forget about it.  

Or you could just get hold of 

a different tank altogether. 

Can anyone hear a thumping sound?

Steering bearings:

how tight is too tight?

The steering bearings  

on my 1998 Kawasaki 

ZZ-R1100 need tightening up 

– how tight should I go? Am I 

right to tighten them until the 

steering just starts to feel stiff, 

then loosen back a touch? 

There’s a clunk under braking 

and play in the forks when you 

pull them towards you. The 

handling is all over the show – 

it feels like a flat front tyre....

Michael Aiken, PS Facebook 

Group

Alan Seeley says: Don’t 

go so tight that the 

steering feels stiff before 

backing off. Tighten until the 

clunk goes and there is no 

more free play. How old are the 

bearings? Consider a new set 

of taper rollers, or a strip and 

regrease of the old ones.
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FIREBLADE

FIREBLADE

GSX-R750

Bad brake vibes

Yellow man

My ’98 Honda FireBlade

still runs okay after all

these years, but I’ve been

noticing some issues with the

front brakes. The original discs

were replaced by Braking discs

years ago, and I notice a slight

vibration when braking hard.

Luc Van Parys, PS Facebook

Group

Gary Hurd says: Check

and eliminate the head

bearing condition and

adjustment, fork bush wear,

brake caliper piston movement,

disc/wheel mating surfaces,

and disc warpage/run-out.

I’m trying to get my 1998 

Suzuki GSX-R750 SRAD 

back to original spec. The 

problem I have is with the 

screen, as it now has a

yellowish tint to it. Any ideas or 

tips on how to refresh it and 

get it back to its former glory?

Neil Bunday, email

Alan Seeley says: We 

took a long look at how  

to restore yellowed plastics – 

screens, expansion bottles, 

hydraulic fluid reservoirs and  

so on – for a possible how-to 

feature. Everything we tried 

made things worse. I could 

have saved myself the hassle by

calling my brother, who is a 

polymer scientist. He told me 

that once plastics have 

yellowed, that’s it. There’s no 

way to lose the yellow hue. So 

you’ll have to live with it or find 

a better replacement, I’m afraid.

FZR1000

Going straight

Intermittent cut-out

I have a 32,000-mile 

1990 Yamaha FZR1000 

EXUP. I’ve had the bike for 

couple of years but it’s never 

handled well, despite the 

presence of an Öhlins shock.

I’m having trouble with 

wheel alignment. To get the 

wheels lined up the swingarm 

markers are way out (there’s 

nearly 2mm difference), and 

although it’s very difficult to 

check I think the real wheel 

has to point slightly to the 

right. Based on some 

measurements I can’t help 

thinking the frame might be 

slightly twisted. It feels odd 

on the road – even with new 

Bridgestone T30 Evos. 

Is this possible and is there 

any way I could check it? I 

have acquired a frame for the 

princely sum of £30 and had 

intended to fit the forks and 

swingarm to the ‘new’ frame, 

which I’m assured rode well. 

Andy Tipper, email

Saul Towers says: The only 

way to know for sure in the 

absence of any obvious 

damage is to get the frame  

on a jig. Maidstone Motoliner 

(01622 790705, motoliner.

com) are the undisputed 

champions of this. They can 

straighten chassis too. Maybe 

get your ‘new’ frame tested 

and start from there?

My 1995 Honda 

FireBlade has had a 

bit of work done on the 

electrics, but recently the 

speedo stopped working 

and it misfired. After about 

400 yards it misfired again, 

then cut out.

It restarted after about 10 

minutes, but I’m not sure 

what could be wrong with 

it. Any ideas? 

David Sutton, email         

Ferret says: The old 

rule about looking 

where you were working 

last applies here. It would 

be nice to know if any more 

than the speedo stopped 

working when the problem 

occurred but based on 

what we know, I’d say look 

at the ignition switch and its 

connections. Also check the 

pink block connector on 

top of the solenoid, through 

which most of the electrical 

systems pass, to ensure it 

isn’t wobbly or loose.

Vibrating brakes: 

never a good thing

Pesky electrics...

Ahh – the joys of 

wheel alignment
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The clock is ticking for this loose collection

of parts to line up on the grid at Snetterton,

but the problems just keep piling up
WORDS & PHOTOGRAPHY ALAN SEELEY

but largely complete 19

VFR750FG and formulated a two-stage

plan for it. First up we intended to

return it to the road on a tight budget.

However with even tighter deadlines

we had to go straight to part two –

converting our V4 into a race bike that

would take Team PS to the startline of

the Endurance Legends 4-Hour Classic

Motorcycle Race at Snetterton on 17/18

October. Would we make it?

PROJECT VFR750

Rob Wittey at PDQ lends a hand – probably

best as he’s also going to be riding it
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HERE’S LESS than a week until

the first Endurance Legends 4hr

Classic race and I reckon we’re 

looking at two weeks graft just 

to have a working bike, let alone one that’s 

been tested and shaken down.

Editor Jim Moore, who’s wandered out to 

the PS lock-up to inspect progress and is 

not a man normally given to platitudes, 

makes his declaration: “I think we’ve bitten 

off more than we can chew. You’ve made  

a brave effort, we’ll just report it as it is.”

Perhaps his intention was to motivate me, 

and indeed that is the effect of his words. 

“We’ll be there,” I assure him, “and we will 

have a running bike.” I hear myself and  

fear I will be forced to eat those words. It’s 

Tuesday morning. We have four days.

Despite all this bullishness, there’s no 

denying that the VFR looks ropey. We’ve 

fitted the shock kindly supplied by Hagon 

but even at 10mm or so longer than the 

tired stock unit it has replaced, the Honda is 

still way too low with the 17in CBR600 rear 

T
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wheel fitted. “We can always revise our

riding style,” offers Jim. There’s little room

to allow for shortening the dogbones to 

raise the rear, though.

One problem feeds into another. The 

CBR600 rear disc is around 30mm less  

in diameter than the VFR750FG one it 

replaces, leaving the rear caliper biting on 

air on the FG carrier. I could have a larger 

disc made up and indeed that could be 

done by All-Bike Engineering, but not 

within our shrinking timeframe.

So I need a CBR600 caliper and carrier 

and a longer shock. I also have to modify 

the swingarm to positively locate the 

carrier. Then I recall the modified VFR750 

built by Rob Wittey of performance and 

suspension specialists, PDQ. I call him and 

he immediately understands our issues. Jim 

takes up the conversation with Rob and he 

agrees we can borrow the swingarm and 

shock from his bike – we’ll modify ours 

later. Jim also offers top club racer Rob the 

opportunity to ride with us at Snetterton. 

Rob agrees, although he’s not even seen

the pile of scrap we hope to race. He invites

me to bring the bike over to PDQ after 

work the next day to effect the transplant. 

In the meantime I press on with other 

tasks on the list. Production editor, Hans 

Seeberg, who by his own admission is not 

the most hands-on of individuals, even 

offers to help. He preps and paints the rear 

wheel with black Smoothrite and spends 

hours trying to understand the wiring 

diagram in the Haynes manual. He’ll need 

this to help in his allotted task of fitting the 

Acewell ACE-6656 rev counter and speedo, 

which the company kindly supplied at the 

last minute. Its fitment is necessary because 

the stock clocks, which look like they came 

out of an Austin Montego, will not allow  

the swan-neck clip-ons I’ve fitted to our 

transplanted VFR750FV front-end to be 

turned more than a few degrees. “I’ve 

never felt so heterosexual,” says father-of-

two Hans, strutting around in a borrowed 

boiler suit as he sets about his tasks. 

“There’s less than  
a week to go but  
I reckon we need  
a fortnight just to  

get a working bike” It’s slightly better, but doesn’t

quite justify Hans’s ‘smug face’

The wheel isn’t looking

overly great, is it?
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OLD REAR-END

NEW REAR-END

Rumbling and weeping
While Hans is busy painting the rear wheel, 

I idly spin the front. There’s a not-so-distant 

rumbling. I also notice that one of the front 

fork seals is weeping. Rob, I hope, will help 

with that tomorrow. Hans goes off to fetch 

some new bearings. Once I’ve fitted them, 

Hans slots on the EBC Pro-lite discs from 

Wemoto, feeling more manly by the minute 

as he learns how to use a torque wrench, 

having first checked the figures in the 

manual. The tacho still isn’t done so it slips 

down the list for another day.

That next day is spent changing the oil 

and filter and draining the coolant to 

replace it with water. Drain plugs and filler 

caps all have to be drilled for lockwiring, a 

task made easy by deploying the pillar drill, 

but still a few bits are sacrificed. 

Somehow all these little tasks expand to 

fill the available time and there’s still plenty 

to do as I load the VFR into the van for the 

two-hour drive to PDQ. Once there, Rob

and I roll the brakeless VFR off the van and

I brace myself for a tirade of mockery and

abuse. Rob’s reaction is a surprise. “It’s not 

as bad as mine was when I started,” he 

says. “But did you try and do it all in two 

days?” I ask. “Let’s get it on the bench and 

get cracking,” he urges. 

First order of business is to get our 

back-end out to make room for Rob’s. 

While it’s out, Rob is keen that we change 

the headers for some freer flowing ones 

from a later VFR. This would be made 

easier by dropping the engine on its 

mounts – the studs for the rear headers are 

nigh-on inaccessible – but the front engine 

bolts are not for moving, despite 

determined application of the butane torch, 

or ‘gas hammer’ as we know it. It’s all a bit 

of a metal puzzle but somehow we get 

them out and the new ones in. Rob decides 

it will be easier and quicker to make a new 

link pipe and rifles through some boxes of 

odds and sods to find what he needs.

A couple of hours later and the rear end 

and exhaust are sorted. All I need to do is 

find an end-can with a 50mm entry. I put 

that on tomorrow’s list. In the meantime, I 

look at finding a front mudguard. Several 

are tried and rejected before I settle on a 

pattern Suzuki SV one which, with some 

cutting and shutting, is persuaded to fit.

Rob makes some brake lines, swaging 

them on PDQ’s machine, while I establish 

how much tube we need to weld onto the 

front subframe to make a lockstop. I also 

hacksaw off the steering security lock plate 

to prevent the ignition barrel fouling it. 

While the saw is out, the pillion peg 

hangers are removed.

We take the fork legs out to allow Rob  

to overhaul them and fit new springs and 

seals. Just as well we do, as the springs are 

in upside down, the bushes are worn and 

The Hagon shock is 10mm longer than the

stock one – but the bike’s still too low

Rob’s Nitron shock makes 

an appearance as well

With too many mods needed in the 

tiny timeframe, our back-end has to go

Rob Wittey gets us out of a hole

and lends us his VFR’s swingarm 
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their assembly incorrect. Somehow, it’s 

now 1am. By the time we’ve put the bike 

back together and got it in the van, it’s  

2am. I finally roll into bed at 4am. 

No rest
Back at work five hours later, there’s still a 

way to go. Our friends on Performance Bikes 

dig a suitable end-can out of their lock-up 

and PB editor Matt Wildee offers us the catch 

bellypan from his old Triumph race bike.

Jim offers to take the wheels to the tyre 

fitters. I note, with some alarm, that he’s 

loading Avon Storm sports-touring tyres 

into the back of his motor. Brilliant if we 

were planning a late autumn tour, but for 

racing? “I did ask for sticky,” he says. 

Gary Hurd rings my mobile to ask how 

things are going. As I read him the list of 

tasks still to be done, he makes a kind offer. 

“Bring it to mine after work, I’ll help you 

finish it,” he says. I’m not going to refuse. 

First order of business is a strap for the 

end-can. I have the one from a can that 

was larger both in entry and diameter than 

the one we’re using, but with some 

adaptation its strap fits. We shorten the 

pipe to bring the end of the can further in. 

Then we address the Acewell dash. The 

unit’s temperature sender is on a tapered 

thread and replaces the original in the front

of the thermostat housing. We use the now-

redundant front brake switch’s positive

feed to power the unit. The tacho function

is connected to the relevant wire from the

ECU. Given more time we could wire in the

many other functions the unit offers, but

revs and temperature are all we need.

The bellypan from Matt’s Triumph is a

surprisingly close fit and goes on with just

a little cutting and shutting. The Honda

bodywork is less keen to wrap around it

but is persuaded once Big G has chunked

some plastic off with pliers. With the time

nearly 1am it’s too late to fire the bike up, so

we call it a night. Nearly there. Or so I think.

It’s Friday morning and, armed with a

gallon of fuel in a plastic can, I attempt to 

open the VFR’s fuel cap. It’s seized solid 

and the key won’t even go in. Soon, using a 

hammer and screwdriver, I attempt to give 

the Honda a ‘London Lock’; eventually it 

opens to reveal an interior that looks like it’s 

had a gallon of seawater in it for the last 

decade. No time to sort that now. I recall 

seeing a VFR tank in the back of Rob 

Wittey’s van. Another anxious phone call 

confirms that there is but it lacks hardware. 

Hans gets on the phone to a breakers and 

we find one with a cap and full lock set for 

£40. If that’s all that’s between us and 

tomorrow’s practice session, we’ll take it. 

In the meantime I bodge together an 

auxiliary fuel supply using an old expansion 

tank and some hose to see if the Honda will 

run. After some whirring and wheezing it 

does. Relieved and exhausted, I sit on the 

lock-up ramp and watch Jim fix 

numberboards and stickers to the bike.

We load up the van and I head home to 

sleep. Tomorrow, we race. We hope.

Read the full story of Team PS’s race  

at Snetterton in next month’s issue

Thanks
Rob Wittey at PDQ (01753 730043) for 

helping massively 

Acewell (01670 898402) for the speedo

Hagon (0208 502 6222) for the shock

Avon (avon-tyres.co.uk) for the rubber

Wemoto (wemoto.com)

Motorcycle Recycle (01206 793111) 

Gary Hurd (grumpy1260suzukispares.co.uk) 

for going above and beyond (yet again)

Big G gets to work (large portion

of fish ’n’ chips just out of shot)

The swan-neck clip-ons will barely

turn, so more mods are needed

Acewell dash replaces the awful

(and huge) standard offering

“Big G offers to 
help me finish the 
bike. I’m not going 
to refuse...”
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What is it?
There’s nothing new about the

principles of the crankshaft. The Romans

used cranks in sawmills. Later they would

be found in various war machines, as all

good engineering innovations are, and put

to more positive use in windmills and

watermills. Within the short span of our

own existences, cranks have been part of

our lives even before motorcycles. Our

bicycles used a crank to convert pressure

from our feet into forward motion and

those of us old enough to remember car

windows before they all went electric used

cranks to wind them up and down.

How it works
A crank translates reciprocating

motion (up and down or to-and-fro) into

rotational motion (around a fixed axis), or

vice versa. In the case of the motorcycle

engine crankshaft, it is of course the former.

The pistons go up and down and the

crankshaft goes around and around. To

convert one type of motion into another,

the crankshaft uses crankpins offset from

its own axis. The further from the axis, the

longer the stroke and hence the greater the

torque at the expense of top-end power.

The ‘big-ends’ of the conrods are attached

to these crankpins, while the ‘small-ends’ of

the rods attach to the pistons.

Crankshafts rely on flywheels to give the

crank sufficient momentum to help return

the piston to the top of its stroke. That

momentum also helps to turn the energy

of the firing stroke into torque. The old

‘bacon-slicer’-type Guzzi, with an external

flywheel, is an obvious illustration of the

principle. Most manufacturers had seen the

sense of having the flywheels inside the

crankcases years before Guzzi did.

Flywheels need not necessarily be round

and are often referred to as ‘webs’

reflecting their shape. Typically there will be

a flywheel on both sides of each conrod,

joined together by the crankpin on which

each conrod runs – or conrod in the case of

a single. A multi can be viewed as conrod

and flywheel sets joined together. There is

an exception – many V-twins use a

common crankpin for both conrods.

Adding cylinders means adding length to

a crankshaft, giving rise to the possibility of

flex adding to the sideways load created by

each piston. For that reason, each conrod

and flywheel ‘set’ is joined to the next by a

Crankshafts
Converting up and down to around and around, the motorcycle

crankshaft has come a long way since flywheels rotated in the breeze
WORDS ALAN SEELEY IMAGES HAYNES PUBLISHING, BAUER ARCHIVE

350LC crankshaft
Because two-strokes use their

crankcases in the induction process,

they can’t have a recirculating lube

system. So roller big-ends are lubed

by premix or injected two-stroke oil.

Web or flywheel

Big-end

journal

Main bearing

journal

Camchain

sprocket

Primary drive

gear
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A forged construction crankshaft has

internal drillings along its length and

oil is pumped under pressure from

one end, supplying the plain shell

bearings in the split-cap conrods and

inboard main bearings. You can see

the oil feed holes on the journals.

Honda 400/4 plain bearing crank

Four-stroke roller-bearing crank
Yamaha SR500 pressed-up crank brings typically two-stroke construction practices

to a four-stroke. The conrod’s big-end bearings are on rollers which, aside from being

robust and reliable, do not need a high-pressure oil feed like shell bearings do.

Main bearing

Conrod

Piston

Flywheel

Main bearing

“A block of steel is 
heated to around 
1200°C to make a 
forged crank”

crankpin concentric with those on either 

end of the crank and these, like the outer 

pins, run in main bearings to prevent crank 

flex. Older parallel twins often had their 

rods mounted either side of a large, 

unsupported central flywheel but this 

practice became untenable as capacity 

rose and, with it, power and vibration.

In practice
Most four-strokes use plain shell-type 

bearings for both the big-ends and the 

mains between each cylinder. The outer 

crank pins tend to be needle roller or ball 

type. Plain bearings are adequate where oil 

fed under pressure can be supplied. The 

crankshaft is cross-drilled to allow the 

pump to push oil to the bearings. 

Again there are exceptions. Kawasaki’s Z1 

used roller bearings for mains and big-ends 

while Suzuki also eschewed the plain 

bearing in its big four-strokes. This meant 

that oil pressure could be lower while the 

cranks were very resilient but it did mean 

that the crankshafts were expensive to 

assemble, with the webs having to be 

pressed on. With plain bearings the ends of 

the conrods can be split, allowing them to 

be bolted over the big-ends.

The practice of using roller bearings is 

probably a hangover from those firms’ 

two-stroke heritages. Plain bearings can’t 

be used where there is no recirculating 

engine oil system, which is why you won’t 

find them in a two-stroke. Again, the 

crankshafts are pressed up with one-piece 

conrods running on roller bearings.

A pressed-up crankshaft is, by definition, 

made from many separate parts. Otherwise 

crankshafts are either forged or cast, the 

former type being better due to their 

superior strength and lower weight. A 

forged crank starts out as a block of steel 

heated to around 1200°C, close to the 

metal’s melting point, which is then 

squeezed in a die to the rough desired 

shape and profile. The pressures on the die 

are massive, often well over 200,000psi. 

The forging is then trimmed and tempered 

prior to final machining.

Crankshafts can also be machined from 

solid blocks of material but this is an 

expensive and inefficient process which is 

only really suited to performance one-offs 

– although one benefit is that it does allow 

the use of higher quality steels which can 

be difficult to forge.

• Next month frame bracing



TYGA PERFORMANCE BODY WORK AND ACCESSORIES
(AS USED BY THE SAG MOTO 2 TEAM)

BEET RACING PERFORMANCE EXHAUSTS AND ACCESSORIES

SILHOUETTE BODY WORK

� TYGA standard and GP replica body kits for these models Honda NC30/35
CBR400 NC23/29 NSR250 MC18/21/28

RGV 250 VJ21/22 CBR250
MC22 ZXR250 Aprilia RS250

Carbon Parts

� Yamaha R1 from £45.00
� Yamaha R6 from £54.00  � Yamaha V-Max from £79.00

� Honda CBR600RR From £45.00  � Honda CBR1000RR from £79.00
� GSXR 600 / 700 from £45.00  � GSXR 1000 K5 onwards from £45.00

� Kawasaki ER6 from £89.00 � Kawasaki ZX6R from £89.00 ZX10R from £89.00
� BMW S1000RR from £89.00 � Aprilia RSV4 from £89.00

Many other models also available NC35, NC30, NC29, NSR250, RGV250, RS250 etc

Two Stroke Exhausts

Aprilia RS125 from £199.00 with can Aprilia RS250 from £430.00 with cans Suzuki RGV250
VJ22 from £430.00 with cans Honda NSR250 MC21/28 from £430.00 with cans Honda

NSR125/150 from £189.00 with can two stroke end cans from £45.00 - £110.00
other models available please contact us for more info

Four Stroke Exhausts

Honda NC30/35 full race systems from £650.00 Honda CBR125 from £179.00
Kawasaki ZX250R Ninja from £275.00 Kawasaki ER6 from £249.00

other models available please contact us for more info

Many other models catered for, please see our website

for more models and our package details

Call Gavin on tel: 01616 136600

Mob: 07919 404 734

email: gavin@jap4performance.com

01926 
430562

WWW.IKONSHOCKS.CO.UK

Adjustable
Rebuildable
Affordable

We supply a 
comprehensive range of
wiring products for repair, 
modifi cation or complete 
rewire to your classic bike

Visit our website, phone or email for a free catalogue

www.vehicleproducts.co.uk
Tel: 0115 9305454 � Email: sales@vehicleproducts.co.uk

Vehicle Wiring Products, 9 Buxton Court, Manners Ind.Est.,
Ilkeston, Derbyshire DE7 8EF

FREE
CATALOGUE
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F YOU WANT to find someone

who lives and breathes the fine

art of motorcycle painting and

body repair, look down a narrow 

side street in Hull’s industrial quarter. There 

you’ll find Clive White – former (and still 

occasionally current) racer and graphic 

designer – beavering away. Clive has forged 

an enviable reputation for the quality of his 

paintwork, based on his uncompromising 

standards, undoubted skills and sheer hard 

graft. Welcome to Rapier Paintwork.

What’s surprising, given Rapier’s standing 

within the bike world, is that Clive works 

entirely on his own. There’s no bustling 

workshop crammed with spraygun wizards, 

delivery drivers or the odd apprentice – just 

Clive and his faithful labrador, Sophie. “I did 

have a lad who worked for me for years 

and he was very good,” Clive explains, “but 

he moved to Australia a while back. Since 

he left I have started a few guys, but I 

seemed to spend more time re-doing what 

they’d done than getting on with my own 

work. You have to have a flair and love for 

what you’re doing in this job. You almost

have to be able to feel when the filler is

right with your hands. Is it a dying art?

Maybe. But not while I’m still here.”

It’s that passion that has made Rapier the 

number one choice for a growing clientele 

that includes some of the top collectors in 

the UK. That’s maybe not surprising when 

you look at Clive’s background. 

“I trained as a graphic artist when I left 

school and worked for eight years in the 

industry,” he reveals. “But I was always

massively into bikes and started painting 

some of my mates’ bikes on the side. I just 

worked in my garage at home using rattle 

cans at first.” Yet with demand for his 

expertise growing, Clive found some more 

suitable premises in Spring Bank, Hull. 

“My workshop was just behind a shop 

called Rapier Racing, who supplied race 

parts. I hooked up with them and that’s 

where I got the Rapier name. I moved out 

of there to a bigger place in 1999 and 

moved to these premises 16 years ago.  

The place was virtually derelict then and I 

thought it was massive. I let out some 

space in the building next to the workshop 

as band rehearsal rooms – it’s a bit of a 

sideline. I bought the building in 2003, but  

I could do with a bit more space now.” 

When it comes to paint, Clive’s a 

traditionalist. “I work with two-pack,” he 

confirms. “They’re trying to phase it out, 

but the small quantities I use on bike 

bodywork means I can get away with using 

it. Plus, as a restorer, I can make a case for 

“Perfection takes time”
Bodywork is a bike’s crowning glory. Let Rapier Paintwork sort yours

WORDS GEZ KANE  PHOTOGRAPHY SIMON HIPPERSON

THE PROFESSIONALS

I

As a one-man band, Clive’s work 

takes time – but it’s worth the wait
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As inboxes go, Rapier’s is very cool A homemade jig spins alloys for spraying

Clive’s RD350 shows the quality of his work

FETTLING

Plastic fantastic – bodywork the Rapier way

1
Battered
This RD350 fairing

has seen better days. The

plastic mounting tabs on

both sides of the headlamp

aperture are broken and

bodged up with scraps of

alloy sheet and a couple of

rivets. Clive is going to

graft in a piece of plastic to

make it good as new. First

up is a cardboard template.

2
New from old
Using a fragment of

an old panel, Clive cuts a

piece to replace the

missing part of the tab

using his template as a

guide. He cuts the panel

with a cutting disc and

cleans up the cut edges

with a small orbital sander.

3
Good as new
Clive removes all the

paint from both sides of

the joint with a die grinder

to get down to bare plastic.

Then he glues the new

piece in place. The bond

between the new and old

parts of the tab is made

with two-pack adhesive –

Methacrylate liquid and

Acrylate resin powder.

How much?
Clive White doesn’t do cheap, but

he does do first-class paintwork, 

body repairs – and even complete 

restorations. And, for the quality 

of his work, his prices are pretty 

reasonable. The final cost depends 

on how much work has gone into 

the job, but a typical tank repair and 

respray will be in the region of £300. 

To repair and paint a bellypan might 

set you back £70, while a fairing side 

panel – complete with graphics – 

will be around £120. Painting – not 

powdercoating – a frame for a YPVS 

would be about £270. Full restos – 

understandably – are rather more. 

Think around £3500-£4000 for a 

Yamaha FS1-E and £4500-£5000 for 

something like a Honda NSR250 – 

plus parts as required.

using it to replicate the original finish. 

Modern water-based paints are a nightmare 

anyway. I air-dry all my paintwork because, 

if you force-dry it, the paint can delaminate 

from the panel. Mind you, air-drying 

modern paint would take ages.”

Clive’s meticulous techniques mean a 

Rapier paint job might take a little longer 

than some other painters – but Clive insists 

the extra time is worth it. “Typically, I’ll 

apply etch primer, then primer, followed  

by the base colour and then two coats of 

two-pack lacquer,” he explains. “That’s five 

spraying operations. And on bare plastic 

panels I apply adhesion promoter before 

the primer. It all takes time.” 

Clive is equally fastidious when it comes 

to tank and body panel repairs. “A mate up 

the road repairs metal tanks for me, using 

braze and all the traditional sheet metal 

working techniques,” he says. “He’s a real 

artist. I always seal tanks if they’ve had  

to be brazed, though. I’ve even got an 

endoscope so I can look inside tanks to 

check the repairs. 

“I don’t use plastic welding for body 

panels. The heat can distort panels and  

it also draws the oils out of the plastic, 

making it brittle. I don’t use high build 

primer, either. If you use too much, the 

panels can end up too thick and they won’t 

fit together properly. It all takes a little 

longer, but it’s the only way I work.”   

Three walls of shelving are stacked with 

old and broken body panels. “I use some as 

donor plastic for repairs, but mostly they’re 

a sort of reference library of the original 

finish for different models,” Clive explains. 

“If I’ve got an original tank or panel – 

however battered – I can replicate the 

colours and graphics exactly. It’s a lot 

harder working from a photograph and 

guessing at the exact dimensions to work 

to. At the end of the day, I want every job  

to be perfect.” 

It’s that relentless drive that has seen an 

ever-growing customer base beat a path to 

Rapier Paintwork’s door. “I love what I do,” 

Clive says simply. “I’m here six days a week 

and I still get a real buzz out of doing a 

good job. I might not be the cheapest or 

offer the fastest turnaround, but I put 100 

per cent into every job.”

Perfection, craft and maximum effort: 

isn’t your bike worth that?

Contact: Rapier Paintwork, Unit 1, Little 

George Street, off Lime Street, Hull, HU8 

7AJ, 01482 212690, rapierpaintwork.co.uk    

Clive prefers working on a rotating

table than hanging stuff up
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www.zero-limits.co.uk

Carbon Fibre Specialist
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The only limit is

your imagination!

Tel: 01634 361825   Mobile 07948 563280
Email: membershipvjmc@yahoo.co.uk

THE HOME OF THE JAPANESE CLASSIC

AUTHORISED
PARTS
DEALER

Check out our
website today 

for the
full range

Unit 4 Victoria Street
Industrial Estate,
Leigh, Lancashire

WN7 5SE, England
Email: z@z-power.co.uk
Tel +44 (0)1942 262864
Fax +44 (0)1942 670816

-power.co.uk
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25 years of
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 www.digital-speedos.co.uk
Tel: 01564 775522

Digital Speedos

We are the distributor in the UK for Koso and Daytona gauges
and authorised dealers for Motogadget and Smiths.
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WORKSHOP RATING
TECHNICAL DIFFICULTY?

Change fork oil
Ideally you’d change your fork oil once a year,
but some do it once a decade. Go for regular
maintenance to keep your forks at their best
WORDS & PHOTOGRAPHY RUPERT PAUL

2   Free the spring
With the top cap loosened, you can 

undo it the rest of the way by hand. Slide 

the stanchion down. On this VFR the spring 

retainer just slips out to expose the top cap 

locknut. Most cartridge forks need a spring 

compressor, though.

1  Preliminary loosenings
With the leg still on the bike, undo the 

top yoke and clip-on pinchbolts and just 

loosen the top cap. With the leg out, clamp 

the spindle hole in the vice and crack the 

bottom bolt undone with a mallet. Just 

break its grip at this stage.

HOW LONG?
Give yourself three hours – most of 

which will be wrestling with bodywork, 

wheels and calipers.

COST?
Say £13 for a litre of oil, plus £60 if you 

need a spring compressor (necessary 

to get into almost all cartridge forks).

For this job you’ll require a workshop,

tools... and your best ‘concentrated face’

W
HY BOTHER changing fork oil? 

Well, forks are sliding bearings, 

with lots of metal-to-metal 

contact. Compressing springs 

bend sideways, scraping the walls of the 

tubes they live in. On top of that, bad stuff 

can get past worn seals. Ignore all that and 

your forks will feel like sludge.

To work on forks, find somewhere clean 

and well-lit. Use a vice with soft jaws. Get a 

clean parts tray lined with lint-free shop 

towel and lay the components out in order.

The hardest bit is getting the bottom bolt 

undone. Hold the spindle end of the slider 

in a vice to minimise flex. Clean the bolt 

head perfectly and use a good quality hex 

socket. Get a mate to extend the fork as 

hard as possible. If all else fails, borrow a 

tool to hold the damper rod or cartridge.

This VFR has a cartridge fork whose 

innards come apart easily. Most need a 

spring compressor. Reactivesuspension.

com do one for £60 which includes a bleed 

tool and slotted plate to hold the cartridge 

rod where you want it – or a complete kit 

for £85 including fork oil and level syringe.

Tools for the job
Vice and soft jaws, compressed air (ideally), 

brake cleaner, rags or shop towel, hex 

socket, socket for top cap, spanners for 

locknuts, fork oil, mallet, torque wrench, 

bleed tool (for cartridge forks).
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3
Innards out
The locknut fixes the cap to the

cartridge rod. Loosen the nut and spin the

cap off. Extract the subsequent parts,

laying them out in order on clean shop

towel: the cap, retainer, washer, preload

tube and spring.

6
Spotless inside
Clean the fork tubes with rag on a

long screwdriver, then hose with brake

cleaner, using the bottom bolt hole as a

drain. Remove all traces of sludge. If the

seals or bushes need replacing, now’s the

time to do it. 

9
Let it bleed
Screw a bleed tool to the cartridge

rod and pump until the damping is smooth

both ways. Next put your hand over the

stanchion, extend the fork to make a

vacuum (to remove bubbles), then release.

Repeat this five or six times.

4  A smelly moment
Hang the fork leg upside down over

an oil bowl for 20 minutes. Old oil is full of

aluminium particles, dirt and even water. It’s

also broken down by shearing and heat.

Oh, and another thing: it absolutely stinks.

You can recycle it like normal engine oil.

7
New copper
With a new (or annealed) copper

washer on the bottom bolt, install the clean

cartridge. On most bikes the cartridge sits

in a tubular or top hat-style spacer. Ensure

it sits square and the right way up. Tighten

the bolt to 14lb.ft.

10  Oil level with you
Set the oil level (forks fully 

compressed) with a fork oil syringe – it’s so

satisfying. The level (we used 115mm) gives

a precise air gap which acts as a secondary

spring to help the forks resist bottoming on

heavy braking. That’s why it matters.

5  Cartridge away
Unscrew the bottom bolt and lift the 

cartridge out. Pump it several times to 

expel the old oil. Ideally you’d strip the 

cartridge, but that’s a fairly specialist job. 

Otherwise clean it with a rag, brake cleaner 

and compressed air.

8
In with the new
Pour in the new oil. The 5W, 10W and 

so on system of fork oil is daft: it varies 

wildly and bike makers don’t help (Honda 

just specify ‘ATF’ for the VFR). As a result 

there’s no real way to work out what’s best. 

We used Silkolene 5W; if in doubt use 7.5W. 

11
Rebuild and test
Refit the cleaned spring and other 

parts – on adjustable rebound forks, set  

the adjuster three turns in from fully 

anti-clockwise. Spin the cap on until the 

adjuster bottoms, then nip the locknut up. 

Have a bounce. It should feel smooth. 
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OUR EXPERT
GARY HURD
Gary, or Grumpy 

to his mates, is a 

mechanic, restorer, 

breaker, Suzuki GSX 

fanatic and serial bike buyer. In 

more than 20 years in the bike 

trade he’s managed to develop 

the twin virtues of restraint and 

the ability to look beneath the 

surface when appraising a bike. 

We value his advice even if we 

don’t always heed it. So what we 

got this month, Big G?

PROJECT
EDITED BY JIM MOORE

Scrapyard gold, small ad delights and internet
auction follies. Find the best and worst here

1978 Yamaha IT250

1975 Suzuki GT250

1988 Honda CBR600F

 We like Yamaha’s 

air-cooled enduro tools and, 

judging by your response to 

Lee Workman’s fantastic 

IT490 in last month’s issue, 

you do too. This late ’70s US- 

import 250 needs a clean-up 

but, going by its condition 

and mere 899 miles recorded 

on its speedo, looks to have 

few battle scars. It runs, too. 

Our guess is that it was used 

for weekend fun until its 

owner lost interest (why?) 

and stood it in a shed. Simple 

to work on and promises 

hours of undiluted madness

thereafter. If it was up for a

grand we’d snap his hand off.

Gary says: From the pics it

does appear to have had only

light use. There are no dents

in the pipe or bash plate – it

just needs a good clean, plus

a strip and grease of moving 

parts. I’d want to check 

thoroughly the integrity of 

what looks to be a plastic tank 

though. It’s more than I’d want 

to pay, but there’s plenty of 

fun (and pain) to be had here.

 Looking to keep busy 

over winter? This will keep 

you quiet for months. The 

sum of 400 quid gets you 

an apparently solid frame,  

a motor (both numbers 

match the V5) and a few 

ancillaries. There’s back 

history, too. The rest will be 

part of a lengthy shopping 

list – exhausts possibly 

being the hardest to come 

by. A previous calamity has 

taken a chunk out of the 

crankcase by the engine 

sprocket, so knowing a 

friendly welder will be 

useful. These Ram-Air GTs 

are brilliant little bikes 

when sorted, and you’d pay 

more than £395 for these 

parts on their own…

Gary says: I’ve got fond 

memories of these old GTs 

– mainly as my RD was 

faster – and that’s fair cash 

for something with a V5 

and history; that’ll really add 

to the bike’s appeal when 

it’s done. You’d want to 

source the lion’s share of 

missing bits before lifting a 

spanner on it, though.

 It’s rare to find a first 

generation CBR600 in near 

standard condition, so this ’88 

example (as was intended 

except for the pipe – the 

originals always rot) has great 

potential as a resto project. It’s 

a runner, too, so has the scope 

to be a cheap runabout if a 

tidy-up doesn’t take your 

fancy. At £750 it’s unlikely  

to hang about for long…

Gary says: When you stop and

think about it for a minute, 

that’s quite a lot of bike you’re

getting there for 750 quid. It

could be anything you want: a 

commuter, a resto, a track bike 

or even a tourer. People are 

starting to get dewy-eyed 

about these early 600s now  

as well, so if you’re thinking of 

getting one to restore now’s 

the time to buy.

UP 
FOR 
£750

UP 
FOR 
£395

UP 
FOR 

£1450

Want to spend the entire winter
in your garage? Buy this

If it was a bit cheaper we’d 

have already bought it

This is in great nick 
for a 27-year-old 600
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Buy it quick,

before Big G does

1978 Kawasaki Z1-R

1984 Kawasaki KR250

 Yes it’s hideous, but look 

beyond the paint, GPZ600R 

rolling gear and two decades 

of neglect and there’s a Z1-R 

waiting to be rescued. The 

600R stuff is worth little, 

although the Harris four-into-

one will fetch good money if 

you want to go back to 

standard. In Japan the Z1-R is 

more highly regarded than 

the original Zed, and there’s a 

strong following for them in 

Europe, too. Three-and-a-half 

is a lot, but the frame’s not

been cut about and 1R

projects don’t come up often.

Gary says: I’d be interested,

but not for that money. 

Two-and-a-half and I’d be 

scanning the ad for a number. 

The important stuff is there – 

tank, panels, motor and a 

stock frame – but you’d need 

a few quid more in your back 

pocket to fill in the gaps. It’ll 

be nice when it’s finished.

 This GSX is a period 

streetfighter and that’s its 

appeal – right down to its 

chunky under-braced, 

box-section swingarm, 

Yoshimura Cyclone 

four-into-one pipe, Raask 

rearsets, flat ’bars, Wrangler- 

style paint and cut-down 

white seat. It’s a four-

cylinder time capsule. At 

£500 we’d snap it up, give 

it a clean and slap an 1100 

lump in the frame.

Gary says: That’s me, right 

there. I much prefer the 

period streetfighter look to 

the modern Christmas trees, 

and that bike looks as hard 

as nails. The pipe and 

swingarm are probably 

worth the money on their 

own. I’ve got an 1170 that’d 

go straight in there, too.

1980 Suzuki 
GSX750ET

 “Very rare motorcycle,” says 

the ad. And it’s right. The 

tandem-twin KR preceded the 

KR-1/S, and never made it to 

the UK as an official import. 

Technically interesting but no 

quicker than an RG, the KR 

never took off as a grey 

import either, so spares 

could be an issue – and

this one’s going to

gobble them up. The

motor turns over, but it’ll

need a full rebuild, plus it’s

missing mirrors, bellypan and

front mudguard. The rest 

appears to have been stood on

a beach for over a decade. 

1500 notes is a lot to gamble 

on so much work.

Gary says: If you’re prepared  

to put the work in, hunt and 

wait to track down spares, 

and never add up the 

final spend then this KR 

could be restored. You 

wouldn’t do it for 

nostalgic reasons 

because we never got the 

KR here, so surely it’d make 

more sense to do an RG or TZR 

instead – at least parts are more 

plentiful.

DIDN’T

SELL AT 

£1495

UP 
FOR 

£3450

SOLD 

FOR 
£475

One word: why?

The sort of resto that could

gobble up parts – and cash



Please contact 01747 811196 or visit www.motocorsa.co.uk

Moto Corsa Ltd was founded by Mike Russell de Clifford MIMI
who is one of the most respected Italian motorcycle specialists
in the country with experience that includes nearly 25 years as a
Moto Guzzi factory trained development technician and for many
years the Technical and Training Manager for the then importer of
Moto Guzzi, Laverda, Benelli, Ducati,  MV Augusta, Cagiva, Magni,
Peugeot and Sachs motorcycles. As a result, Mike has worked
closely with the Italian factories developing their products.

Moto Corsa’s staff are extremely passionate about Italian
motorcycles and in the past have prepared Moto Guzzi
bikes for Historic, BOTT and Bear racing teams as well as
the TT Parade. As an offi cial dealer for MV Agusta, Benelli
and EBR you will fi nd their latest models amongst a field
of Italian classics also becoming one of the fi rst service
centres in the UK for the recently reformed Moto Morini.
The service provided will be second to none.

WANTED
ALL 1970-1990 
TWO STROKE

Yamaha, Kawasaki
and Suzuki bikes
Cash paid on collection

0797 0007775

All enquiries to Moto Strada, Unit 1 The Sidings,Thackley Old Road, Shipley BD18 1BN. Tel: 01274 592500

www.motostrada.co.uk

The largest selection of new and used Moto Guzzis in the country
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WORDS ALAN SEELEY PHOTOGRAPHY BAUER ARCHIVE

BUYERS’ GUIDE

With a clever V-twin plus the added input of

Guzzi genius Dr John Wittner, the Daytona is

still great – and getting increasingly collectible

N ACCEPTED adage of bike

manufacturing is that racing

improves the breed. Usually this

means factory teams contesting

various series and incorporating the lessons

learned in their road-going offerings. Moto

Guzzi broke with convention when it came

to their Daytona series, adopting the

innovations of American Guzzi guru Dr

John Wittner to re-establish the sportsbike

primacy of their across-the-frame V-twins.

Dr John’s Guzzi team won back-to-back

AMA Endurance Road Race titles in 1984

and ’85, but a luckless 1986 yielded no wins

and a mooted TT entry failed to happen. At

the end of the year, while working on plans

for a Battle of the Twins Racer, Guzzi owner

Alejandro de Tomaso invited Dr John to

Italy to discuss the American’s chassis

concepts with a view to building an

improved performance road bike.

Dr John returned to the States with a

sackful of development cash and set to

work. A keen fan of the efforts of UK

chassis visionary Tony Foale, Dr John made

a spine between the Guzzi engine’s vee,

specifying a 75 x 50mm rectangular section

tube. This meant the engine could be high

for ground clearance while positioning the

rider low. The headstock formed a perfect

right angle with the spine for rigidity, while

a 63mm round steel tube across the rear of

the spine provided the location for 13mm

aluminium plates which were also attached

to the gearbox and gave the swingarm

somewhere to pivot. The swingarm itself

acted on a monoshock.

The traditional Guzzi torque reaction

caused by the driveshaft being integral to

the swingarm was banished from the new

design by the use of a floating final drive

unit, connected to the frame by a torque

arm parallel to the swingarm. One trade-off

of the floating drive was an extra universal

joint for the driveshaft. The engine was

offset to accommodate wider rear tyre.

MotoG i
Daytona

A

Oil pump

Shaft runs in plain

aluminium body leading

to wear. Exchange units

available with bushes

or bearings to cure

the problem.

4

Dr John’s racer was based around a Le

Mans two-valve engine. The bike won the

1987 Pro-Twins Championship.

Meanwhile, back in Italy, Umberto

Todero had been working on a

four-valve 992cc engine. Todero,

a disciple of 1950s Guzzi race

supremo Giulio Cesare

Carcano, dispensed with the

usual Guzzi single longitudinal

camshaft and pushrods and

replaced them with a belt-driven cam in

each head with rocker arms actuating the

valves. It made 92bhp@7500rpm.

The melding of the men’s work was

irresistible, first with the limited 1988 Dr

John replica and then the announcement

of the Daytona in ’89 – by which time Wittner

was working on the bike full-time for Guzzi

in Italy. Production proper began in 1992.

Potential buyers had been waiting a long

time for the bike by then but for all the

clever engineering of the new Guzzi, the

sportsbike world had moved on even

further from air-cooled twins. After all, this

was the year the FireBlade hit showrooms.

A choice of three performance upgrade

kits were available for the engine: A-kit –

exhaust, air filters and chip; B-kit – A-kit

plus Carrillo rods, lighter pistons, crankshaft

and cylinders; and the C-kit, with hotter

cams, different tappets, a fuel regulator and

Eprom chip to the party. By now the base

four-valve was making 94bhp@7500rpm.

The 1994 bike got a new shaft set-up

from the Sport 1100, the ‘budget’ sister

bike, with grease nipples to help maintain

the exposed and underdeveloped set-up.

For 1996 a limited edition Daytona

Racing was produced featuring the C-kit

and a road-legal exhaust and, at last, a 17in

rear wheel replacing the 18in. That same

year the Daytona RS arrived, with the C-kit

and a host of other engine and chassis mods.

The RS is the one you really want, but all

of them are overlooked and underrated.

6
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Fuel injection

Weber-Marelli injection 

system can feel a little 

crude at some throttle 

openings, especially in 

the context of a V-twin. 

The move to P8 from 

P7 ECU from 1994 

smoothed things a little.

Cush drive

Not fitted until the 

move to 17in rear 

wheels, although 

provision was made for 

one. Fitment gives the 

drivetrain an easier life.

Electrics

Generally good. All 

the additional electrics 

necessitated by fuel 

injection forced Guzzi 

to up their game. 

Alternators were 

uprated twice, in 1994 

and ’95, and are easily 

uprated now.

Exhaust system

Huge standard collector 

box is quite restrictive 

and often replaced with 

aftermarket link pipes. 

Some early ones were 

mild steel rather than 

stainless and tended  

to corrode.

Cam belts

These were a major 

departure for Guzzi on 

the four-valve engines. 

Replacement every two 

years or 9000 miles is a 

sensible precaution.

Rocker arms

There were reports of 

rocker arm breakages 

on a few early 

Daytonas. It won’t make 

any ticking noises – it’ll 

just stop completely. 

Driveshaft

Exposed U-joints 

and awkward angles 

means shaft has a 

hard time and must 

be maintained. Grease 

nipples for 1994 and 

further refinement for 

1996 makes those ones 

much better.

Timing gears

The gear on the crank 

is steel while the oil 

pump and cam belt 

gears are aluminium, 

leading to wear issues. 

Aftermarket steel 

replacements are a  

far better option.

1
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WORKSHOP
RATINGS

20
MINS

10
MINS

40
MINS

OIL CHANGE

The Daytona has a useful hatch to

the oil filter but you’ll still want

one of those pressed-steel filter

tools. Recommended oil is 5W-50

Mobil 1. Change every 6000 miles

or annually.

TOP-END REBUILD

Access is easy, so any top-end

issues can be dealt with while the

engine is in the frame. A belt

tensioning tool is available and

they’re cheap, so invest in one to

get things right.

Engine rebuild

It might be sophisticated by Guzzi

standards but the Daytona lump

is easy to work on. Aside from the

belt-tensioning tool few special

tools are required, but the one to

align the two-friction, single plain

plate dry clutch is handy, or you

can use a spare centre.

Sparkplug change

One benefit of the pots hanging

out in the breeze is that the plugs

are easy to get to. Regular or

iridium as you see fit, but don’t

bother with the latter if it’s just to

make maintenance easier – it’s

already simple enough.

Gearbox and bevel drive

Change the shaft-drive’s bevel

box oil every 6000 miles or so.

The gearbox is separate from the

engine; do this at the same time.

Use a semi-synth 75W-90 ’box oil 

in both. Nigel Billingsley of NBS 

advises a slug of Molyslip too.

Replacing the fork oil

Regardless of whether it’s 

Marzocchi, White Power, rwu or 

usd on your Daytona, take the 

forks out to clean the internals 

and change the oil properly.

 
Brake pads

Brembos are a breeze to work on. 

Clean the calipers and pistons, 

lubricating the latter with a little 

silicon grease.

1
HR

2 
HRS

2
DAYS

3
DAYS

15mm aluminium plates carry

footpegs, swingarm and gearbox

Swingarm acted

on a monoshock

992cc four-valve unit had a

belt-driven cam in each head

PRICE GUIDE
Mint £8000-£10,000 Good £6000-£8000

Ratty £4000-£6000 Basketcase up to £4000
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T I M E L I N E

EXPERT VIEW
Nigel Billingsley of repair

and restoration specialists

NBS (01889 271818,

motorcycleservicing.co.uk)

says the Daytona is a very

special Guzzi...

“The Daytona was conceived in the usual

Guzzi way, building on what they already

had rather than starting from scratch. It was

a serious attempt to get back into the

superbike sector and while it doesn’t stand

comparison with its Japanese

contemporaries, the Daytona was a big

step forward. They really are superb

performers, especially for air-cooled twins.

They are only going to become more

collectible so whether you buy for fun or as

an investment, you won’t be disappointed.”

USEFUL LINKS
motorcycleservicing.co.uk NBS website

mgcn.nl a host of useful general Guzzi

information

motoguzziclub.co.uk for British fans

of big Italians

The Daytona is only

going to increase in value

As is the Italian way, high

quality clocks come as standard

1992 Daytona

Colours: red

• Air-cooled 4-valve 

twin sportsbike.  

17in front, 18in rear 

wheel. Marzocchi 

M1R rwu forks. Koni 

shock on single-

seat bikes, White 

Power on dual-seat. 

205kg. 486 built.

1993 Daytona

Colours: red

• Black wheels now 

available as well as 

white. 283 built.

1994 Daytona

Colours: red

• New driveshaft, 

Brembo Goldline 

calipers, White 

Power forks, 

upgraded 350-watt 

Ducati alternator. 

Some with 

Weber-Marelli P8 

CPU replacing P7. 

155 built.

1995 Daytona

Colours: red

• Further upgraded 

Ducati alternator. 

100 built.

1996 Daytona 

Racing

Colours: red

• 17in wheels, now 

with rear cush. 

Updated driveshaft. 

Performance kitted. 

100bhp@8400rpm. 

100 built.

1996 Daytona RS

Colours: red, black

• Higher comp 

pistons, revised cam 

timing, lightened 

crank, larger 

crankpins, Carrillo 

rods. Oil cooler. 

Lighter wheels, 17in. 

White Power usd 

forks. 320mm iron 

front discs. 113 built. 

Claimed power now 

102bhp@8400rpm. 

211kg dry.

1997 Daytona RS

Colours: red

• As for 1996. 195 

built.

SPECIFICATION

1992 Moto Guzzi Daytona
ENGINE

Type air-cooled, sohc,

8v, V-twin

Capacity 992cc

Bore x stroke 90 x 78mm

Fuel system Weber-Marelli electronic fuel

injection

Clutch/gearbox dry, dual friction plate/5-speed

CHASSIS

Frame steel spine, engine as stressed

member

Front suspension 42mm rwu Marzocchi M1R

telescopic cartridge fork,

adj. preload and rebound

Rear suspension Koni monoshock, adj.

preload and rebound

Front brakes 2 x 300mm discs, Brembo

4-piston calipers

Rear brake 1 x 280mm disc, Brembo

2-piston caliper

Tyres front, rear 120/70 ZR17, 160/60 ZR18

DIMENSIONS

Dry weight 205kg (452lb)

Wheelbase 1475mm (58.1in)

Fuel capacity 19 litres (4.2 gallons)

PERFORMANCE

Power 94bhp@7500rpm

Top speed 144mph

PARTS PRICES 
All prices from Gutsibits (01484 841395,  

gutsibits.co.uk). Pattern unless stated otherwise.

Air filter £7.15

Oil filter £7.99

Sparkplug (2 x NGK DR9EIX) (each) £8.90 

Cam belts (each) £22 

Clutch plates £152

Gaskets  £11.64 (head) £3.50 (sump),  

 £1.99 (rocker, each)

Regulator/rectifier  £97-£130  

 (for Ducati alternators, two types)

Alternator stator £150

Brake pads (pair, EBC HH) £21.50 

Fork seals (pair, including dust seals) £48 

Head bearings  £18

Indicator (each) £14.29 

Mirror (each) £44 

Clutch mastercylinder (OE Brembo)  £110

Screen £60

Exhaust crossover pipe  £230  

 (replaces big collector box)

SERIAL NUMBERS
Frame number information:

1992  Data not available

1993-1996 single-seater   KA11111 to KA11802

1993-1996 Biposto   KA30001 to KA33137

1996 Racing   KL11111-on

1996 RS   KL11111-on



Adverts for privately-owned 

bikes registered before 2000 

are FREE in PS. Ads for post-

1999 bikes start from £20. To 

make sure you see the adverts 

first, take out a subscription to  

Practical Sportsbikes. 

See page 36 for details.

READER ADVERTS

Your advert will appear in the next two available issues.

IN
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Conditions of Acceptance: For private advertisers only and for trade by prior agreement. No correspondence can be entered into. Unfortunately we cannot guarantee that your advertisement will appear in a particular issue. Bauer Media

does not accept responsibility for any errors or mistakes in adverts. All advertisements are subject to approval of the publisher, who reserves the right to amend, refuse, withdraw or otherwise deal with copy submitted and who will have no

obligation to provide you with any reason for so doing. Bauer Publishing reserves the right to publish your advert in our other magazines that we deem relevant. If you do not wish it to appear in our other titles, please make us aware.

Make Model Year Price

Name ...................................................................................................................

Address ..........................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................

Postcode ........................................................................................................

Daytime tel no ..............................................................................................

CHECKLIST: 
1.   Please use block capitals and start your advert with the make and model. 

2. Specify the type of advert.

3.   Don’t forget your phone number. Advertisements submitted by email must contain a name, 

daytime phone number and full postal address.

4.   Have you included a cheque made payable to Bauer Automotive? Or alternatively we will call 

you for your card details

5.   You may photocopy this form if you have more than one bike to sell.

6.  Due to demand, we can accept a maximum of three adverts per customer per issue.

7.  We do not accept trade adverts without prior agreement. All trade advertisements should 

have (T) at the end of the advert copy.

Please include Make, Model, Year, Price, Tel No./Area, also up to 25 words of text. Super ads: up to 200 characters and submit separately.  

PLEASE USE CLEAR BLOCK CAPITALS

1

2

3

Please tick
the advert 
you want...

Bike 
details...

FREE

PLUS

’70s, ’80s & ’90s
FREE

Single column picture ads for privately-owned

sportsbikes registered before 2000

MODERN
£20

Single column picture ads for privately-owned

classic bikes registered in or after 2000

AUTOJUMBLE
FREE

Ads for spares and

miscellaneous items

TRADE
£20

Single column picture ads

for trade sales

BIKES WANTED
FREE

Ads for motorcycles

you’re looking to buy

SUPER
£30

Double-column, high impact picture ads including Make, Model, Year,

Price, Phone Number and Area, also up to 200 characters

PARTS WANTED
FREE

Need something to finish 

your rebuild? Ask here

Your advertisement will automatically be placed in the next two available issues of Practical Sportsbikes – please state if only one issue is required.

Due to high demand, we can only accept a maximum of three adverts per customer per issue. You may photocopy the coupon below if necessary

Adverts for privately-owned bikes registered before 2000 are free (bikes registered after 2000 cost £20; super double-column adverts cost £30)

BOOK BY POST
Please fill in the form below, specifying the type of advert (’70s, ’80 & ’90s, 

Autojumble, Bikes for Sale, Bikes Wanted, Parts Wanted). Include Make, 

Model, Year, Price, Tel Number and Area, also up to 25 words of text. Please 

include your name and address (not published). Then post to:  PS Reader 

Ads, Practical Sportsbikes, Media House, Lynchwood, Peterborough, 

Camb, PE2 6EA.  Photographs (we regret that we cannot return these) 

should be of a good quality, with your name and address on the back. 

BOOK BY EMAIL
Send your advert details to: psreaderads@bauermedia.co.uk 

Please include your surname and postcode in the subject line. Include Make, 

Model, Year, Price, Tel Number and Area, also up to 25 words of text. Please 

include your name and address (not published). Include your photo as an 

attachment, named accordingly, preferably as a jpeg. If payment is required 

we’ll call you for your card details.

ENQUIRIES 

We do not take advertisements over the phone. Should you have a query regarding a private advert, please call 01733 366340. 

For trade advertising, call Farah Bell on 01736 755508.



Purveyors of High End & Investment Motorcycles
 View our full range of stock at: www.thebikespecialists.com

T: 01143 993750 M: 07875 068605 M: 07741 222996
Monday - Friday 9-5.30pm    Saturday - 9-4pm    Sunday - 11-4pm

The Bike Specialists, Unit 6, Edmund Road, The Old Barracks, Sheffi eld, South Yorkshire S2 4EE 

GP7 EXHAUST

ROSSO

EDITION

DUCATI DESMOSEDICI £54,980

KALAHARI

STUNNING

RESTORATION

BMW R80 GS £16,980

900 MILES

BESPOKE

BUILD

NORTON CAFE RACER £17,980

No.198

STUNNING

CONDITION

DUCATI FOGGY REP £18,480

ULTRA RARE

ROAD

VERSION

SUZUKI XR69 £23,980

BRAND

NEW NEVER

RIDDEN

BMW K100 £9,980

BRAND NEW

NEVER

 RIDDEN

CAGIVA MITO £4,980

44 MILES

SIMPLY

STUNNING

HONDA CBR 1000RR SP £14,480

NO.3

BRAND NEW

NEVER RIDDEN

NORTON DOMINATOR SS £POA

320 BHP

SUPER RARE

NEW

KAWASAKI H2R £49,980

BRAND NEW

NEVER

RIDDEN

CAGIVA MOTO SP £4,980

NO. 1496

STUNNING

ONLY 27 MILES

DUCATI SPS £24,980

TOMMY HILL

2011 BSB

WINNING BIKE

SWAN YAMAHA R1 £44,980

COMPLETE 

NUT & BOLT

RESTORATION

TRIUMPH T120R £14,980

EXPERIENCE OUR EXPERIENCE

TEAM VERSION

BRAND NEW

INVESTMENT

DESMOSEDICI  £64,980

JOEY 

DUNLOP

BRAND NEW

HONDA SP1 £25,980

FULL FACTORY

 SPEC

RESTORATION

YAMAHA TZ250 £9,980

BRAND NEW

VERY LIMITED

EDITION

TRIUMPH ISDT £10,980 
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Your 16-page 
guide to metal 
work and 
fabrication 

AND: Kawasaki AR50/80 resto
wisdom, Laverda 668, Yamaha
XJR1200/1300 buyers’ guide

The world’s most exotic road bike
revealed, ridden and rated

How our £200 wreck

became a podium-

pedigree endurance

race bike

Next month
JANAURY 2016 ISSUE ON SALE DECEMBER 16

Honda NR750

Project 
VFR750 

Stunning second-
generation Yamagamma

RGV350
YPVS

PLUS
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Bikes for sale

Autojumble
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Classifieds

      
   

Autojumble

Bikes Wanted
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S P O R T S B I K E S P E C I A L I S T S

www.hagon-shocks.co.uk

SPARES & PARTS

WEB DIRECTORY

DYNO SERVICES

01384 633759 www.projex-uk.co.uk
Unit 6 Spinners End Industrial Estate, Cradley Heath. West Midlands B64 6BS

• DYNO TESTING SERVICES

• VAPOUR BLASTING

• ULTRASONIC CARBURETTOR
CLEANING AND REBUILD SERVICE

• CARBURETTOR AND FUEL
INJECTION SETUP

• SERVICING AND REPAIRS

• RESTORATION WORK UNDERTAKEN

TO MODERN

We are a company specialising in the sale of 
factory matched automotive paint aimed purely
for the motorcycle refinishing market. Being
motorcycle painters ourselves for the past
30 years has enabled us to structure a vast
database of motorcycle colour formulations.

www.bikecolours.com

Ignition stator repairs for vintage and modern road & off road bikes.
Rewound to heavier duty. Regulators supplied.

Fast, friendly service.

www.westcountrywindings.co.uk
Unit 6 & 7 Kingstons Farm, Matching Green, Harlow, Essex CM17 ORB

Tel: 01279 731172

THE IGNITION
REPAIR SPECIALIST

 VAPOUR BLASTING SERVICE NOW AVAILABLE

Genuine Suzuki parts at discount prices.
We have a huge range of classic &
modern Suzuki parts available for
immediate dispatch from stock.

Genuine 
Suzuki 
Parts

Suzuki parts - www.discountbikespares.co.uk

Slip it in quicker
with a Sigma!

Tel: 01892 538802
www.sigmaperformance.com

QUALITY NEW AND
USED PARTS

www.motorcyclerecycle.co.uk 
motorcyclerecycle@hotmail.co.uk

01206 793111

SPARES & PARTS

BLAST CLEANING

SERVICES

ELECTRICS

PAINTWORK

CYCLE

SPRAYS
THE ULTIMATE PAINTWORK

Specialising in British, 
Italian, American

and Japanese

Tank & bodywork repairs

Custom & helmet paintwork

www.cyclesprays.com
email: tony@cyclesprays.com

Call: 01483 275258

VAPOUR – BEAD – 
GRIT – ULTRASONIC

Fine Limit Cleaning 
and Finishing Specialists

Also Welding, Stove
Enamel & Powder Coating

Office: 01895 263890
HEATHROW, MIDDLESEX

Shot Blasting & 
All Metal Work 
Powder Coated

01773 530200/ 
07971 655659

Morton Industrial Coatings 
Unit 6 Brook Court, 

Amber Drive, Langley Mill, 
Nottingham, NG16 4BE

suzukiperformancespares.co.uk 
suzukiusedspares.com

07900362809
MAKE THIS YOUR FIRST CALL!

Racks & racks of good used spares
for 4 stroke models 400cc plus,

1976 to present day!
GS550/650/750/850/1000/110, 

GSXR750/1100, GSX600/750/1100, 
Katana 550/650/110, RF600/900, 

Bandit 400/600/1200
Dyna ignitions & coils, performance 

engine components in stock.
Calls by appointment or 

fast mail order

Classic Coatings Ltd
“The Perfect Finish” 

Powder Coating, 
Hydrographics, Dry &

Aqua Blasting
s�-OTORCYCLE�s�!UTOMOTIVE�s�#OMPONENTS
s�!LLOY�7HEEL�2EPAIR�AND�2EFURBISHMENT

www.classic-coatings.co.uk
'2!.4(!-��,).#3

������������

   

ULTRASONIC
CARBURETTOR CLEANING

HARPERS

Tel: 01270 669339   Mob: 07752 008698
email: sales@harpers-ultrasonic.com

3

b d l ld
w

Japanese Italian British
German American

Speedometers and Revcounters
R i d d d

   

Dunlop • Avon • Michelin • Pirelli • Continentals • Bridgestone • Metzeler

Racing Tyres always in stock!
Full Fitting, Balancing & Wheel Removal Service Available

FAX: 01942 262956 OPEN MON-SAT 8.30am-5.30pm

Put your trust in the professionals

Brown Street, Leigh, Lancs

MAIL
ORDER 

 DAY 
VERY

FREEPHONE: 08000 194 035
SSSMMMDDDTYRESTYRES

POWDER
COATING

TY

SPEEDOMETERS

SERVICES

RESTORATION

Don’t miss 
the next 
issue of 

on sale 16th 
December 2015



GET YOUR EARLY BIRD TICKETS NOW!
SAVE £££s I LIMITED AVAILABILITY

www.mcnmotorcycleshow.com  08448 737 346
Calls cost 6p per minute plus network extras

*All bookings subject to a £1.50 transaction fee. Children under 16 must be accompanied by a paying adult. The above date is a guideline and is not a guarantee.  

Please be aware that external factors beyond our control (such as strikes & adverse weather conditions) may delay your order.

TWO
FOR ONLY

£28
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Bans, thefts and an astonishing 25 crashes in his first two years of riding: 

Ben Ireland’s had an eventful 30-year love affair with motorbikes

1993

1995

1993

1991Let the riding 

(and crashing) 

commence...
 “My first bike, and a good 

place to start, was a 1990 

Honda NS125R. I rode it 

from a virtually new pristine

bike to a write off… via

about 30 crashes.”

Send us the Bikes of Your Life

IF THERE’S such a thing as 
a genetic predisposition to 
motorcycling, it’s beginning 
to show itself in the Ireland 
family. Ben Ireland’s father 
Robert is a biker, as was his 
father before him. Three of 

the 42-year-old design manager’s brothers 
have inherited the passion, too.

“As a kid in the 1970s, my dad took me on 
pillion rides – first on his BMW R75 and then
on the Laverda Jota that replaced it,” says
Ben. “My grandfather had about 20 bikes of
all varieties including Urals and Velocettes.”

His brother Mark is 11 years older than
him and Ben remembers his purchase of a
Honda 250 Superdream. “He bought a red
AGV helmet to go with it, so when I started
riding I had to have an AGV too,” he recalls.
But Mark’s influence went beyond that.“I
must have been about four or five years old
when Mark got a Puch Maxi. He let me have
a go on it and I crashed it. When I got to
about 18 or 19 and was looking for a bike of
my own, he said he’d teach me to ride his
Kawasaki GPZ600R. I crashed that too.”

Undeterred, Ben got himself a Honda
NS125R and crashed it first time he rode it.
The young Ireland’s all or nothing riding
style, formed in an attempt to emulate his
racing heroes, led to 25 crashes in 24 months.
Eventually Ben would find his way to the
track to satisfy his need for balls-out speed.

He’s still at it and is thinking about doing
some classic racing in the style of the recent
UK 4-Hour Endurance event. Given that his
daily ride is a 1998 Honda FireBlade, 
combined with his fondness for bikes of the
PS-era, it would be a logical step. 

Broken bones

and engines
 “My first proper bike

was a 1989 Honda 

VFR400R NC30.  

I bought a Japanese 

import for £2850, got 

banned on it (twice) and 

rode it all over – again 

breaking many bones as 

a result of crashing while 

trying to emulate Wayne 

Rainey, before finally 

blowing up the engine.  

I had it rebuilt and sold 

the bike on to a friend. I 

want another one now…”

Banned practice
 “I was sitting out a ban and  

gave the NC30 to my brother so I 

wouldn’t ride it. That said, it didn’t 

stop me buying a 1985-registered 

1982 Yamaha RZ350. I’d be lying if  

I said I didn’t ride it while banned 

(private roads, officer). I then sold it 

to a mate who ran it into the ground. 

I bought it back in 2002 and almost 

immediately got hit by a car, pretty 

much writing off the bike. It’s 

currently halfway through a rebuild.”

Falling in love
 “Great though the 

NC30 was I was missing 

out on two-strokes, so I 

bought a 1992 Suzuki 

RGV250 Lucky Strike 

model, having fallen in 

love with it through  

a dealer’s window. I 

financed myself to the hilt 

to buy it, and it got stolen 

about nine months later.”

A rare shot of Ben 

not stuffing it

It didn’t look like
this for long

The happy couple... well,
until the bike got stolen

Ben’s RGV

and RZ now
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Break from biking
“I’d had a break from bikes for seven

years while I lived in the US, keeping the

LC in my mum’s garage. On moving

home to London, I bought another 1992

Suzuki RGV250 from eBay for £850. It

blew up on the way home from work a

few months in. It’s currently having an

engine rebuild and will be ready soon.”

The best one
“I still have my 1982/’85 Yamaha RZ350 and 

it’s currently being rebuilt. LCs were the 

legend bikes when I was a kid. Two-strokes 

are so addictive, aren’t they?” 

The worst one
“That would have to be the black RGV250, 

the ultimate example of how bad a

neglected two-stroke can be. If I knew then 

what I know now, I could have sorted it out.”

The one that got away... 
“I’d ride my NS125R over to look at my first 

NC30 in the dealer’s window. My brother

rebuilt it, although I crashed it three times  

on my first lap of the Nürburgring.”

The current one
“I bought my 1998 Honda CBR900RR 

FireBlade as my daily commuter, which it 

does absolutely brilliantly – and for £1500 it 

just can’t be beaten.”

1993

1995

1993

2013

2006

2015

Race time
“I decided to race

and my first bike was 

another Honda NC30, 

rescued from a pile

ofmud inAnglesey.

I drove through the

night from London

and back to fetch it,

then went to work.

With race plastics on  

I did a season with

Bemsee in 1999,

getting a few podiums 

but also having a

couple of accidents.”

With no licence, Ben
had to race instead

’Blade runner
 I’d moved out of London and needed 

transport… but the girlfriend said I had  

a budget of £1500. I got a 1998 Honda 

CBR900RR FireBlade, which I fell in love 

with and now ride to work every day. I sorted 

out some electrical problems and it now has 

Hyperpro suspension. I replaced the black 

and graphite plastics with Rothmans 

bodywork as well, and it runs like a dream.”

The winning 
habit

 I also bought a 1991 

Kawasaki ZXR400 

frame, engine and 

bits, and built it into a 

great race bike. I had 

many wins and a few 

lap records on this 

thing. I loved it, but I 

then sold it to fund  

a later bike.” 

1998

1999

2006

Yet another ban
 I also had a 1994 Honda RVF400.  

I bought it in 1998 in Germany, rode it back 

through a horrendous storm, and about two 

weeks later got banned from riding (again) 

– I was on it at 3am in a set of those white/

pink Fieldsheer leathers Foggy used to have. 

I then took it on a track day at Donington, 

and smashed it to pieces at Foggy’s Esses 

chasing the guy who would later become my 

racing team-mate – former South African 

250 champion, Christian Classen.”

Ben starts to get the 

hang of this racing lark



WE cover your mate’s bike when 
YOU ride it - FREE of charge on us!**

Included with your bike policy

Opening hours: Mon - Fri 8am - 8pm, Sat 9am - 5pm, Sun 10am - 4pm. ^DNA+ protection system, terms and conditions apply - carolenash.com/dna-terms-and-conditions. ^^Subject to satisfying underwriting conditions. *Based on an average customer saving of £243. Saving 
compared to buying two separate Carole Nash policies. Average customer = 48 year old male with 7 years NCB, riding a Honda 900RR Fireblade and a BMW R1200 GS. .**Rider Cover: Both bikes must have comprehensive cover, terms and conditions apply - carolenash.com/
rider-terms-and-conditions. Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, firm reference no. 307243. Carole Nash is a trading style of Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd, registered in England and Wales no. 2600841.

� Low Excess

��Free agreed value^^

���UK & European breakdown and accident
recovery, including Homestart assistance 
worth over £100

� Up to £100,000 legal expenses cover in the 
event of an accident which is not your fault

����RIDER COVER** - FREE accidental damage 
cover when riding other bikes

��FREE DNA+ protection system worth £30^

����� ���� ��
Carole Nash, a name you can trust

Based on reviews from 
January 2015  June 2015

of customers 

would recommend 

Carole Nash96
2013

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2014

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2015

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

SAVE UP  
TO £243

ON A MULTI-BIKE POLICY *


